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INTRODUCTION
"HE future of every party depends upon the army of intelligent
social workers it is able to mobilise, train and employ in
various social activities and movements . It is an indisputable
fact today that the Congress failed to implement its own policies
when it took power as it lacked a band of trained workers or
administrators and had perforce entirely to depend upon the
rotten bureaucracy of the previous government. Socialists, if and
when they come in power will suffer the same fate unless they
create a sufficiently large number of able workers who can share
the responsibilities of administration .
This necessity will be felt
all the more in carrying out activities of a voluntary and extra
parliamentary nature.
The task of building Indian Society on Socialist basis needs
a change in the approach and method of work we are up to
now accustomed to . In our fight for freedom everybody and
anybody who was not with us belonged to the other camp for
all practical purposes. Destruction or dislocation, condemnation
or undermining, were as much the expressions of our work as
creating or building up platforms that furthered the fight for
freedom . Alien rule and its native henchmen were made scape
goats for everyone of our failures in social work. People will no
more appreciate us only for our valour and sacrifice. Untiring
and unspectacular work in various constructive fields is , there
fore, necessary .
India and the Party, too , are now in a period of transition .
The task of reconstruction demands new methods in organ
isations and a new outlook in making people alive to their rights
and duties as well as to their responsibilities of new citizenship .
In fulfilling this demand , we must educate and enlighten the
people of all strata of society and make them conscious of the
problems of life facing them . In Western Democracies we
witness a

higher

level of understanding

and

thorough

grip

of

political problems on the part of an average citizen in general
and a Socialist party worker in particular. By study and dis
cussion of problems like nationalisation, public health , social edu
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cation , economic planning, increase in productivity and equitable
distribution , the average Party worker actively participates in the
formulation of basic plans and programmes. Party workers in
India should also endeavour to reach this level by individual
initiative and collective efforts. Till now we have failed to train
our workers for achieving this level. In future the central
Secretariat and its Provincial units should do their part in remedy
ing this defect.
A party like the Socialist Party would naturally seek to bring
within its fold hundreds of young men and women . The new

comers will have nothing in common except the loyalty to an
ideal.
But that alone will not be enough to create a sense of
brotherhood amongst them . In every party, members differ from
Thanks to the
each other economically , socially , intellectually .
of castes and subcastes these differences tend to get
system
accentuated in our country. They give rise to complexes which
in their turn , engender isolationist and exclusive tendencies
thereby weakening the fraternal ties. A higher level of under
standing , a sense of solidarity and administrative efficiency of the
cadres, it is hoped , would go a long way in eliminating such
complexes which are so harmful to the development of the party .
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STUDY COURSE

A. General principles of Socialism .
B.

A short history of International Socialist Thought
& Movement.

C.

Evolution of our national movement.

D.

The origin and the growth of the party .

Socialism aims at replacing the present day capitalist system ,
based on profitmaking by a new social order which will provide
equal opportunity for the development of all. But capitalism
is a worldwide phenomenon . Socialism , which is a reaction and
an alternative to capitalism , is also international.
As such , the Socialist movement in India is a part of the inter
national Socialist movement. But its origin and growth were con
ditioned by the unfolding of nationalist movement in the country .
It has evolved out of India's struggle for freedom . A large majority
of its initial cadre sprang up from the great civil disobedience
movement of 1930-32.
It is, therefore , essential for every
member of the party to study the history of international Socialist
thought and movement as well as the evolution of nationalism
and nationalist movement in India in all its stages of development
and examine in detail the conditions which gave rise to the
formation of the Socialist Party . A study of general Socialist
principles is also called for .
The co -relation of theory and practice of Socialism and the
impact of our national struggle on the Socialist movement in
India should always be borne in mind. It is also necessary to
keep oneself abreast of all international developments. The
Socialist party rejects the dogmatic view of Socialist theory. Ideas
change and evolve with the passage of time. The new orientation
of party's programme and policy as outlined in the statement of
policy is the product of our experience ; it has been influenced by
Socialist experiments in Russia and Western Democracies. It is
with this intention that the following elementary course is pres
cribed for every party worker.
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A
(a )
1.

Evolution and decay of capitalism

Private ownership .
Anarchy of market economy and periodic crisis.
Class rule - Exploitation and inequality.
Imperialism and Fascism and Militarism as handmaids
of Monopoly capitalism , threaten peace and democracy.

2.
3.
4.

(b )

1.
2.
3.

The Socialist alternative

Social ownership .
Planned economic development.
Equitable distribution of national wealth leading to class
less Society .
Full democracy, civil liberties and international co -ope
ration, superceding national sovereignties .

4.

B
A Short History of International Socialist Thought and Movement :
The subject matter of the history of Socialist thought and move
ment is a vast one and the literature covering this history is
voluminous. Every party worker as a Socialist should try to study
it as much as possible . By way of introduction to the subject
the following points and the books referred to will be helpful.
Utopian Socialism : ... Sentimental reaction of the French and
other idealists to the brutal exploitation and the injustice inherent
in the capitalist system . . . . Their philosophy drew inspiration
from
Christianity, Humanism , Rationalism
and the belief in
Natural order.
Social revolution not their motto. ... Faith
salvation through education by
in the goodness of man
word , example, and association . . . . Advocates : French : Babouf,
Saint Simon , Fourier, Proudhon. . . . English : Robert Owen and
his experiments, William Morris.
Marxian Socialism or Scientific Socialism : ... Severely critical
of Utopian Socialism . . . . Theoretical foundation ( 1 ) Materialist
interpretation of History , ( 2 ) Labour theory of value ... concept
of surplus value , (3 ) Doctrine of class struggle and Dictatorship
of the Proletariat. ... ( The Communist Manifesto by Karl Marx
and Engels ) .
•
Setback to Socialist move
Defeat of 1848 Revolution .
ments

in

Europe .

. . Communist
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league

dissolved . ... Re

vival of Socialist movement through the international working
men's association , better known by the name First International.
( 1864 to 1876 ) . Struggle for the control of the First International
between Marxists and Bakuninists .
Inspiration of Anarchists thought in writings of Proudhon . ...
Anarchism opposed to State in any and every form . ... Voluntary
consent of community the only basis of Social order. . . . Concept
of cooperative industrial commonwealth . . . . Exponents : Proud
hon , Bakunin , Kropotkin ; Bakunin's conspiratorial methods,
Kropotkin's Philosophy of Anarcho -Communism .
Syndicalist philosophy:
. . Product of French labour move

ment. . . . Worker's syndicates (Form of association ) independent
of Political parties. . . . Fundamental idea : Class struggle :
Unit of Social organisation : A Trade Union . ... Weapon : A
general strike . ... Theoreticians: Sorrel and others. ... Syndicalist
contribution to Socialist thought: Focussed attention on the defects
of Democracy, dangers of parliamentarism , bureaucracy of State
Socialism . .. Guild Socialism .
. . Originated just before the
First World War. ... British product to suit British Trade Union
movement. . . . Guild a unit. ... Commune of guilds to become
the Supreme Legislature ( A National Parliament ). ... Value
of functional principle as applied to politics and industry. .
A factor in the growth of Trade Union and Labour Movement.
Rise of Social democracy. . . . The Second (Socialist) Inter
national ( 1888 ) . ... Political platform of various Socialist groups
and affiliated Trade Union Movements. . . . In Britain Social
democracy evolves out of the huge Trade Union movement.
The liberal tradition. ... British school of Fabian Socialism .
Their contention : Socialism , a logical and gradual development
Founders :
from the present day Social and Industrial set up .
Shaw , Webbs, etc. ... Impact of the I.L.P. . . , Leadership
of men like Keir Hardie and Macdonald .
German leadership in the Second International before the first
World War . ... Marx , Lassalle, Bebel and Liebnecht lay founda

tions of the Social democratic party : 1875. ... Gotha Programme
. . . Embraces Marxism ( 1891, Erfurt Pro
and Marx's criticism ..
gramme). . . . Karl Kautsky's Ideological domination . . . . Bern
stein as the leader of the Revisionist school. . . . Bernstein's con
tentions: Manifesto incorrect in conceiving the time of the social
change over. . . . Polarisation of classes not as predicted by Marx .
Collapse of capitalist system not imminent.... Greater security
5

. Process of
in steady advance than in catastrophic change .
history not determined only by economic factors.
Reliance on
democratic methods and Trade Union action for the attainment
of Socialism . ... Socialism , the legitimate heir of liberalism .
.:: . Disintegration of Social democracy in Germany, Russia
other countries at
and
the time of
the First World
War. . . . First major rift in the ranks on the issue of voting
for war credits..
When war broke out nationalism and patriotic
appeal made a better claim on the people including the working
. Zimmerwald and Kienthal conferences of 1915 and
classes.
1916. ... Lenin influences the conferences. ... Denounces Bourgeois
Pacifism in Socialist Ranks. . . . Supporters of Lenin form the
nucleus of the future Third International. ... Crisis in Social
democracy continues throughout the Inter war period to this day.
The split in the
Rise of Social democracy in Russia 1898. .
Lenin's organ
..
).
.
(
1903
Bolsheviks
and
party — Mensheviks
izational methods foreign to traditional Social democracy. ... The
revolution of 1905. •
Lenin on
The period of reaction . -

Revolutionary use of Parliament : ( 1906 ) . ... The war and the
February revolution . ... The October revolution and the estab
lishment of Soviet state. . . . The first Congress of the Comintern .
... Twenty -one points in the manifesto .... Unsuccessful Prole
tarian revolutions in Hungary , Bavaria , etc.
Left ” Mensheviks and
the Soviet government.

Social revolutionaries driven out of
Lenin's new economic policy .

Factional struggle inside the Bolshevik party . ... The Russian
ruling clique dominates the Comintern 1924 onwards. . . . Changes
in the Comintern tactics serve the interests of the factional
struggle inside the Russian Communist Party. . . . Collaboration
with the “ Right” wing (Bukharin ) in Russia and “ United
Front " outside Russia upto 1927. ... Sixth Congress of Comintern
switches on to Extremist Policy after the liquidation of the Left
opposition . . . . Five- Year Plan . . ; . Bukharinites liquidated in
Russia . . . . Disastrous Communist policy in Germany paves the
way for Nazism .
Formation of Red Trade Unions on Inter
national scale .
Russia changes critical attitude towards the
League of Nations. . . . Seventh Congress adopts “ Popular Front”
programme to suit Russia's Peace Front Foreign policy. ... Com
munists support middle -class parties and give up advocacy of
colonial peoples. ... Non- aggression pact with Fascist Germany.
Communists preach

disruption
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in

France and other

coun

tries. ..

German

invasion

of Russia . .

Communists

join

resistance movements in Europe but oppose August revolution in
India in alliance with Tory Imperialists. .
Dissolution ” of
Comintern (1943 ) .
Tremendous impetus to Socialist movement after the World
War despite the split in international working class (Second
and Third International) . . Failure of minority socialist govern
ments and coalitions in bringing about transition to Socialism ...
After a short phase Vienna International led by Austrian Socialists,
German Independent S.D.P., British
I.L.P., merged into the
reorganised Labour and Socialist International ( 1923 , Hamburg ).
French Socialists stay out of Government upto 1936. . . . Scandi
navia achieves stability and advanced social legislations under
social democracy .
Austrian Socialists resist Fascism
(Red
Vienna ) . . . . Spanish Revolt. . . . In Middle East and Far East
Communists lead ' democratic ' movements. ... The rise of Social
ist Party in India .
New turn in Russian Foreign Policy . . . . Cominform .
Sovietisation of Eastern Europe and forcible merger of Socialist
Communist offensive against
Parties with Communist Parties.
Communist disruption in
Democratic and Socialist forces.
South - East Asia ,
. The
Victory of British labour in 1945 General Elections.
new
experiment. ... Western Socialists organise international
Conferences of Zurich , Antwerp (1947 ) , Vienna ( 1948 ) . Depend
ence of Western Europe on America retards Social change . .
Division of world into two camps.
. . The war danger .
Yugoslav communism clashes with the Cominform .

с
Evolution

of our National Movement

When British conquered India , Britain had attained the status
of a nation state . . . overthrow of absolute monarchy and estab
lishment of parliamentary democracy . . . superiority in army
and navy based on a higher mode of production and technique.
Geographical and cultural unity of India before the British
rule . . . . Britain gave political and administrative unity .
Balanced Indian economy before the advent of British power.
Policy of commercial imperialism
changes India into a purely
agricultural country. ... Loot and plunder of India by East India
Company. .
Indian Renaissance and social reform movement

7.

as a result of the impact of Western civilisation . . . . Religious
reformation movements.
Brahmo- Prarthana-Arya Samaja . ...
War against orthodoxy and customs.
Era of social reformers.

... Raja Ram Mohan Roy, Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, Daya
nand Swami, Lok hitwadi, Phule.
>
War of Indian Independence ( 1857 ) . ..
Liberal outlook
expressed in Queen's proclamation . . . . Hindu middle-class well
disposed towards progressive liberalism . . . . Muslim leaders stick
to orthodoxy and boycott English education .
Architects of Indian nationalism like Surendranath Banerjee ,
Dadabhoy, Pherozeshah Mehta , Ranade, etc., found provincial
associations culminating in the formation of the Indian National
Congress ( 1885 ) supported by some enlightened British admi
nistrators. ... Creed of the Congress. ... " Increasing association
of Indian people with the administration ." .. : Methods: Edu
cation through propaganda, conferences and deputations . . . eco
nomic drain theory of Dadabhoy Nowrojee. . . Ranade advocates
the principle of protection. . . . Japanese victory over Russia
( 1904 ) . . . . Hope that East can defeat West. ... The partition
of Bengal. ... Tilak and his nationalist party lead the movement
Three tendencies and groups after
against the partition .
1906 : ( 1) Congress Moderates, ( 2 ) Congress Radicals ( Tilak ,
Revivalist trend in the nationalist party,
Lajpatrai, B. Pal) .
( 3 ) Revolutionaries . . . Divide and rule policy of the British . .
Rise of Muslim League ( 1906 ).... Muslim middle-class pocketed
First
by the British to checkmate rising nationalist movement.
Constitutional Reforms ( 1909 ) . . . . Rise of Hindu Maha Sabha.
. . . Separate Electorates.
Muslims turn Radical as a result
of revolution in Turkey. . . . New National Leadership of the
. Tilak leads Con
Muslims paves the way for Lucknow pact.
gress and Home Rule movement.
First World War. . . War-time industrial expansion . . . . Rise
of the industrial middle -class. . . . Labour unrest . the T.U.C. is
launched ( 1920 ) . ... Rowlatt Act. ... Gandhiji leads satyagraha
struggle ( 1919 ) . ... Jalianwala Baug . . . non -co - operation move
ment. ... Khilafat Agitation . ... Congress never brought Muslims
in the National front on socio -economic programme.
Two groups in Congress. . . . Swaraj Party and No-changers
wędded to Constructive programme of Gandhiji. . . . Nehru -Das
leadership...
Working of Constitutional Reforms ( 1919 ) by
Swaraj Party ... break away of Muslims from National front
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after the end of Khilafat campaign. .. Communal riots.
Impact of Russian revolution on Indian revolutionaries and
youths. . . . Roy as a leader of the Eastern section of Comintern
introduces Communist doctrine in India . . . . Workers and pea
sants revolutionary party ( 1925 ) . . . . Cawnpore conspiracy .
Youth leagues under Subhash's and
Simon Commission . .
Jawaharlal's leadership . ... Lead boycott movement. . . . World
. . Leftward swing in Indian
economic crisis affects India .
. . Meerut conspiracy
. splits in the T.U.C.
politics.
Resolution
of Complete Inde
.
Gandhiji.
to
return
Swarajists
... Gandhi
movement.
Disobedience
Civil
...
.
)
pendence (1929
Round Table
Irwin Pact. . . . Effort by British at conciliation .
Conferences. .
. Second Civil Disobedience Movement. ... The
Act of 1935 . .. Communal Award . . .
Congress returns to
Constitutional action . ... Gandhiji quits Congress.

D
The Origin and Growth of the Party
The emergence of the Socialist Party in 1934 can be well under
stood if the prevailing political situation and different forces
working in the Nationalist struggle are properly studied . A few
points will be profitably noted .
Influence of Marxism on the minds of young India studying
behind the prison bars. . . . Dissatisfaction amongst Nationalist
youths about the technique of struggle and its failure in seizing
Economic crisis and its exposure of the bankruptcy
power.
of the capitalist economic system .
Effect of Soviet experiment in economic planning. . . . Different
trends among the leading men that gathered at Patna for the
first informal session of the C.S.P .: Radical youths, Congressmen ,
Trade Unionists and Foreign trained young men .
I. Congressmen of Socialist persuasion gather at Patna , 17th
May 1934 : Protest against constitutionalism
in the A.I.C.C.
Provincial Committee of the C.S.P. Provincial groups of
Socialists existed in many provinces before they fused into an
All- India body. Bihar Socialist Party, Bombay Presidency Con
gress Socialist Group, Socialist Party in the T.U.C., etc.
2. First Socialist Conference on 21st October 1934, in Bombay.
All- India C.S.P. launched.
3. Understanding of the evolution of the party policy with
reference to various aspects of National problems will be helpful
9

in studying the history of the party.
be given to following issues :

Particular attention should

(a )
(6 )
(c)
(d )
(e)

Socialist Party's task in the Congress.
Office acceptance.
Indian States.
Communal problem .
T.U.C.

( f)
(g)

Kisan Sabha.
Socialist unity.

(h )
(i )

Imperialist war.
Constituent Assembly.

Originally the task of the party within the Congress was defined
as securing the “ acceptance of the objects and programme of the
party ” by the National Congress.
In the light of subsequent experience it was redefined as trans
formation of the Congress into an anti-imperialist front on the
9
basis of an anti-imperialist and not a full Socialist programme
(Meerut thesis, January 1936.)
From the very beginning the party opposed the path of in
effective Parliamentarism ( 1934 ) and acceptance by the Congress
of office within the framework of the Reactionary Act of 1935.
On the issue of communal problem the party always differed
from the national leaders in their efforts at unity from the top and
in their appeasement of communal leaders. All united national
fronts in the past between Hindus and Muslimswere based on either
The masses of both com
national appeal or religious grounds.
munities were never brought together on the basis of economic
programme. Party advocated Muslim mass contact as the only
effective way out. But Congress High Command abandoned the
idea in the very first round of pressure tactics from the Muslim
League leaders. In the vehement opposition to any compromise
with the British , short of complete Independence, and with re
actionary communal leaders, the party alone was consistent and
unequivocal.
On the Trade Union front party made a successful bid to
>>
forge unity in Trade Union ranks and bring moderate and " Red "
sections into the All- India Trade Union Congress. Party con
tinued to influence this body till all leading Socialist workers on
this front were clapped behind bars during the World War .
Party also tried to secure collective affiliation of class organisations
to the Indian National Congress. In the formation and organ
10

isation of an All- India Kisan Sabha, party played a leading part
and led many a partial struggles of Kisans on its own initiative .
With a view to checkmating the growing constitutionalism in
nationalist forces, party made genuine efforts to build the con
solidation of left forces in the country and kept the doors of the
party wide open to different socialist groups in order to further
the cause of Socialist unity . Royists and Communists following
a dishonourable course used this opportunity to break or capture
the party and bring about disruption in the party ranks. At
Lahore Conference, Communists attempted to capture the whole
party machine. Ultimately , the Communists were driven out and
doors of party were closed on them for ever .
In insisting on Congress leaders to develop mass opposition to
Imperialist war and in organising every activity of direct opposi
tion to it, party made a substantial contribution in strengthening
the anti- imperialist front. With the outbreak of war, hundreds of
party workers including Jaya Prakash , Lohia and others were
arrested for their anti-war activities. Party tried very hard to
pursuade the Congress to start mass struggle to gain complete
independence during war-time ( 1940 ) .
Party supported and
participated in individual Civil Disobedience Movement in its
initial stages with the hope of widening its basis and of rallying
all nationalist forces against the Imperialist might.
Disappointed in this effort, the party workers who had remained
outside jail, took to intensive activities on labour , peasants, students,
states people and volunteers front, to create an alternative platform
in case the forces of struggle fizzled out and forces of compromise
struck a bargain with Imperialist Britain . Famous December
statement of Jaya Prakash should be studied in this regard .
5. Party organisation and party leaders played a historic role
the August revolution .
6. Party workers and new cadres recruited during 1942 struggle
when released from prison, concentrated their energies on the Trade
Union front.
in

7. The organisational experience of the last 14 years showed
that we concentrated on our work inside the Congress Committees
and did not give enough attention to constructive work and
building up of class organisations outside the Congress. In the
period of the first Congress ministry, the Communists exploited
the discontent and were relatively more active in organising and
leading partial economic struggles of the masses.
11

8. Party consistently and unequivocally opposed all British
missions and plans short of complete independence and urged
upon the Congress to launch another nation -wide struggle to wrest
power from the British hands instead of conceding partition of
India and the sovereignty of the Princely autocracy.
9. At Cawnpore , party decided to work as an Independent
Political Party. This was symbolised by dropping of the word “ Con
gress ” from the name of the party and the change in the consti
tution, throwing open the doors of the party to non -congressmen
as well.
10 . At Nasik , party gave the mandate to its members to quit
the Congress and resolved to work as an opposition party in
national politics. General Secretary in his report gave special
emphasis on constructive social activities and adherence to moral

values and purer means in politics.
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STUDY OF PARTY DOCUMENTS

After undergoing the abovementioned course , every party
worker should make a careful study of the party's present publica
tions. Foremost among them , today, are the publications entitled
( 1 ) Statement of policy, ( 2 ) Programme, ( 3 ) Resolutions, and
(4 ) Annual Report of the Nasik Conference.
The single most important publication for every new party
worker is the existing programme and policy statement of the
party.
It is an analytical study of socio -economic and political
situation in the country and the outside world . It is the theoretical
formulation that guides the executive in framing its policy with
regard to day to day problems and pass resolutions on specific
issues in the light of these general principles.
(Formerly, this
statement of policy was commonly known as the thesis of the party
presented at the time of the Conference.)
Comparative study of
these documents would serve well to understand the evolution of
the party itself. Every member should , therefore, study the two
red - cover pamphlets named Policy Statement and Programme
published by the Central Secretariat.
Policy statement is divided into the following sections:
I. Picture of Socialism .
2.
Transition to Socialism .
3. Analysis of the economic situation .
4. India and Pakistan .
5. Party and the Indian States.
6. Labour policy .
7. Foreign policy.
8. Policy regarding the Communist Party .
9. Policy regarding Soviet Russia.
The pamphlet on programme provides a programme for the first
Its ultimate pro
stage in India's evolution towards Socialism .
gramme will be realised only when a democratic socialist society

is firmly established in India . A task of creating socialist society
cannot be completed in a fixed period determined a priori. It is
a long -drawn continuous process . The ultimate form of Socialist
13

Society is of course a society in which all are workers ; a classless
society . It is a society , in which human labour is not subject
to exploitation in the interest of private property, in which all
wealth is truly national or commonwealth , in which there are
no unearned incomes and no large income disparities and in which
human life and progress are planned and all live for all .
After studying the Policy Statement and Programme, every
party worker must study the Resolutions, passed either by the
Plenary Conference or the General Council or the National Execu
tive. It is a common experience that though a Party comrade works
hard and many a time on empty stomach , he gives very little
time and makes no conscious efforts to know or understand the
view point of the Party on burning topics of the day . His
complacency, and his ignorance about the reactions of the party
on issues that are in the public mind makes him
ineffective in
his work . Neither can he make any contribution in private

group meetings.
Many workers often complain that they
never know the official reaction of the party on many issues and
problems. But if the issue is worth taking notice of by the organ
isation and needs a fresh directive, General Secretary always calls
a meeting of the National Executive or if need be , of the General
Council . The resolutions passed are either published in a booklet
form or are given in full in party papers and weeklies. Every
party worker and local group of party members is urged to give
more time and energy and read and study these resolutions. It
will provide him with faith and conviction about the rightness
of our line of action and consequently give better results' in the
party work done by him .
Every party worker honestly and sincerely completing the above
study course and so disciplining and planning his daily routine as
theoretical equip
find time for his intellectual and
to

ment is bound to succeed and become effective in
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party work .
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FOREWORD

The National Executive of the Socialist Party met at Delhi
on the 20th , 21st and 22nd of February, 1948.

The main

question the Executive had for discussion before them
situation

created

in

Mahatma Gandhi.

the country due to

was the

the assassination

of

The condolence resolution and the state

ment about the cultural crisis facing the country today are given
in this booklet.

It is hoped the statement will receive serious

attention of all persons who are aware of the grave situation
in which the country finds itself today.

5th March , 1948.

JAYAPRAKASH

NARAYAN .

LGG

Resolution on the

Assassination of

Mahatma Gandhi

sense

The National Executive of the Socialist Party expresses its
of profound sorrow at the assassination of Mahatma

Gandhi and offers its reverent homage to his sacred memory .
For all of us who joined the struggle for Indian freedom ,
Gandhiji will ever remain the source and inspiration of national
service .
All his actions were based upon the bedrock of moral
values ; it is thus that he achieved the miracle of welding the
diverse elements of our national life into

a

new

unity .

He

lifted our struggle for freedom on to a plane of international
peace and translated it in terms of the well-being of the least
little villager or Harijan . He provided India with
by which all social policy may be judged .

a yardstick

In his unique message of satyagraha , Gandhiji has forged
a weapon for the weak and the disarmed which is a potent
instrument of social reconstruction . As a ceaseless servant of
Daridranarayan , he was a unique socialist.
By demanding, after the attainment of freedom , a single
standard of citizenship for Hindu and Muslim , townsman and
villager, the rich and the poor, he laid the foundations of a
truly democratic society .
The Socialist Party can pay no greater tribute to the Father
of the Indian people than by pledging itself to the fulfilment
of the values and ideals he strove to express through every
action . To the undying memory of this leader of men
only real tribute is such a dedication .

the

Statement Issued by the National Executive

on

the

situation created by the death of Mahatma Gandhi

Gandhiji's assassination has brought home to the country,
with a catastrophic force, the seriousness of the danger of com
munalism . It has now at last been realised that this danger is
not limited to disturbance of the peace, but threatens the very
life and existence of the nation .
That this realisation

has been

achieved at such

terrible

cost is a tragedy before which generations of Indians will bow
their head in shame. But even at this cost, this realisation
would be inadequate if it were believed that the crisis the nation
faces is caused merely by communal hatred and bitterness.
That a Hindu should have raised his hand against Mahatma
Gandhi; that he should have done so in cool conspiracy with
others ; that the success of the assassin's purpose should have
been celebrated by other Hindus, howsoever small their num
bers are symptoms of a malaise whose roots go far deeper than
communal ill-will created by political factors.
Further, the
fact that in the course of communal strife heinous crimes against
women and children should have been committed, not by
goondas alone, but by communities as such , shows not only the
moral depravity of the participants of the crime, but also the
complete eclipse of social conscience. Indian society as a whole
seems to lack today that spontaneous inborn faith in , and
devotion to, values of life and conduct which alone in the ulti
mate analysis hold society together and constitute the basis of
civilised life .
Therefore, the great tragedy should bring home to us the
realisation that the malaise from which we suffer calls for not
merely

immediate and

superficial measures

and

traditioned

efforts for communal harmony, but also, and more importantly,
it calls for a national endeavour towards a cultural and spiritual
regeneration .
This is a task which transcends politics and
requires for its success the joint efforts of the entire nation .

ha

The National Executive of the Socialist Party cannot do
this statement than draw attention to this vital need

more in

and express the hope that, impelled by the nation's tragedy,
it will be possible now for all men of good will, particularly
leaders of thought, men of letters and science , artists, educa
tionists , religious leaders, and social workers, to come together
and lay the foundations of, or build upon the foundations already
laid down by Mahatma Gandhi, such a national regeneration .
The Executive trusts that necessary steps would soon be taken
in this behalf and pledge the support and co-operation of the
Socialist Party .
Meanwhile , the Executive places before the people and
the Government the following suggestions to deal immediately
with the forces of national disintegration :
( 1)

A law should be enacted , or a provision to that effect
made in the organic law of the country, debarring any

association of citizens, whose membership is restricted
by rules to members of particular religions or castes,
from functioning as political parties ; that is to say ,
from participating in elections to legislatures and local
bodies.
( 2)

In the constitution , further, there should be no recog
nition of religious or communal groups and therefore
no special reservation of seats or weightage for them .

( 3 ) In the sphere of administration , there should be no
recognition given to religious or caste groups and
citizens should not be asked to declare their caste or
religion .
(4 )

The National and

Provincial Governments should

place all the resources of propaganda in their posses
sion at the disposal of mixed bodies of officials and
non -officials formed at central and provincial levels
to conduct a campaign through the press , radio and
published material.

(5 ) As education is the corner-stone of good citizenship ,
the Government must take immediate steps to reform
the existing system of education . Educational institu
tions of denominational nature or namemust be closed

down or

converted

religious

teaching in

into non -denominational bodies ;
schools

and

colleges must be

stopped , except in theological schools ; texts must be
re-written , particularly history texts, so as to nurture,
without sacrificing objectivity, a united nationhood .
(6 ) Recruitment into the army should cease to be on
caste or provincial basis and caste or religious meet
ings and caste and provincial nomenclature should
be abandoned .

(7)

A

system

should be devised by Government for the

re -education of the members of the Services, civil and
military, so as to instil in them

feelings of patriotism

and national unity . For this purpose, inter alia ,
knowledge of Hindustanimust be made compulsory .
(8 ) The Government should speed up the organisation
of civic guards and of physical training. To evoke
popular response, the leadership of these organisations
should be drawn from
(9 )

outside the permanent service .

The Government should enact a law so that men of
the age group 18 to 19 , are compulsorily drafted , and

women voluntarily , into a training and service corps.
The purpose of this citizenship conscriptions should
be to train citizens to be worthy of secular democracy ;
and the course should include moral and political
education , military training and pursuit of a construc
tive programme of work .
( 10 ) Lastly, public bodies, political parties, cultural and
other associations, subscribing to the ideals of secular
democracy and united nationhood, must come together
and give a new lead to the youth and children .
Regular rallies of children and youth ; community
songs ; taking of mass oaths and pledges ; distribution
and wearing of Gandhi badges ; regular and ceremo
nial salutation of the national flag ; playground
movements ; popular dramatics ; inter-communal fra
ternisation at festivals , melas and social functions ;
and other similar activities should be organised , with
as much local initiative as possible, on a nation -wide
scale .
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Resolutions passed by the General Council at its
meeting held at Bikaner on the 23rd, 24th

and
1.

THE

25th July

1948 .

POLITICAL SITUATION

The General Council expresses its grave concern over the
steadily deteriorating political situation in the country . The newly
born State is threatened with many internal and external dangers .
These dangers, though serious enough , can be mastered if a
united resolute effort is made to do so . But, under cover of
these dangers, others are being bred that constitute a far more
serious threat to India's future.
The Kashmir and Hyderabad issues and the Pakistan issue of
which these are offshoots are national and not partisan issues ,
Parties may criticise certain policies followed in relation to them ,
just as even in a war criticism is made of particular policies or
decisions. But there can be no question that there must be a
united front to face these dangers . Likewise , the disintegrating
forces of communalism , the pervading corruption and selfishness,
the mounting inflation and declining production are dangers that
require a united national effort and do not admit of partisan
treatment.

But unfortunately the Congress Party , in its greed for power,
persists in identifying itself with the nation and , instead of seek
ing the co-operation of all parties in fighting these national dan
gers , uses the latter to suppress all rivals and to build up its
totalitarian rule. In view of the national dangers, the Congress ,
or at least its high -ranking leaders, repudiate the need of an
opposition and preach the doctrine of one-party State .
This is
unadulterated totalitarianism . Throughout the world , wherever
democracy exists, parties come together at times of national crisis ,
but it is nowhere suggested that at such times the opposition
parties should be dissolved and there should be one-party rule .
The Socialist Party has repeatedly offered its wholehearted co
operation to the Congress Party in dealing with the grave perils
that threaten the nation . But, instead of accepting the offer , the
Congress leaders have only used the perils to demand that there
should be no other party than the Congress. Considering them
selves to be infallible , they equate criticism of their policies with
weakening the nation . This totalitarian attitude is doing incal
culable harm to the country .
1

The liberties of the people were never in greater danger than
they are today. Even the right of habeas corpus enjoyed by
the people under the hated foreign rule is being denied and deten
tion without trial or any ground whatever is being legalised . The
administrative services are being made subservient to the party
in power. Legislation favouring partisan organisations of the
ruling party , such as the INTUC , is being enacted. Free elec
tions, which are the essence of democracy, are being jeopardised .
The excuse for all this is that India is passing through critical
times.
The excuse is a deliberate attempt to foist upon the
people the authoritarian rule of a single party .
When the Socialist Party separated from the Congress it ex
pressed the hope that because both the parties believed in secular
democracy and had other common objectives, it would be possible
for them to work together in the spheres of agreement. The past
months, however, have shown that power politics and partisan
ship prevent the Congress , to the great detriment of the nation ,
from making any such common effort. For instance , instead of
fighting communalism and castism together, the Congress is try
ing to exploit it for party gains. This encourages disintegration
and strikes at the very root of our nationalism .
The Indian State is threatened from many sides, but there is
a serious threat to it from inside the State itself.
This is the
threat that comes from a corrupt administration . Here again
for party reasons nothing is being done to remove the threat .
Corruption is mounting day by day and it is admitted that the
recent growth of corruption has been the result of the link that
has been established between a corrupt party machine and cor
rupt officialdom . But however disastrous the consequences may
be for the nation of a corrupt party machine, it is not considered
desirable for partisan purposes to disturb it .
The Socialist Party inside and outside Hyderabad has been
doing all that was possible for it to strengthen the struggle of
the people of Hyderabad. But again for partisan ends, and to
the detriment of the common good, the Congress has been put
ting all conceivable obstruction in the path of the Socialist Party .
The interests of the Indian people are being greatly jeopardised
by selfish capitalism and reactionary feudalism , which in spite
of unions and mergers is being stabilised as a part of the poli
tical system . But the totalitarian plans of the party in power
require not the curbing of these forces but their integration with
itself .

Therefore, every progressive policy is being opposed on
2

the specious plea of the nation being in danger .
In this manner a combination of authoritarian politics, capital
ism and feudalism , corruption and communalism , is being forged
as an instrurnent of Indian fascism . The General Council of the
Socialist Party draws the attention of the people to this grave
danger and urges them to be vigilant of their rights and liberties
The Council further urges the
and fearless in their exercise .
labour, peasant, student and other movements and the peoples
of the States to resist the creeping reaction in all democratic
ways,
At the same time, the Council once again reiterates the view
of the Socialist Party that all patriotic parties, irrespective of
differences, must join hands in fighting the perils that the nation
faces.
The Council reiterates further the Party's fullest support
to the Government in meeting this crisis .

2.

STATES

The Indian States present today a variegated pattern of rela
tionship with the Indian Union . These different shades of rela
tionship_merger, unions and semi-autonomous larger acceding
States — are the direct result of the interplay of various reac
tionary cross currents. These adverse influences have deviated
into a tortuous course the natural democratic evolution of the
States people envisaged by the changing complexion of the Indian
States.
The Praja Parishads so far working in a majority of States
have hardly had any long democratic traditions . Their leaders
have , consequent to the change at the Centre, now found them
selves holding responsible offices . The reactionary influence exer
cised from the States Ministry , the combination of Rajpramukhs
vested with wide powers and the administrative personnel which
so far were their paid employees and the inherent weaknesses
and lack of a true popular basis of the responsible ministers
themselves have created a situation in which the erstwhile princely
India still maintains its unhealthy, undemocratic atmosphere ,
though under a new pattern of government. A large number of
acceding and union States have become the free exploiting ground
of finance capital from the Indian Union and hiding nests of
communal reaction . The free scope allowed by the States Minis
try to the reactionary groups in many a State has encouraged
them to foment fanatical caste conflicts . The Constituent Assemi
blies in most of the States have little practical value.
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In some

States the Princes and Jagirdars have even their own represent
atives in the ministries . The large -salaried Rajpramukhs, some
of whom are busy converting public property into their own ,
are forming a rejuvenated feudal class . In a number of States
repressive measures are the order of the day and labour and
Kisan workers find themselves behind prison bars. The adminis
trative services and appointments in the States are still governed
The Pay Commission recommendations, for in
by nepotism .
stance , have no application to States employees .
The Socialist Party considers the Government of India and
particularly the States Ministry as directly responsible for this
suppression of the true interests of the States people and creation
of these bulwarks of reaction in the path of their parallel demo
cratic progress . It is surprising that on the other hand a myth
has been created about a magic worked out by the States Minis
try in the course of a year . The Socialist Party firmly believes
that, unnerved by the people's struggles and the radical mea
sures advocated by them and that too in the context of the
lapse of British imperialist support, the Princely Order caught
the apron strings of the States Ministry known for its reactionary
bias and tried to consolidate their position under different guises .
Some of the Chattisgarh and Orissa States had revolted as early
as December 1947, before the merger scheme was thought of.
A little thought— what would have happened to the rulers if
these small feudal States had not merged or consented to forin
a union — would convince anyone about the true nature of the
changes brought about by the States Ministry . None of the
unions so far created , except perhaps Madhyabharat, is a viable
one .
Creation of these uneconomic blocs with their play of
vested interests is further bound to retard later formation of pro
per provincial units. The real danger to the people of the coun
try however arises from an alignment which is growing between
these powerful feudal interests in a new guise , communal reac
tionaries and Indian finance capital.
The General Council de
plores that the Government of India has become the godfathers
of this unholy alliance .
The General Council believes that there should

be :

1. Immediate arrangement for elections in the Unions and
acceding States on the basis of adult franchise for Legisla
tive Assemblies, without any power or reservation for the
Princes or privileged constituencies .

4

2. Revision of agreements so that no separate armies ,
customs barriers, entrance permits, currency or communica
tions privileges are allowed to any State or Union . Some
of the States have already begun recruitment to their armies
on a sectional basis .
An arrangement by which the acceding States and

merging States as also the Unions are immediately provin
cialised .
The border States especially constitute a major
threat to the defence of the country if they are allowed any
further to continue their semi-independent status .
The smuggling across the borders and evacuation of border
areas must be stopped and the Socialist Party expects every
member of the public to help the authorities in checking these
anti -national activities.
In view of the integration of the Praja Parishads into Con
gress Committees, the Socialist Party does not think that its
members should work now in the former and advises them to
leave the Praja Parishads and form Socialist Party units in their
respective States. In the general plan to maintain the status quo
in the country even after the advent of freedom , the States must
form the weakest link on account of their pronounced anti-demo
cratic bias and the compromising tendencies of the Praja Pari
shad representatives. The Socialist Party workers should there
fore find an immediate mission in asserting the democratic rights
of the people and helping them build a new society in which
the downtrodden masses of State population can live with dignity
and economic well-being .
3.

HYDERABAD

The General Council reiterates its deep dissatisfaction with the
Government's half -hearted policy with regard to Hyderabad .
While the termination of negotiations and application of eco
nomic sanctions are welcome features of an otherwise barren and
ineffective policy that so far resulted only in strengthening the
Nizam , the Council is firmly of opinion that unless a
active and vigorous policy is followed the situation would worsen
and grow increasingly difficult. Where timely action might prove
decisive, action delayed loses most of its force . Economic sanc
tions applied six months earlier , when the Nizam had not built
up reserves , might have proved effective , if not decisive . Today
the action is wholly inadequate . And even this inadequate action
5

is not wholehearted , for there are many loopholes in the block
This half-hearted , inadequate measure cannot lead to a
ade.
solution of the tangle in Hyderabad .
The Government of India have been doubly guilty of inaction
in Hyderabad. While they themselves refused for months to
move except to carry on fruitless negotiations, they also did not
The people of Hyderabad have
allow others to act effectively .
tyranny under the lead
Nizam's
been struggling bravely against
ership of the State Congress and the State Socialist Party . Not
only no effective help has been given to this struggle, but every
thing was done in the past to belittle and isolate it. The General
Council believes that the secret of success in Hyderabad was
always in this people's struggle, and the betrayal of this struggle
by the Government of India was one of the most reprehensible
aspects of its inadequate and unfortunate policy . The Govern
ment, instead of rendering help themselves to the freedom fight in
Hyderabad, have been constantly interfering with the activities
of those who attempted to render help . The arrests and searches
of prominent workers for no other crime except their avowed
resolve to give every practical assistance to the forces of resist
glaring examples of the
the State have been
ance within
Government's deliberate efforts to cripple the struggle in Hyder
abad. The General Council once again urges the Government of
India , even at this late hour , to give up this suicidal policy of
striking at its own defenders and pampering its enemies, and to
organise effective aid to the people within and without the State
The State
who are fighting the fascist tyranny in Hyderabad .
of Hyderabad is not foreign territory , and the Government in
helping the people of Hyderabad would not be committing a
wrong from any point of view .
The Socialist Party appeals to the Indian people and more
particularly the people of the border provinces to condemn the
present suicidal policy of the Central and Provincial Governments
concerned and demand a vigorous policy of aid to the Hyder
abad struggle, because it must be realised that even direct mili
tary intervention would be a serious hazard without effective
support from the forces of resistance within the State .
The Council further draws the attention of the Indian people
to intensive anti-national activities of smuggling of goods into
the Hyderabad State and to the widely prevalent spying by
Nizam's agents on the borders and elsewhere . Police action by
itself has proved inadequate to curb this evil which reduces the
6

pressure of economic sanctions.
The Socialist Party calls upon all the friends of the Hyder
abad people to organise vigilance squads in every village in the
border zones to aid the police and expose official corruption .
Only the people's active co - operation can invest our national
policy with an irresistible strength both within the Hyderabad
State and in the Indian Union .
Finally , the General Council is of opinion that the time for
half measures in Hyderabad has passed .
The Indian people
demand of the Government effective action , which can only be
military action now . The General Council hopes that no further
time will be lost and that action would not any longer be delayed .
4.
The resolution on

INDUSTRIAL

TRUCE

Industrial Truce was adopted

in December ,

1947, with a view to create an atmosphere and material condi
tions in which national production could increase . It is seven
months since the Governments – Central, Provincial and States
agreed on the principles on which the Truce was to be operative
but we regret to observe that they have so far completely failed
to implement them .
Principles of “ Fai
es ” and equality of status in part
Fairr Wag
Wages
rership between labour and management were accepted . But the
Government have not set up any machinery to determine fair
wages . Wage Boards to register advances in living standards of
the working class have not been set up . Election of workers'
representatives to sit together with management in individual
factories and workshops as well as industry as a whole has not
taken place. Nor have the Works Committees been constituted.
Government's labour policy is not free from a strong bias in
favour of labour organisations subservient to it. Recognition
of the INTUC as the most representative labour organisation ,
nomination of bogus and unrepresentative INTUC union workers
to Works Committees where set up, pressure on employers to
recognise only INTUC unions and the arrest, detention and intern
ment of other trade union workers have led to a great dissatis
faction among the working classes and created a strong impres
sion that the Government is utilising the machinery of Industrial
Truce to strengthen the INTUC and crush other independent
labour organisations . Delay in adjudication , non -implementation
of awards given by tribunals and failure to check the capitalists
from deliberately slowing down production and concealing huge
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stocks of commodities for black market operations are leading
the workers to believe that the Government and the capitalists
are allied against the workers.
This partial and halting policy of the Government of India
neither infused enthusiasm among the workers nor persuaded the
capitalists to give their unstinted co -operation in the implement
ation of their declared policy .
This policy is , in fact, the big
gest obstacle in the way of increase in production and is leading
to the defeat of the objectives the Government professed to have
in view when they presented the resolution on Industrial Truce .
The working classes appreciate the necessity of an all-round
increase in national production and would be still prepared to
play their part in supporting the policy of Industrial Truce .
But they are afraid this objective will be defeated at the
hands of the capitalists and the Government in spite of their
best efforts.
The General Council of the Socialist Party
therefore once again warns the Government that existing condi
tions enumerated in the resolution and its weak -kneed policy is
putting Industrial Truce into serious jeopardy . Such a position
is likely to weaken the State , and to throw the economic life
into serious dislocation .
5.

INFLATION

The General Council of the Socialist Party views with serious
concern the inflationary rise of prices in the country . Food ,
cloth and other articles of daily necessity are more and more
being placed outside the reach of the lower income fixed salaried
groups and the working classes . Their continually growing dis
tress and privations are bound to have a grave repercussion on
the production level, thus further accentuating the vicious spiral
of inflation .
A correct and co -ordinated price , profits and wage regulation
policy is a primary requirement of any drive to curb the danger
of inflation . It is true that price control has not been successful
A scientific price regulation policy with a
so far in India .
countrywide network of Government-sponsored consumers' CO
operatives, distributive centres and fair price shops is however
bound to go a long way in ensuring an effective check on rising
prices . Coupled with restrictions on movement at specific limited
centres of production from which the Government would make
the necessary purchases and Government subsidised selling, there
is no reason why a system of price regulation which would bring
8

a real benefit to the vast lower income groups cannot be evolved .
Forward commodity markets must immediately be closed to put
a stop to speculative hoarding, buying and selling of foodgrains
and essential materials .
Complete nationalisation of foreign
trade, immediately of export of cloth , would ensure the main
tenance of regulated stocks in the country , apart from its vital
role in a system of planned economy. Proper measures to meet
the capitalist go -slow threat and hoarding and smuggling of essen
tial goods, so that the total productive capacity is displayed in
the markets are also necessary to arrest inflationary prices. Simi
larly , fixation of ceiling profits , without denying a fair incentive
to the manufacturer , has to be enforced if the worker is to be
persuaded into accepting a minimum living wage .
The Government of India's haphazard borrowing policy has not
been successful to attract the extra purchasing power, big and
small, into Governmental channels for productive investments .
The do-nothing inertia of the Government in the economic sphere
and their pro -capitalist bias to maintain the status quo has com
pletely damped the enthusiasm of the common man for the first
The vested interests on the other
free Government of India .
hand are following a deliberate policy of knocking off the basis
of Governmental enterprise by denying and concealing their capi
It need hardly be stressed
tal resources from the Government.
that a well-planned popular drive for borrowings and savings is
a prerequisite essential for an effective check on inflationary
prices .
The long-range solution to the problem is , of course, to increase
production . The Government policy in this direction has been
on the one hand to sermonise and suppress labour, to sabotage
their claims by bypassing their true representative bodies and
setting up bogus ones and on the other, to increase the profits
of industrialist interests by lightening taxation and opening to
them fresh avenues for profiteering. Agricultural production forms
by far a larger share of the total production but the Government
have no policy or programme to step up production in this vital
sphere . This blackmail by capitalist interests, apart from harm
ing the economy of the country and increasing the distress of the
masses, also results in strengthening certain anti-popular align
ments and

groupings.

The Socialist Party

firmly believes that

planned scientific utilisation of all the resources of the country ,
harmonising with it a sound rural economy improved with new
technical inventions and a trained economic personnel to imple
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ment it, alone can help in really solving the problem of increased
production .
Equally essential is a correct adjustment of the
returns to various factors of production .

6.

KISAN

The Indian peasant on the attainment of freedom is anxious
to see that his newly won liberty is used to hasten his emancipa
tion from traditional burdens of injustice and economic priva
tions. While there is much talk about early abolition of the
Zamindari system , vested interests in the rural economy are al
ready trying to make such adjustments as will help to retain
their dominant position . The long period of inflation ushered by
the last war has changed only the outer contours of the rural
economy. But behind the thin veneer of prosperity enjoyed by
that small section which has enough land , there is the worsening
lot of those with insufficient lands whose earnings can never
keep pace with the rising cost of living.
The General Council, in view of the above -mentioned facts ,
calls for a special drive by each provincial party to identify itself
with the growing discontent among the poorer sections of the
rural population . With this end in view , the Party's peasant
programme should be popularised among the Kisans in general
and Kisan youth in particular, so as to educate the young fighters
for economic and social democracy and freedom of the rural
populations. Special attention must always be paid to support
the partial struggles wherever they arise but the time has now
come for taking to intensive constructive work in the rural areas.
1. Immediate issue is the intensive campaign of evictions go
ing on in every part of the country by which the rights of

secure tenancy
are being denied to those who have earned
them by years of toil on their land . It is a pity that the State ,
instead of actively aiding these just fights, is allowing the ab
sentee owners to abuse the law against their tenants. The mis
use of the penal sections of the law to check the freedom of
organisation and lawful resistance of the peasantry is totally un
justified , more particularly by Governments that claim to owe
their existence to the will of the people . The General Council
strongly condemns the Congress Governments for their excessive
and indiscriminate use of extra - judicial powers to suppress the
just struggles of the poor people .
2. Equally real is the rising demand of the landless worker
for a square deal in free India , co -equal with the urban working
10

class .
The abolition of all forms of legalised slave and forced
labour and the suppression of begar and of life service contract
is the first demand of agricultural labour . The security of his
homestead and a minimum standard of daily wage as in the
West and the removal of social disabilities are also his rightful
demands in a free India .
The Party workers must help to
organise these most backward and socially suppressed sections of
our country
3. The whole rural economy is groaning under the cost of
city -made goods. The provision of modest peasant needs through
non -profit distributive agencies and fair price shops is a very
urgent demand which we must seek to fulfil village by village .
4. For this and for increasing the productive capacity of the
villages a network of multi-purpose co -operatives should be or
ganised throughout India .
5. It is high time that an intensive campaign should be organ
ised for the redistribution of land on an equitable and just basis.
6. All this calls for a newly equipped and earnest cadre of
rural workers.
The provincial parties must take up this task
and enrol a large number of such workers who will take up the
rural programme of the Party to their respective areas.
7.

DEARNESS

ALLOWANCE

The General Council views with grave concern and anxiety
the sharp increase in the cost of living of industrial and other
employees. Dearness allowances paid are not keeping pace with
this increase and real wages are continuously going down, caus
ing great hardships to the entire working class.
The Council
therefore urges the Government and other employers to check
this fall in real wages by guaranteed supplies from
fair price
shops and automatically adjustable scale of dearness allowance
to offset the loss suffered .
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FOREWORD

The Seventh Annual Conference of the Party met at Patna
from 6th to roth March 1949. Com . Yusuf Meherally was elected
Chairman but owing to his unfortunate illness he could not
attend the Conference. So Acharya Narendra Deva deputised
for him and presided over the deliberations.
The decisions of the Conference, given in this booklet, mark
a milestone in the history of the Party . The resolutions on
Political and Economic Situation ' and
Food Crisis ' give a
comprehensive picture of the socio -economic conditions in the
country and outline Party's broad strategy in the internal field ;
the resolution on ‘ Commonwealth Relations ' reaffirms our positive
foreign policy of peace and On The Move ' issues summons to
devoted action .
SURESH

DESAI.
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CONDOLENCE RESOLUTION
This Conference of the Socialist Party places on record the
deep sense of loss sustained by the country by the sad demise of
Shrimati Sarojini Naidu , Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru and Syed
Abdulla Brelvi and conveys to their respective families its heart
felt sympathies.
2. This Conference pays its deep homage to Com . Ganga
dhar Kavatekar, Jagannath Bhalerao and Jagjivan Ram of the
Hyderabad Party Branch who bravely laid down their lives in the
cause of freedom and pledges to ever hold aloft the flag of free
dom and cherish the cause to which they had dedicated them
selves.
3. This Conference also expresses its deep sense of grief at
the sad demise of Com . Basavraj of the Hyderabad Party Branch
and Com . Gurumani Singh of the Manipur Party Branch , both
important members of the Party .

POLITICAL SITUATION
The political developments in India, since the last Conference
of the Party at Nasik , have vindicated the analysis made by the
Party then .
2 . The alignment of political and class forces that emerged
with the achievement of freedom

through partition of the country ,

has become more pronounced . The fringes communal and com
munist, have with their growing isolation been showing greater
restiveness. The mainstreams of the political currents represented
by the Congress, and the Socialist Party have moved further apart
due , on the one hand, to identification of the Congress with vested
interests and its equation of the maintenance of order with the
preservation of the status quo , and, on the other, to the growing
strength and resilience shown by the Socialist Party as the people's
5

organisation par excellence for economic change and social
progress.
3. The R.S.S. and other communal forces strove to recover,
in the later part of the year, the momentum they had lost through
the martyrdom of Gandhiji but failed to evoke active interest
of the people . So the communal elements, weakened by the
political consolidation achieved by the nation, are seeking to
infiltrate into the Congress.
4. The Congress Party dominating the Central, Provincial
and State Governments, has essayed the task of the political and
territorial consolidation of India . But it has failed to pursue bold
and progressive economic and social policies.
surrender to the vested interests , has been

In matters economic ,
the rule which has

resulted in putting new burdens on the working people .
The
socio- economic diehardism has robbed freedom of its glow , political
integration of its effective strength , and spread a mood of frustra
The economic
tion and disenchantment among the people .
measures of the Government have aggravated the sickness of our
society which the Government have sought to counter by denying
the liberties and abridging the rights of the common people. The
hiatus between our economic difficulties and the psychological
preparedness of the people to meet them has been tragically
widened by the unimaginative approach of the Government rooted
in appeasement of propertied interests.
5. The political situation is overshadowed by the deepening
economic crisis aggravated , if not caused , by the policies of the
Congress Governments that rely on capitalist enterprise for social
progress and systematically blunt people's initiative in favour of
administrative measures.
The people whom the constitution of
free India clothes with sovereign rights and powers under the
dispensation of Congress Raj are denied all initiative and influence
in the affairs of the State. This fundamental lack of faith in
the people and their creative ability, on the part of the Congress ,
has spread a mood of frustration and irritation among the people
fraught with danger to their future ,
6. The Communist Party continues to exploit cynically the
unstable conditions in the country. That party is not concerned
with the solution of India's many intricate problems, nor with
assumption of responsibility but with weakening the morale of
the people and disrupting the economic potential of the country.
6

yearning for change is exploited to spread chaos and
undermine people's confidence. This policy is not merely negative
but arid that must dry up the vital springs of people's efforts.
7.
The appeal of chaos as the mother of change and reform ,
however deceptive, is not without attraction to people submerged
in starvation and weighed down under want. It is the respons
ibility of the Socialist Party to convince the people that efforts
at organisation , adequate to effect social revolution and establish
a socialist State, cannot be short- circuited . Resort to violence and
adventures in insurrection , in prevailing conditions, must result
in strengthening of the reactionary elements in the country. Im
patience , in itself, is a dangerous substitute for organisation and
maturity of the factors of social revolution .
8. The adventurous policy of the Communist Party must
lead to, as it is aimed at, strengthening the reactionaries in the
People's

country and woefully weakening its powers of recuperation and
reform . Violence in the context of today is the staunchest ally
of vested interests. Communist policy thus consciously leads and
Congress policy inescapably results in the prostration of the
country. One subjectively and the other objectively pursues the
same policy in effect, a policy that is laden with disaster for the
people. Each provides the pretext for the excesses of the other
and the people lose , and democracy recedes and reaction is daily
triumphant.
9. The Socialist Party, therefore , appeals to the people to
turn to the vast creative forces within them and build up , through
conscious efforts, the organisational strength , the resources and the
all-sweeping movement that will enable them to overcome the
deadening influence of Congress policies and the demoralising
impact of communist disruption and lead to the realisation of
the people's power and the fulfilment of their destiny. The move
ment, the organisation and the resources must come from
constructive service of the people, from the spread of socialism
and from a ceaseless peaceful struggle against injustice and social
oppression and in defence of the rights, liberties and interests of
the people . The Socialist Party pledges itself to the tireless task
of organisation of the toiling people in trade-unions, kisan - pan
chayats, co -operatives, sevadals ; of spreading socialism and the
socialist way of living and thinking; of doing constructive service
of the people ; of developing the class struggles for a better life ;
7

and ultimately of establishing a socialist state — the real people's raj .
10. The Socialist Party, let us remember with humility, is
not a middle path between two extremes of capitalism and com
munism , but it provides the sole causeway to the new society of
free and equal men in India. To strengthen and broaden the
causeway in the encircling storm is to respond to the summons
of history,
ECONOMIC

SITUATION

In the past months the economic situation has put further
strains on the common people. The strains, to no small extent ,
have resulted from the policies of the Government.
2.
The Industrial Truce resolution agreed to in December
1947 with its promise of fair wage to workers was torpedoed
almost immediately by Government's adventure in decontrol and
derationing . These changes skyrocketed the price level and shrunk
the already low real incomes of the workers.
3. The Government's Industrial policy was announced in
April 1948. It promised an economy of control and regulation
with a National Planning Commission directing the flow of
economic life. But in implementing this policy the Planning
Commission has been forgotten and control and regulation halt
ingly and timidly resorted to .
4. The woeful absence of co -ordination between various
departments and different policies of the Government has left
our productive capacity under-used in many sectors of industry .
Some of the bottle -necks that throttle our economic life are the
direct consequence of Government's failure to plan and direct the
use of scarce resources.
5. : Government's timid moves towards regulation
and
control of economy have foundered on the opposition offered by
the vested interests. Regulation and control of Industry has como
to mean in actual practice a virtual submission of economic policy
to industrial finance. Their reckless exploitation , for private gains,
of our economic resources, has resulted in lowering the productive
capacity of our industries. Not only has the productive capacity
of our industries suffered thus but capital is resorting today to
a deliberate slow down policy with a view , inter alia , to maintain
the present high rate of profit by limiting supplies.
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6. The Government have permitted themselves to be fur
ther handicapped by the indifferent 'attitude they have shown
towards the strike of capital. While labour has responded magni
ficently notwithstanding the many burdens put on it, to the
economic crisis, capital has withdrawn co -operation and not hesi
tated to hold up the society to ransom .
7. The Government's appeasement of big business continues
without producing any effect. Their budget proposals show that
the Government policies are weighed in favour not of workers,
consumers or even the small investor but the barons of industry
and buccaneers of stock -market.
8. The central fallacy of the Government's reasoning is that
health can be restored to India's economy only by the free enter
prise of the capitalists. In offering them newer incentives, the
Government are creating disincentives for other, more vital partners
in production — workers in fields and factories.
9. What the Government seem to have overlooked is that
planned investment in India is needed to correct the present un
balance in our economy. Not only is too large a sector of the
population dependent upon agriculture but due to the low pro
ductivity of land the country cannot feed its growing population
and has to import foodgrains worth Rs. 150 crores every year.
While agricultural rehabilitation requires large capital resources
and foreign capital if available should first be directed to bringing
agricultural production on level with urban industrial production ,
the Government seem to be thinking of employment of foreign
capital usually in terms of big industrial projects. No effort has
yet been made to plan a large scale investment in agriculture
from a new angle , not as poor relations of advanced industries
but as the hub of our economic life , employing over two-thirds
of our economic resources and man -power .
10. There is nothing fundamentally wrong in obtaining
foreign capital provided it was done on governmental level and
employed according to plan to meet the overall requirements of
the country's economy. In spite of the danger in foreign capital
investment under private aegis that it opens the door to a new
form of servitude and that the alignment of foreign and indigenous
capitalists, with the growth of international cartels , often prepares
the way for war , no restrictions have been placed on the indigenous
capitalists entering into alliance with foreign capital. All ten
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dencies to cartelisation and employment of foreign capital to that
end must be checked .
11. Saving and investment in industry can no longer be
left to the free play of capitalist forces ; they must be treated ,
if people are to be spared misery, as social functions. Rapid
economic development can be essayed only by the Government
formulating a budget of nation's resources and determining the
margins of saving and investment.
The crux of the situation
is that the capitalist class has now become obsolete.
12. The import and export programme of the Government
betrays the same hand -to -mouth policy sketched according to the
pressure-level of various groups and sections of big business.
13. The movement towards a new social order can scarcely
be furthered by taxing the necessities of the poor, favouring vested
interests and perpetuating a new class of pensioned princes enjoy
ing vast economic advantages and special rights which impose a
perpetual impost, sanctioned by the free Indian Government, of
Re. 1-8-0 to Rs. 5 per capita to maintain in idle and luxurious
affluence a few individuals at the expense of the nation . Such
privileges extended to the favoured minority set up wrong values
and pernicious standards and make all appeals to austerity and
harder work fundamentally dishonest.
The appeal of produce
or perish can evoke response only in a context of economic
equality wherein luxuries are rigorously pruned and the profit
motive eliminated .
14. The measures adopted by the Government far from
restoring economic health to the country must deepen the malaise .
Only the mobilisation of the organised opinion of workers, pea
sants and the lower-middle class — the victim
of laisse faire
economy- can reverse the dangerous trend and save the economic
situation from further deterioration .
15.
That the spokesmen of the Government should keep
hectoring labour notwithstanding its magnificent response to our
economic difficulties and keep cajoling capital notwithstanding
its truculence, shows that the slant and accent of the Govern
ment's economic policy are not accidental but conscious and pre
planned .
16. The Socialist Party , therefore , invites the common
people to build up a mighty front against the vested interests that
are entrenching themselves behind the deliberately supine policies
10

of the Congress Government. Only such a front can save the
nation from further perils of starvation , misery and unemployment
by replacing the present system of production for profit by a
system of planned socialist production for the fullest utilisation ,
of the nation's resources in the interests of the people.

FOOD

CRISIS

This Conference of the Socialist Party views with grave con
cern the failure of the Congress Governments in the provinces
and the centre to overcome the crisis which , has engulfed our
food-production . Employing the bulk of available resources and
man- power our agriculture fails to provide even the minimum
food-needs of the people. The import of foodgrains from foreign
countries drains away 150 crores of vital foreign exchange re
sources year after year. The depressing incubus of an insolvent
rural economy is the single greatest cause of our economic in
stability. Every real approach to economic recovery must begin
with agriculture and face the urgent task of expanding food pro
duction so as to meet at least our minimum needs.
2.
The reconstruction of agrarian economy must start with
the ending of a functionless structure of ownership and feudal
privileges, as well as the abolition of semi-serfdom and other
forms of near-slavery. From this point of view the record of land
reforms during the past year is most unsatisfactory .
The delay
in abolition of Zamindari and Jagirdari and such other privileges
has opened the rural communities to an insidious attack which
encourages the elements of chaos without strengthening the forces
working for the reconstruction of our village communities on a
socialist and co -operative basis. Reform
of the system of land
ownership therefore demands urgent and earnest attention .
3. The present governments, claiming the heritage of
Gandhiji's basic outlook still fail to recognise the priority of
agriculture in any National Plan of economic recovery .
The
direction of planned public investments and resources to expand
the yield of lands, and to stimulate medium and small industry
cannot be achieved so long as economic policy is under the domi
nation of individualistic outlook and profit-seeking capitalist
interests. A basic change in the Government policy is the imme
diate need , if India is to be saved from the endemic crisis of food
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shortages. The only way to do this is to organise multipurpose
co -operatives through which sustained capital investments into the
rural economy can be made by the State . The Gandhian , the
co -operative and the socialist points of view are all equally agreed
upon this first step . Yet the Government have tried to tackle
the problem in a haphazard fashion and all their attempts, in
fluenced as they are by capitalist interests, have been ineffective .
4. The world economy is today striving to insulate itself
against the dangers of war and cyclical depression . The only
positive defence of our national economy in the face of a general
depression is the stability of our agriculture and rural and medium

industry .
5. In order to achieve this, the Socialist Party urges on all
provincial governments to take steps ' for the immediate abolition
of Zamindari, immediate stoppage of all evictions of tenants and
permanent farm - servants, fixation of their rents which do not
exceed one-fourth of the gross produce , cancellation of past debts ;
the provision of adequate rural finance and enforcement of a
definite minimum
cultural labour.

wage according to

local conditions for agri

6. If the Governments fail to take these steps to protect
the primary rights of the tillers, the peace of our countryside will
always be menaced , preventing the concentration of energies on
the constructive tasks.
7. As an intensive campaign has to be undertaken to expand
food production , the Party recommends the formation of land
armies for the cultivation of new lands and a planned policy
of voluntary efforts in land development, minor irrigation works ,
drainage and reclamation , earth works, etc. Investments for better
farming must accept the village as the unit instead of the indi
vidual cultivator. Credit must be made available through rural
co -operative societies and Gaon Sabhas. Only on a regional basis,
through multipurpose co - operatives, can facilities for better farm
ing be linked with procurement. The linking up of procurement
with rural peasant organisations is all the more important because
of the failure of the Governments to tighten up procurement.
The class bias of the legislatures and the bureaucratic machinery ,
which hinder effective action against hoarding and black -marketing,
can be neutralized only in this manner. Procurement must
operate on a regional self-sufficiency basis so that the movement
12

of foodgrains is reduced to the minimum . A greater degree of
co -ordination has to be achieved between the activities of the
Provincial and Central Government in respect to procurement and
development work.
8. For the purpose of providing employment to village labour
and for the stability of the rural economy, it is necessary to
organise small and medium scale industry on a co -operative basis.
The Party should give immediate priority to the starting of a
number of pilot schemes and the setting up of agricultural train
ing institutes attached to them .
9.
The food crisis cannot be solved by the efforts of the
State alone.
The Socialist Party calls for a co -ordination of
people's efforts whether for organizing co -operative and technical
service or for creating a land army of efficient farmers with accent
on people's initiative expressed through forms of collective endea
vour like the Gaon Sabhas and co- operatives.

ON THE MOVE
This Conference takes note of two amazing contradictions in
the political scene of India . Within a year and a half of the
achievement of freedom , on which the people had set their heart
and for which they had striven and suffered , hope lies shattered
and an astonishing mass of discontent prevails and is increasing.
And yet this discontent is so diffuse that, while every section of
the people is discontented in its own way , the people as a whole
are unable to discover a constructive unity in their discontent.
A diffused discontent can alone destroy ; a constructive and cen
tralised discontent can build . On the resolving of these contra
dictions depends the future of India as a nation , the social well
being of the people and the dignity of the citizen .
2. Diffused and scattered dissatisfaction may destroy our
people in one of two ways ; through paralysis of the will or
through chaos and disintegration . When preservation of law and
order and of the status quo becomes the chief aim of the ruling
party as it has become of the Government of India and other
provincial governments , discontent is stifled , tensions -are driven
underground, all initiative passes into the hands of a bureau
cracy and the people's will while docile is broken and frustrated.
When every, discontent is indiscriminately used through violence
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and sabotage to further the misconceived interests of a single
party, as in the case of the communists and RSS or similar other
organisations, a war of each against all takes place, chaos pre
vails and society loses its coherence. Abjuring these ways of
paralysis and chaos, a party can however use discontent in order
to build . When tensions and discontent are so used that the
people bend their energies with singleness of will to destroy peace
fully social evils and to construct prosperity and equality, the
nation is built and the people grow in mental and material stature .
This is the way of the Socialist Party and no other party is at
present resolved to travel this way. And yet the Conference
must take note that the Party has hitherto been unable to per
suade the people in their vast majority to travel this way with
such speed that the perilous situation requires, due both to its
own failings and to general inertia .
3. When the people strove against foreign rule, the failings
of men and organisations in the struggle were many, but what
turned tens of millions into an effective army was the single
minded hunger for freedom . That hunger is appeased , but a
greater hunger gnaws and tears. The people are not yet suffi
ciently aware of the precise character of this hunger and have
not yet given it a name and a form . On the one hand, it is
plainly and simply the hunger for food and clothing and hous
ing, to satisfy which the people are compelled to engage in a
scramble which wastes their time and weakens their dignity and
on the other it is the hunger for social and economic equality
whose satisfaction alone can put blood and flesh on the dry bones
of democracy and enthuse every Indian into a full grown citi
zenship . The main task of the Socialist Party is to unite and
integrate the various sections of the people with their differing
discontent through an awareness of the single-minded hunger for
equality and prosperity . Every Indian shall have his food and
other bare comforts with ease and no Indian shall be compelled
to bend to another in servility .
This awareness must also find
concrete embodiment in a programme realisable by the people
and their Government within the next few months and the Con
ference resolves on the outline of such programme:

I.

Creation of a land-army for the cultivation of new lands
and the State to care for their food and clothing and
14

allowances.

Recruitment to the army be made from

all

sections of the people and a national service year for
the purpose be made obligatory in colleges.

2.

Forthwith stoppage of legal or illegal ejectments and
fresh settlements by the landlord , harvest to the tiller
and security of homesteads ; no increase in land revenue;
planned redistribution of land to reach within a three
year period a minimum of 12/2 acres and the maximum
not to exceed 30 acres per farming family and adequate
arrangements for rehabilitation .

3.

Development expenditure to be made through gaon and
zilla sabhas and co -operative societies ; voluntary effort for
small -scale irrigation, manuring , cattle pastures and the
like.

4.

Vast

aid to small and medium -scale industries ;
polytechnic schools for all sections of the population ;
scientific research for small-unit inventions and bottom
as well as top planning.

5.

Nationalisation of banking , insurance, mining, electricity
and British assets and their management by autonomous
corporations.

6.

Living wage for all salaried and wage earning sections ;
dearness allowance to be pegged to price index ,

7.

Reduction of prices and recognition of the principle of
parity between agricultural and industrial prices; co
operative trading between city and village in select dis
tricts.

8.

Overhaul of administrative and recruitment standards,
grades promotion to be revised as for a free country ;
institution of an Indian Economic Service .

9.

Clear demarcations of rights and functions of State,
Government and political parties and no curtailment of
civil liberties.

10 .

State

Planned state aid for the rehabilitation of refugees.
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This Conference urges the people and in particular the
4.
members of the Socialist Party to reach this programme to as
large number as possible. It appeals to organisations of farmers ,
agricultural labourers, factory workers, salaried and trading sec
tions, to endorse this programme and intensify its appeal among
their members. Only, in the measure that this programme and
the awareness of the hunger for equality and prosperity and the
Socialist Party as the instrument of this hunger and the pro
gramme, can act as a mirror of numerous sections of the people
who can see reflected in it their woes and their desires and
thereby engage in a united endeavour instead of wasting them
selves in sectional attempts, can the diffused discontent of the
people be centralised . The people will then integrate and divert
In the event that this pro
their energies into construction .
gramme receives the organised backing of the great masses, but
that the Government is unable to accept and put it through , it
is always open to the Indian people to resort to satyagraha and
strike in furtherance of it. A change of Government in a demo
cracy should undoubtedly be sought only through the vote .
when a perilous situation obtains, when the choice is between
paralysis and chaos as it is today, it is the bounden duty of the
people to resort to peaceful action for the removal of specific
evils through a specific programme.
5. The Conference is of the view that the year ahead will see
the scattering of gloom and despair and the acquisition of a new
faith and the most potent means to achieve this is the accept
ance of this programme by the great masses and the tenacity
with which increasing numbers cling to the Socialist Party. . This
then is the year of a new faith and hope , the summons to
devoted action , delight in the furtherance of this programme for
equality and prosperity.
COMMONWEALTH RELATIONS
Throughout her long years of struggle for PURNA SWARAJ
the Indian people pledged themselves to end every vestige of
foreign interests and influence in our national affairs. The critical
situation that has developed in Asia after the end of World
War II requires that India should retain the fullest freedom in
order to play her part effectively for the maintenance of her
freedom

and peace between nations.
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2.
Britain retains imperialist possessions in Malaya and she
has still an extensive stake in other parts of Asia and Africa . Bri
tain is also lending her support to other imperialist powers that
have possessions in Asia like Holland and France.
The people
of Asia are determined to end the domination of European
powers and they look to India for moral support and co -opera
tion . Britain still retains through her investments a considerable
control over some of India's vital resources like high -grade coal,
manganese, mica and over some shipping, banking and financial
interests .
Under these circumstances it is essential that India should
break away from any formal association with Britain and the
Commonwealth . The Indian people could then welcome a specific
treaty of co - operation with the Labour Government of Britain
mutually beneficial in such spheres where British policy has freed
itself from imperialist and financial domination .
4. During recent weeks Britain has contracted considerable
military and diplomatic commitments through the Brussels Pact.
She is thus pledged in alliance with European powers who are
denying freedom to other colonial people in Asia who are strug
gling to attain their freedom .

5.
The sheet'anchor of our foreign policy has ever been to
stand foursquare for peace and to keep free from direct or in
direct involvement in the gravitational pulls of global rivalry
which has become a tragic feature of international relations. Free
dom from alignment with rival power blocs is therefore the first
and elementary demand of this policy . In view of Britain's new
commitments in the North Atlantic Pact she has definitely decided
to join the American power bloc against Soviet Russia. Neutral
ity would become a farce if India were to retain her tie with the
British Commonwealth which is itself tied up to the Atlantic
Pact. All these considerations make it essential for India to break
the link with the Commonwealth . The change in the balance
of power in Asia caused by the collapse of the Kuo Min Tang,
demands that India should stand completely free from any alliance
with Britain , particularly in respect of Asian status quo. India
cannot unite the countries of Asia in a powerful peace bloc, while
these nations are struggling against European domination, and while
she remains tied up to the British Commonwealth . While wel
coming India's association with the United Nations and with
17

other regional alliances within the framework of the UNO , India
must repudiate every commitment which negates her neutrality
as that would drag our people in the vortex of international
rivalries .
6. The Socialist Party therefore calls upon the Indian people
to fulfil the solemn pledge that is sanctified by the sacrifice of
hundreds of her sons and daughters and assert her fullest sove
reignty by terminating her link with the British Commonwealth .
Only such a step will clear this new relationship of every trace
of suspicion and disharmony and open the door for the coopera
tion of equals on such terms as may be conducive to mutual
benefit and world peace .
WORK

AMONG WOMEN

The women of India form an important part of those sec
tions of Indian society struggling today for political, social and
economic emancipation .
2 . It is only in a socialist society that Indian women can find
liberation from various traditional forms of oppression which are
crushing them today.
3. The women's struggle for emancipation is, therefore, an
integral part of the wider struggle of the exploited masses of India
to end capitalism and feudalism and to establish a socialist society
in India .
4. This Conference, therefore, calls upon all women -fighters
to link themselves up with the Socialist movement in India , today
organised and led by the Socialist Party.

EJECTMENT OF TENANTS
This Conference of the Socialist Party strongly feels that the
delay in implementing the Congress election manifesto regarding
the elimination of the intermediaries between the Government and
the tiller of the soil has led to utter chaos in the agricultural
structure and is retarding all forms of constructive effort for agri
cultural development; such a delay has resulted in the landholders
forestalling legislations by ejectments of tenants and permanent
farm servants from agricultural land and homestead . Moreover,
the steps so far taken by the Provincial Government in this regard
are in most respects contrary to the interests of the tillers of the
18

It is deplorable that the primary and essential producers
who are feeding millions of people at this time of food crisis
should not only be denied any relief in rents and wages in pro
portion to the present high cost of living and cultivation , but
should also be evicted from the land which they have been hold
ing for generations. The impetus to ejectments has been accent
uated by proposals as in the U.P. which permit Zamindars to
resume the land from their tenants -at-will in the name of personal
cultivation . This Conference is deeply concerned over the fate
of those tenants-at-will and others who have been or are being
ejected by the Zamindars . It demands of the Government that
such ejectments must immediately be stopped and the agrarian
laws should have retrospective effect so that these tenants may
enjoy the ownership of the land they cultivate or formerly culti
vated.
2 . It is deplorable that in many parts of India as Bihar,
soil.

East Punjab , Bengal, Tamilnad , Kerala , Vindya Pradesh , Madhya
Bharat, Hyderabad, Karnatak , C.P., Orissa the Governments have
resorted to highly repressive measures against genuine Kisan
workers whose only crime has been their assistance to Kisans to
organise themselves for better living conditions according to law
ful trade union methods. This Conference records its emphatic
condemnation of this repressive policy of the Government and is
of the opinion that the arrests of the Kisans and the workers and
their detention without trial is an abuse of Governmental autho
rity aimed as it is to check the growing influence of a political
party, which has been forced to take up this agitation on account
of the class character of the legislature and the bureaucracy and
the refusal of the Government to face the internal conflict between
the landholder and the tenant.
This Conference condemns the
misuse of Public Safety Acts, continuous application of Section
144 , fettering of a number of important party members under
Section 107, holding up large number of genuine peasants in police
lock up in remand and as undertrial prisoners, misapplication of
Section 151 and other legislations such as Madras Suppression of
Disturbances Act and other gross distortion of police powers, obvi
ously for political ends,-by the various provincial governments.
3 . It is further surprising to note that some Provincial Gov
ernments instead of working out a policy of redistribution of
land to which they are committed , are acting in the reverse direc
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tion of permitting Zamindars to increase the area of their home
farms, thus encouraging capitalist farming. The Conference calls
for a determined effort for the abolition of all capitalist farms
whether these are of mechanised type or otherwise and substi
tution of cooperative farming, by peasants in its place.
4. This Conference urges the need for a planned policy
and drive for developing minor irrigation work by enlisting the
cooperation of peasants and other political parties for such works .
The provincial Governments should give priority in their food
scheme to the organisation of a land army for restoring tanks
and excavating canals.

CIVIL LIBERTIES
The concept of civil liberties is so intimately linked up with
that of democracy that the latter is impossible of realisation with
out the former. The Socialist Party, at the same time, believes
that people would fail in preserving democracy if they did not
themselves act in a democratic manner and assume responsibility
for the preservation of peace and order. This liberty can only
be claimed by those who have no extra - territorial loyalties and
by those who do not employ terrorist, fascist or totalitarian methods,
for it would be a foolish democracy if it did not know how to pre
serve itself .
2.
The Socialist Party however deplores the continuous and
persistent encroachment on the civil liberties of the people made
by the Central and the various Provincial Governments in this
country . Eighteen months of freedom have not in any manner
enlarged the liberties of the people and the same old policy of
repression , often in a more intensified form , based on the mistrust
of the people continues to function with no change whatsoever.
Emergency legislation , abuse of various repressive sections of the
Penal Code and the Criminal Procedure Code, encroachment on
powers of the judiciary and discrimination in the enforcement of
laws as between individuals, institutions and political parties, have
become matters of common experience in the day-to -day life of
the people. Madras recently passed the- Suppression of Disturb
ances Act empowering Police officials of the rank of a Sub
Inspector and above to shoot people without any magisterial per
mission whatsoever.

Efforts are being made by various Provin
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cial Governments to usurp to themselves the privileges of the
judiciary by circumscribing the use of the habeas corpus. High
Court Judges in several provinces have been constrained to com
ment on the tremendous powers given to the Executive and the
consequent misuse of these powers by them . Section 144 of the
Criminal Procedure Code is being unfairly used at the instance of
Congress bosses to limit the freedom of speech , of the Press and
of association and of movement of members of other political
parties. Officials in mofussils are often found to work hand in
glove with local Congress politicians to deny civil liberties to
others.
It is not uncommon to find officials making a special
mention of the Socialist Party and its members in their restrictive
orders. Governments are also discriminating against non-Con
gressmen

in

the matter of enrolment to Home Guards, Raksha

Dals and Prohibition Guards. Congress-sponsored INTUC and
Congress-dominated Kisan Sanghs are given full freedom to hold
meetings, to organise volunteer corps and to carry on other acti
vities while such freedom
is denied to non -Congress political
organisations. Mention should also be made of the excessive use
of force by the Police, abuse of the Police machinery to help
vested interests against workers and peasants and connivance by
Government officials at the maintenance and use of goondas by
landlords to terrorise the peasants . Labour and Kisan workers
of the Socialist Party are being hunted , harassed , arrested and
detained for months continuously without trial.
3.
The Socialist Party also draws pointed attention to the
fact that while the policy of appeasement of the industrialist is
being pursued by the present government, their treatment of labour
has become extremely irksome. The very mention of the word
strike is becoming a red rag to the Government. Their policy
of suppressing strikes was recently demonstrated in Dalmianagar
and the latest measure , viz., Essential Services (Prevention of
Strikes ) Bill shows that the Government is out to crush any
organisation of labour which is independent of the front they
are putting up in the name of the INTUC .
4. These are only a few of the ways in which the Congress
Governments have attempted to encroach upon liberties of rival
political parties and of citizens in general. If this practice is
allowed to continue unchecked liberty -loving Indians will have
no option but to resort to some form of Satyagraha in order to
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vindicate their inalienable right to civil liberties.
The Socialist
Party stands uncompromisingly for civil liberties and democratic
rights and is pledged to uphold them at any price.
KHAN

ABDUL GAFFAR KHAN

With due regard to the relations between India and
Pakistan , the Socialist Conference is constrained to protest against
Khudai Khidmatgars repression by the Government of Pakistan .
The Conference expresses its horror at the unjustified firing at
Suabi on a peaceful crowd pledged to non -violence which resulted
in the massacre of more than six hundred innocent persons, and
places on record its heartfelt sympathies with the members of
bereaved families. It regrets to note that hundreds of Khudai
Khidmatgars who fought for the liberation of the country are
rotting in jail and strongly protests against hardships meted out
to them including their leaders Dr. Khan Sahib and Khan Abdul
Gaffar Khan, who personify in themselves the best in humanity
and have dedicated their lives to the cause of freedom , demo
cracy and uplift of oppressed humanity. No man is better fitted
to promote unity between the people of India and Pakistan than
Khan Abdul Gaffar Khan, an apostle of non -violence and fellow
ship of mankind. It is earnestly hoped that the Government of
Pakistan will respect the democratic rights of Khudai Khidmatgars
and release such of them as are in prison or under detention .
This Conference assures the pathans of Frontiers that the Indian
people remember with pride and gratitude noble services
rendered by them in the cause of India's freedom under the able
leadership of Khan Abdul Gaffar Khan .
INDIAN

CONSTITUTION

In the opinion of this Conference of the Socialist Party the
Constitution of India as is framed and being finalised by the
Constituent Assembly is disappointing to lovers of democracy and
socialism . It lacks faith in democracy, is permeated with con
servatism and is likely to lead to executive despotism and in certain
circumstances even to dictatorship . It recognises the principles
of adult franchise and parliamentary responsible government. But
the legislative authority is vitiated by bicameralism and adversely
affected by the ordinance making power of the executive . The
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system of responsible government is also crippled by Governor's
discretionary powers which authorise him
even to suspend the
Council of Ministers and assume to himself the full charge of
executive authority for a fortnight. Even complete independence
of the country is threatened by the possibility of her continuance
in the Commonwealth . The States are inadequately integrated .
The Draft Constitution neither empowers the people of the fede
rated States to establish a republican regime, nor guarantees a
democratic system of government in them . Nor shall the States
be on par with the provinces with regard to the jurisdiction of
federal authorities over them . No provision is made to abolish
the jagirdari system which allows the jagirdars exercise of semi
sovereign powers over the people and subject to servitude in
various ways. The Draft Constitution also fails to provide demo
The people
cratic institutions to centrally administered areas.
are lulled in a belief that the individual freedom is made absolutely
secure in the Constitution while as a matter of fact citizen's
liberties can be restricted and suspended not only by the legis
lature but also by the executive through ordinances which can
be issued between the sessions of the legislature . The provision
with regard to property rights is so badly drafted that if it is
allowed to stand , it will lead to a lot of litigation and make
economic legislation and transfer of property to public ownership
difficult . Even the directive principles of state policy fail to re

quire the State to promote the establishment of democratic
socialist order based on the organisation of agriculture , industry
and credit on co -operative basis. The State is not required even
to prohibit private monopolies. The Constitution , thus, deserves
to be recast before it is finalised .
For this purpose a new
Constituent Assembly elected on adult franchise should be con
vened , specially because the present Constituent Assembly can
not by any stretch of imagination be called fully representative
of the people of the country .
FOREIGN

SETTLEMENTS

This Conference takes note of the increasing intensity that
the struggle for democracy and reunion with India of a part of
our people is assuming in the. foreign settlements .
The people
of Goa are passing through conflict and a reign of terror which
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relies on the use of Portuguese and African troops for its conti
nuance and has sent Purushottam Kakodkar, I. Loyola, Ram
Hegde, Evagrio George and many others to long terms of penal
'servitude in fortress prisons of Portugal and Goa. The people
in the French settlement of Mahe have witnessed the suppression
of their free Provisional Government with the threat of cruisers
of France standing in port and elsewhere in Pondicherry and
Chandranagore they are the victims of a cunning misrule .
2 . While expressing astonishment at the refusal of the
United Nations Human Rights Commission to take note of the
utter denial of human liberties by the Portuguese, this Conference
appeals to the freedom and socialist movements of Europe, parti
cularly of France and Portugal, to impress upon their peoples and
Governments the folly of maintaining these tiny settlements on
Indian soil and thus of preserving a source of threat to the peace
of the world . This Conference assures the population in these
foreign settlements of the support of the Socialist Party and ex
presses its firm belief that, notwithstanding all the terror or the
cunning, their reunion with India is a certainty and cannot be
long delayed.
NEPAL
This Conference expresses its solidarity with the people of
Nepal and the Nepal National Congress in their struggle for
representative government, civil liberties and for social well-being.
Not only as a part of Asia , but more so as a neighbour whose
history , economy, hill and river systems and traditional memories
are interwoven with those of India , Nepal must necessarily rouse
the deepest attention of the Indian people and India that of
the people of Nepal.
This Conference notes with sorrow and
indignation the continuance of a rule in Nepal which is oligarchic
and hierarchical, does not allow the people to assemble and
organise, controls their thought, makes the running of primary
schools or holding of mass prayers a criminal offence, does nothing
to improve their agriculture , industry, education and health or
to lift the heavy burdens of rent and taxes and forcible procure
ment of farm produce at cheap prices.
2.
This Conference sends its greetings to Shri Bishweshwar
Prasad Koirala, President, Nepal National Congress, Shri Dharam
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Narayan Pradhan , Shri Tanak Prasad Upadhyaya , Tilakraj Sahi
and Mahendranarayan Nidhi and over six hundred brave sons of
Nepal who are languishing in different prisons of that country
and under fetters or other types of barbarous treatment. This
Conference expresses its admiration of the courage shown by the
men and women of Nepal in combating a tyranny of long standing.
While urging upon the Government of Nepal to revise its policies,
the Socialist Party assures the Nepal National Congress of its
support and is confident that the people of India will make it
clear to the Government of India as well as to the Government
of Nepal that the freedom and prosperity of the two countries
is indivisible .
NATIONAL LANGUAGE AND SCRIPT

The Annual Conference notes with
necessary heat has been introduced

great concern that un

into the controversy over the

question of the national language and that some of its prota
gonists have by their tactlessness and over- enthusiasm so hurt
the susceptibilities of the people of the South that they have come
to regard the movement in favour of Hindi or Hindustani as
an attempt of the people of the North to impose their own
language on the whole country. It is, however, gratifying to
note that all are equally agreed that in order to preserve national
unity and promote solidarity , it is necessary to have a common
language which should serve as a bond between the different
provinces and supply a common medium of interchange of ideas.
Any dispassionate study of the question of national unity will
lead to the conclusion that a common language is an essential
instrument of serving this end. This common language can only
bę simple Hindustani using one script only. It should , however,
be recognised that the introduction of Hindustani as the national
language can only be gradually achieved and that also with the
willing support and hearty co-operation of the non-Hindustani
speaking people. It is obvious that those who are justly fond
of their own ancient and rich literature can accept Hindustani
as a second language not on the ground of its superiority but
only in the larger interests of the country . This Conference has
no doubt that if the task is approached with a spirit of humility
and passion and prejudice are not allowed to have play, there
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will be no difficulty in securing universal acceptance of Hindustani
as the national language. In order that Hindustani may serve
its purposes it would be necessary that a beginning be made at
once with its introduction as a compulsory subject of study both
at the secondary and the university stage . It should , however ,
be borne in mind that there is not the least desire to replace
the language of the province by the national language so far
as imparting of primary and secondary education and conduct
of provincial affairs are concerned .
2. The question of a common script is intimately related to
the question of a common language. The Conference is of opinion
that in order to promote inter-provincial unity and to develop
a unified common culture it is necessary that we should cultivate
acquaintance with each other's language and literature . This
task

is facilitated by the adoption

of a

common

script for the

whole country. As many of the provincial languages have natural
affinities with each other, they can be easily learnt if written in
one single script. Moreover, there is no organic relationship be
tween a language and its script and for this reason there should be
no difficulty in giving up the provincial scripts in favour of a com
mon script which may equally serve all the languages of the
country. This is a reform of far-reaching consequences and great
urgency and we recommend that a movement be initiated to
mobilise public opinion in favour of the adoption of a common
script.
3.
The Annual Conference envisages a great future for
Hindustani and hopes that in course of time by the joint efforts
of all the people it will assume a national status and will develop
a rich and noble literature which will become the, pride of the
whole nation . It, at the same time, recognises that in the initial
stages, it will be the duty and the privilege of Hindustani speak
ing people to provide all the facilities which are so necessary for
enabling people of the provinces to learn the national language.

REFUGEES
This Conference of the Socialist Party views with grave con
cern the conditions of millions of families who have been up
rooted and thrown out from West and East Pakistan as a direct
result of top - level political compromise and consequent partition
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of the country, which paid scant regards to the fate of these
large minorities, not to speak of the oft-repeated solemn pledges
and fundamental objectives for the fulfilment of which , millions
of people in the country had fought and sacrificed .
2.
This Conference further deplores the absence of any

systematic method of giving organised /relief to the large number
of refugees on the part of the Government of India and the Pro
vincial Governments of East Punjab and West Bengal and other
provinces concerned, even after a lapse of a full year and a half.
Men , women and children forced to leave their ancestral homes
and hearths, due to circumstances neither of their making nor
over which had they any control, deserve not to be considered
as beggars or cowards or undesirables. Many of them were
erstwhile colleagues and comrades in arms and fought valiantly
for the freedom of the country . There are among them thou
sands of skilled workers, artisans, experienced farmers, good busi
nessmen and enterprising industrialists with traditions behind
them . If proper schemes for their rehabilitation and resettlement
are planned out including refugee co -operative colonies, collective
farming, co -operative industries and necessary assistance is rendered
to them , there is no doubt that many of the refugees will prove
a real asset to the country and contribute largely to increasing
India's productive capacity instead of being a burden as they
are today . There is an unfortunate tendency in certain quarters
to exploit the well-to -do among the refugees.
For instance,
refugees desirous of purchasing land with their own resources are
often charged 400 to 500 % increased price by the landowners.
Similar is the case with housing accommodation .
This black
marketing which makes it impossible for many of the refugees
to scttle quickly on their own should be immediately put an end
to . It must be recognised that the major burden of absorbing
these millions of families into an integrated economic and social
fabric of the country must be borne by the Government.
3. This Conference feels that the recent Inter-Dominion
agreement on the exchange of urban property on a private indi
vidual plane will work to the detriment of the general interests
of the refugees and believes that exchange of property should be
handled on governmental level alone. But the case of land left
behind by evacuees has to be treated on a different level and
care will have to be taken that old feudal systems of land tenure
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are not recreated. Land should be allotted to the actual tillers
of the soil and not to the former owners only. Care will also
have to be taken that the unit of allotment does not fall below
This Conference ,
the requirements of an economic holding.
therefore, deplores the policy of the East Punjab Government to
allot land to the former owners of land only and to impose a
cut on the holders of 10 acres of land and less.
The Socialist Party extends to millions of refugees in all
parts of the country, their sincere sympathy in their deplorable
plight and assures them of all support and help in the task of
their rehabilitation as rightful, happy citizens of this country .

PARTY CONSTITUTION

(ENFORCEMENT)

Resolved that Articles I to IV of this Constitution shall come
into force on the 'ist May 1949 in substitution of Articles i to 3
of the old Constitution. The rest of the Articles shall come into
force on such date as the National Executive may decide.
: Till the ist of May 1949 the whole of the old Constitution
and till the date fixed for bringing the rest of this Constitution
into force the rest of the Articles of the old Constitution shall
remain in force.
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Fellow

Delegates,

We meet in the shadow
from

us our foremost leader.

of death .

Death has taken away

We were all looking forward

to

Yusuf Meherally presiding over this Conference . At the forking
of road in our history, his mellow wisdom , natural kindliness and
organic dream -sure understanding would have been of profound
help to us. Every member of the party mourns his death as the
loss of an intimate friend.
To all who visited Bombay, Meher
ally's sick -bed was the place of pilgrimage, and his frail body was
the fount of inspiration .
The cool courage with which he faced the ravages of his
body, his seven - year-long duel with death , evoke our instinctive
respect.
These endless struggles however left no scar on his spirit,
they made it all more radiant. His protracted illness and prema
ture death are the price he paid for scattering his life in an endless
spray of gifts, in fellowship and service . He taught us the mean
ing of friendship . Through his dedicated life and mute sufferings
he has shown that

.

such a price
The gods exact for a song ;
To become what we sing."

We dip our flag in the memory of him the like of whom we
shall never see again . His vast erudition , his integrity and his
spontaneous good -will for all had made him the conscience of the
Socialist Party. That righteous voice is stilled today. None can
ever take his place. His mantle can be borne, if at all, by the
Movement as a whole .
To deputise for Meherally is well-nigh impossible. When
I think of all those, the torch - bearers of our Movement, who have
preceded me in this highest office in the Party, I am overcome
by the sense of my unworthiness. To succeed Acharya Narendra
Dev is to start with a handicap that can never be shaken off : with
my puny steps how shall I walk in his great and graceful strides ?
Only the warmth of your affection can impart light to the damp
embers of my being.
That affection I crave from you.
HOMAGE
I would like to pay your homage and mine to the ever-green
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memory of our friend, guide and philosopher, Sane Guruji. Less
than a month back the Great Reaper gathered him for the eternal
harvest. We were never worthy enough to claim Guruji for the
Party ; by his love and tireless labours he had, however, made the
Party his own . His life with its aroma of goodness was crowned
by a death that has released the musk of greatness in him . He
has shown , to the confirmed cynic , that even in the world of today,
goodness is not robbed of its efficacy, that the path to the hearts
of men is still the same, that the ancient sages trod . He has
proved again that the plain man's loyalties are aroused , affections
engaged and courage kindled when he is accosted in the language
of love. That an embodiment of such absolute goodness should
have to seek the aid of death to stir us out of smugness and self
ishness ought to provide the theme-song for our Conference .
Two other stars of the constellation of international Socialism
have recently gone cold : Professor Laski and M. Blum .

Laski

was one of the great teachers of Socialism . His teachings had
become so much a part of our intellectual climate that we have
imbibed them without being fully aware of it. His pragmatic
approach has brought new enrichment to Socialism , a new clarity
to our reflections on our times. M. Blum brought to the genera
tion of Socialists, in the danger of becoming pure utilitarians and
opportunists, the living message of the cultured intelligence and
moral integrity of Jean Jaures and Rosa Luxemburg. He impart
ed a much - needed glow to European Socialism .

RESOLUTIONS AND REPORTS
We are today faced by a whole complex of problems: inter
national, national and intra -party .
You will be discussing and
deciding them
through the resolutions and reports you will be
adopting at the Conference. It would be an otiose endeavour on
my part to cover the same ground, especially when I cannot do it
with the same competence . The giant agony of the world must
find a voice more strident than mine . The magnificent Pro
gramme of National Revival that the Executive Committee has
placed before you mirrors, in cadenced prose, the best thoughts
of the Party . Its meaningful words come as a summer shower to
the parched land of our political life . If we can carry its message
with us, like the unshed rain by the clouds, to India's myriad fields
and factories, a national revival must sweep through the country .
We can , as I am sure we will at this Conference, release, in Swin
burne's words, the hounds of spring on winter's traces.
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But are we as a party in good shape for this great effort ? Are
we a fit vessel for this exalted destiny ?
The General Secretary ,
with his wonted devotion to truth and his wide ranging vision , has
drawn, in his Report, our attention to our strength as well as to
our sores. “ Thou aileth here, and here ." In your discussion of
his Report, as also of the Report of his perspicacious colleague,
Madhu Limaye, you will, I am sure, uncover and uproot the causes
of our organisational ailment. On these issues, that are to engage
your attention for the next four days, there is little new that I can
add to the resolutions and reports that are already before you .
I would therefore like, with your permission , to dwell in this
Address on the wider aspects of the crisis. For sixteen years or
more I have laboured with many others in the vineyard of Social
ism and I would like on this occasion to twine some of my signifi
cant impressions into a wreath .
Though long was the night of slavery and arduous the twilight
of the struggle for national emancipation , we never looked deeply
into the basic problems of our people. It is the chronic indiffer
ence that has robbed the dawn of freedom of its glow . The caste
stratification of our society , backward and lop -sided development
of our economy, the stubborn demographic and ecological prob
lems — those of over-population and natural poverty — are so many
challenges to our march towards Socialism that have not received
the concentrated attention they deserve .

FRACTURED CULTURE
The absence of cultural homogeneity and the lack of social
mobility are the two stubborn facts of our social life. India may
or may not be, as some critics have maintained , many countries
packed in a geographical receptacle but she undoubtedly is a place
where many centuries jostle together. Side by side in our country,
especially among the Hindus, wide educational and cultural dif
ferences exist — differences that are accentuated by the existence
of rigid caste barriers. It was Swami Vivekanand who had point
ed out that in Europe social intercourse is free and unhampered
but thought, especially religious thought, is divided by denomina
tional fences; in India thought has universal sweep , but social
behaviour is carefully restricted . Whatever be the truth of this
statement when Swamiji made it, today , the fact is, that social life
is cut up into many enclosures and thought, that is reared on its
social foundations, is fractured into many particularisms.
Not only the differences between the Hindus and the Muslims,
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that 'eventually led to the partitioning of India and uprooting of
men , but even those among Hindus inter se, are ultimately socio
logical. Uneven development of different castes and communities
and the dissimilarity in their response to the new ideas and pulls
have brought into being a heterogeneous society.
There was a time when a common understanding , intellectual
and cultural if not social, was emerging between the Hindus and
the Muslims. After centuries of conflict a common outlook based
upon the recognition of the abiding truths of the two religions, on
the recognition of a non -historical approach to life, was emerging
in the seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries. An ethic based
upon the acceptance of common humanity in all men was being
taught to the people through the teachings of the popular poets
and saints .
The devastating impact of the Western countries, with their
superior economic technique and military might, scared the people
back into the traditional shells of their castes and communities.
Any student of Indian languages knows the profound in
fuence of the English language on the vernaculars. But the
crystallisation of poetry into prose, and the development of a lan
guage into a competent medium of modern thought and expres
sion have followed different time schedules and varying patterns
of articulation when one surveys the Indian languages, from Ben
gali to Pushtu . A parallel dissimilarity of rhythm will be found ,
between the two major communities in their responses to new ideas
and novel impacts. When the Hindu mind was receptive to
Western ideas, the Muslims were withdrawn , engaged in a search
of sources of strength from the pristine past of the Prophet's days.
When the Muslims moved towards an understanding of the West,
the Hindu mind had swung back to the springs of its Vedic past.
Inside the Hindu community cultural discontinuity converted
social rhythms into jerks and cut circles into segments. Caste and
communal consciousness, today distorts democracy. These group
loyalties, narrow allegiarlces, strive to gain respectability by flaunt
ing the colours of pseudo- radicalism . Caste, communal and re
gional particularisms appropriate to themselves the universal
language of Socialism .
· It is such developments that led Dr. Rammanohar Lohia , the
most fecund mind in our country, to warn us against Socialism
of envy and equate Socialism with sympathy. Mutual jealousies
and internal antagonisms, based upon differences in language ,
religion, caste and education are destroying the creative possibilities
and the fighting strength of the have-nots.
4

CULTURAL UPSURCE
Social particularism , based upon the many differences that
fissure our society, is a natural tendency for our people : habit and
narrow vision incessantly push them in that direction. It is the
business of Socialists to uncover these irrational roots and pulls
and to cut lanes of lucidity in the labyrinthine corridors of custom
and habit. Socialism has to become a mighty force that will dis
solve the particularisms, limited loyalties and antagonisms, in the
ranks of the working people , into a common flood of sympathy
and understanding. Naturally the depressed and the backward
must receive special attention and their educational uplift must be
the top responsibility of the Socialist Movement. In the confused
landscape of experience , Socialism has to become " the flashing
stream ,” fierce and unswerving.
In our country, with its accent on illiteracy there is the danger
of a " class struggle” between the ignorant and the educated . The
modern world is a complex world : its technological problems need
a cultivated understanding.
The fact that new ideas and learn
ing mostly come to our country through a foreign language creates
new barriers between the educated elite and the unsophisticated
people . The new ideas and learning do not naturally seep down,
fail to become a part of the heritage and consciousness of the
people, they remain a monopoly of the few from which they draw
" rent" . Nationalisation of modern knowledge is the sine qua non
of effective democracy and free Socialism in our country.
While these barriers must be broken , let us not in our im
patience .equate ignorance with Socialism . A Spanish proverb
says that there is a constant quarrel between Beauty and Chastity.
Let there not be a similar quarrel between Socialism and culture.
The Socialist is an heir to the varied cultures of the past ; to
abandon the heritage is to make Socialism as unreal as the shell
heard sea .
Educational facilities must be universalised , technicalities of
learning simplified but no premium be put on ignorance . Let
not an aristocracy of ignorance be the answer to the arrogance of
the educated .
Socialism , in the peculiar conditions of India , has therefore,
to be a vast cultural force that would restore to the country the
social mobility and social equality it has not experienced for cen
turies. The distinctiveness of different regions and religions need
not be destroyed , they must however become parts of an integrated
whole as the varied petals of a flower have but one perfume, and
distinctive notes are woven into a harmony.
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Such a cultural upsurge is not easy in a country suffering
from economic stagnation . Economic difficulties sharpen internal
antagonisms and envy and acquisitiveness become the dominant
emotions. Each class, each group, each individual is engaged in
grabbing and the sources of wealth get dried up . The economic
strains accentuate the social tensions and disintegration grows
apace .
man .

A

climate of envy

and

insecurity debases the spirit of

ETHIC OF AUSTERITY
If India

is shake off the mood of frustration the economy

must expand quickly and rapidly. Because our economy is back
ward it exercises special compulsions that we can ignore only at
our peril. Economic development to be rapid must be based upon
postponement of present wants for future plenty. The psycho
logy
the people must cease to be consumption-oriented and
become production -oriented .
The vast capital needed for the
economic reconstruction of India must come from the co -ordinated
labour and self-denial of our people. Such a national effort, a
vast festival of labour, is possible only in the atmosphere of egality
and austerity. Socialism , in the conditions of today, is the sole
basis of national survival.
But Socialism
in a backward country means neither social
security nor better life here and now , but economic equality , com
munity of hard work and ethic of austerity. The hand of Social
ism in India is knobby and stringy as that of a farm
not soft and luscious as of an artist or an aristocrat.

labourer and

In the past accumulation of capital, needed for economic
development has come through condemning men to slums or to
Siberia . In the West the exploitation of labour, national and
colonial, organised the pool of capital. In the Soviet Union , the
labour camps to which 15 per cent. of the people are condemned,
have yielded the capital needed . As we reject both these inhuman
and anti-social alternatives, our method must be of conscious self
denial, wherein ostentation becomes a social stigma and inequality
a crime. We have to discover an ethic of austerity to give mean
ing to free Socialism .
The ethic of austerity demands a reorientation from
the
middle-classes.
Their developing hostility towards the working
people is not only short-sighted but self- destructive. If the talent
ed men of the middle-classes back the Socialist efforts at planned
and rapid economic expansion , broadening avenues of useful em
ployment would open out before them . Socialism is not prole
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tarianisation . The proletariat is a product of the prevailing social
conditions. In him , as in the existing society, in the words of
Karl Marx , “ the human being has lost himself." The frustration
of today is a result of our having become fractional men . To re
cover the wholeness, the ethic of austerity will have to be embraced
for some time. If we will not consciously plan to end our poverty,
poverty will encompass our end . May I respectfully appeal to the
middle-class to stop turning the single-toned beads of irritation
into a rosary of despair ? The future belongs to the trained and
the technocrats. Only a contracting economy of capitalism
menaces the future of the middle - classes.
The principal obstacle in the path of national revival is the
present Government. Its economic opaqueness and political
pusillanimity fail to provide the needed direction or impart the
inspiration that would develop popular initiative and efforts. The
lack of will and vision in the new rulers has robbed freedom of its

driving power . Socialism alone can give point and thrust to the
edge of freedom that the Congress rule has blunted .
THE FUNDAMENTALS
That heavy responsibility can however be shouldered only if
there is full clarity on the fundamentals. The growing divorce
between words and their meanings is a major tragedy of our times .
Evocative words in particular, like democracy , peace, freedom , are
used in a manner that makes them not only meaningless but topsy
turvy . The fluidity in meaning of words creates a crisis in com
munication . Words instead of clarifying and crystallising thought
confuse it. Today counterfeiters have seized the temple of Saras
wati. As false coins bring about the break down of an economy
and society , so counterfeiters in language destroy popular confi
dence . Dull indifference is the only response when not the goblet
alone but grapes are without wine !
The ultimate ideals of Socialism are clear: in the final lap
of the development, in the words of Professor Haldane, "men will
be able to think like Newton , to write like Racine, to paint like
Van Eykes, to compose like Bach . They will be as incapable of
hatred as St. Francis. And every moment of man's life will be
lived with the passion of a lover or a discoverer.” An enchanting
vista , an ennobling vision . But the sense of betrayal has gone
So

deep

that such

a

vision

stirs

little

enthusiasm ,

it

is dis

missed like the pot of gold at the foot of the rainbow .
Not ends but means divide the Socialists and spread confusion
in the ranks of simple people. If we could bring honesty and
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understanding to this discussion we would be helping to lift the
miasma of misunderstanding .
The instinctive, custom -bound community of the ancient
world is dead . The tribe and the totem , notwithstanding their
restrictions, gave security and coherence to the spirit and the
strivings of man. Such security and coherence were of the primi
tive level, they could never be the eternal abode of man. It is
the claim of Socialism to become the mansion for man's spirit
where he recovers wholeness and integrity on a rational and cons
cious basis what in the dawn of civilisation he had inherited on
instinctual basis.
THE UNBALANCE
In this grand pilgrimage of awakening and unfolding, certain
strains and disharmonies have come in . In recent decades parti
cularly the march of Science has brought about an unbalance ; the
world has shrunk in size , but man's emotions and powers of appre
hension have not expanded proportionately.
The rapid changes
in economic and political life are mostly beyond the range of man's
intellectual understanding and aesthetic apprehension. The na
tural balance that existed between man and soil and between man
and man has broken down. The result is that not only there is
growing dependence, but mounting diffidence or self distrust. And
there is no hatred greater than the hatred of self.
Under capitalism the organic bonds between man and land
and among men inter se have snapped . It was this fact that Marx
elaborated in his passionate passages on " alienation .”
The massive
alienation , the sense of utter loneliness , evokes a mood of frustra
tion and, what Fromm has aptly called , " the fear of freedom .”
In the modern urban and industrial agglomerations, not only
there is no natural bond between man and nature — the sonatas
and symphonies of the wider life around man are hushed in the
cities of today — but there is neither the free, tacit communion
between man and man . Sympathy and antipathy are emotions
that man understands and responds to , but indifference freezes
him . In the modern world the prickly thorns of indifference is
the normal lot of an urban man.
“ I came into the city and none knew me,
None came forth , none shouted , he is here !' ”
The individual becomes an isolate . How are the shattered
strings of harp to be restrung and their lost notes recovered ?
Gandhiji's solution was to restrict the tempo of change and
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growth to man's powers of apprehension and response.

With the

over-grown population , return to traditional patterns of life is ,
however , not possible. The Socialist answer, therefore , is the
development of a new discipline that would enable man to cope
with the complexities around him .

PLURALISM
discipline cannot find full expression until far
The new
reaching social and economic changes are made. But those
changes can be fruitful only to the extent the complex world is
broken down, here and now , into many layers and on each layer
a new understanding and integration among men and between
men and things are attempted . Life's lotus is many-layered and
every petal is precious.
therefore conceives of a pluralist world : political
Socialism
life becomes a pyramid of autonomous groups and economic life
is thought of in terms of functional freedoms. Only in a republic
of freedoms does man discover full Freedom .
Man's estrangement from man and nature can be corrected
only through the pressure of responsibility.
The fractional man
of today , an exile from his dreams, rootless and foot-loose, can
recover his poise , in a school of democracy . Through respon
sibility , that is the conscious acceptance of initiative and effort
at the various levels of freedom , does man recover his integralness
and joy . Either we must put back the hands of economic and
technological changes and regain balance through the old institu
tional and instinctive aids, or we have to meet life in terms of
varied groups of autonomy and phases of responsibility .
ing web of democracy is the core of Socialism .

A pulsat

The founding fathers of Socialism were not unaware of these
truths, hence Robert Owen , Fourier and Proudhon spent their
lives in elaborating the institutional frame-work of the new society.
Because the industrial revolution had just begun and its dynamics
were not properly understood, in the foliation of their thoughts
they drifted away from the root of the matter . It was the glory
of Marx and Engels to give the soaring vision the necessary astrin
gent touch of reality .
With his characteristic practicality , Marx had greeted the
Franco-Prussian War with the following letter to Engels,
“ The French need a thrashing. If the Prussians win , the
centralisation of state power will be useful for the centralisa
tion of the German working class. German predominance
would also transfer the centre of gravity of the workers move
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ment from France to Germany, and one has only to compare
the movement in the two countries from 1866 till now to see
that the German working class is superior to the French both
theoretically and organisationally. Their predominance on
the world stage will also mean the predominance of our theory
9
over Proudhon's.
Centralisation then was as necessary as the ballast of iron facts ,
that Marx gave , to golden fancies. The march of the movement
in the intervening 80 years shows that today centralisation needs
to be tempted by federalism . Marx needs to be revised in the
light of the pre -Marxians. The decay of capitalism and the pro
gress of socialism have made the pre-Marxists eminently topical !
We need to explore, with Professor Martin Buber, “ The Paths in
Utopia .” We are no longer engaged in extracting the ore of
Socialism - rousing the proletarian consciousness — as Marx was
forced to do, but with the final modelling, where dreams and
designs must find constant references.
The thirty years of experiment with Marxism in the Soviet
Union and the varied efforts, at Social Democratic Administration
in parts of the world , demand of a total re-statement of the funda
mentals of Socialism . To the thesis of capitalism , Kremlinism has
offered the anti-thesis, it is the responsibility of newest generation
of Socialists - Asian Socialists - to discover the abiding synthesis .
Whatever be one's views on the relationship between the two
classes, it cannot be gainsaid that inside the class, among working
people inter se , inside the party, among comrades inter se, Uto
pianism must determine the patterns of behaviour.
The degeneration of the Communist Party — and the number
of dead and living witnesses is mounting up - compels us to go
back to the first principle , to return to the root.

ETATISM
The Communists leave no area of life and thought private ,
that is free.

The all-embracing control robs man of his indivi

duality and subordinates him to a collectivity. Instead of freeing
man and endowing him with responsibility the Communists en
hance his dependence and emphasise conformity .
The old tribal
unity is replaced by a new tribal unity, with its armoury of totems
and taboos. The frightened , frustrated individual instead of being
taught the discipline of responsibility, of integralness, is subjected
to a collectivist coercion . In the place of the free and humans
being a new and terrible mass-man, as Ernest Toller called him ,
has emerged .
: 10

The mass-man is taught to believe in the sacrifice of the
individual to the collective, the substitutability of one individual
by another, the non -validity of individual morality with respect
to the collective, the necessity and inflexibility of hierarchical dis
cipline and the inevitability and the strange beauty of violence.
The mass-man functions not on the human , but zoological
level. Not only towards non -Communists, but among Communists
themselves, the law of the jungle prevails.
The exploitation of
the dark impulses in men for power political ends ultimately de
bauches all relationships. By exploiting the frustrations in men ,
power may be achieved , but effort is robbed of its ideals.
Man is not recognised responsible being. He cannot know
his interest. Humanity is regarded as a herd of cattle to be
driven to the selected pasture. “ Every beast is driven to the
pasture with blow ."
That denial of responsibility enters into the
class and the party , and no restrains remain on the absolute powers
of the leader.
Every aspect of life is controlled by the raison d'etat. The

diverse threads of life are gathered together into a political knot.
Art, culture , education , science are controlled by the State .
Thought wears a strait- jacket and the artist is put in uniform .
The State becomes all pervasive ; inside the State , the ruling party
wields absolute power and within the party the leadership is
supreme. Vamping man's weaknesses and frailties the Leviathan
reduces all men to a dead level- interchangeable parts of a
machine.
This invasion of life by politics has developed in normal per
sons a healthy aversion to etatism . The recent eclipse of politics
in our country is a natural reaction : it shows man's effort to dis
cover private domains of life and thought that are outside the
compulsions of the State, to achieve social nexus that would tem- ,
per the power of the state .
Because Socialism
is pluralist, it permits nay encourages,

foliation of mind in directions other than politics.

Tyranny and

totalitarianism may frighten or fascinate man for a while, but the
spirit of man is ultimately dauntless. An eagle may be shorn of
its wings, but the desire of the sky cannot be plucked out of it.

tive

It is the tiredness of the human spirit - indifference to posi
exertions, callowness, emptiness, impatience with organic

rhythm -- that breeds totalitarianism . From over-all negation , from
cynical repudiation of all values, from bitter nihilism , man swings
over to the polar opposite - adoration of discipline and hierarchical
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order. The connoisseurs of misery exploit cynically the hungers and
frustrations in man and adorn reason with cap and bells.
Against this drift and danger, socialism must cling to plural
ism : the foliation of spirit in non -political directions must be
encouraged . It is a matter of pride to us that Achyut Patwardhan's
profound sensitivity to the tragic experiences of our times have ,
in the words of Ignazio Silone, “ carved out new dimension in
soul.” He is anxious to bring to Socialism the varied regions of
non -political life and thought. "We shall watch his explorations
with sympathy and claim to share his-discoveries for we know that
in the oyster of his mind , a new pearl is being shaped .

ETHICS AND ETHICS
The worship of the State is made more
double morality of the totalitarians.

demoniac by

the

The appeal of Socialism has been part socio- economic, part
ethical. The socio -economic factors change and evolve but the
ethical impulses are eternal. The ultimate truths of life are not
historical and sociological. There , undoubtedly , are aspects of
the ethics that are relative, but man's deepest responses are to
the absolute ethic, that nostalgia of life's ultimate triumph over
all limitations. It is man's nature to live simultaneously in tem
poral truths and eternal verities. Socialism has mighty power
because it inheres the amphibious nature of man .
The Communists reject the absolute ethic that is in Socialism .
Their morality is purely relative, class conditioned , their value
judgments are purely pragmatic .
There are two different kinds of, or better layers in , morality ;
one, a system of prohibitions and regulations in matters of pro
perty , sexual relationships and social behaviour — this kind of
morality is socially conditioned and subject to laws of historical
evolution ; the other , morality means an ordering of emotions,
achievement of self-harmony , and acceptance of the rights and
reality of other men . The latter morality has been recognised as
the final fruits of all efforts, the end of all quests. To the extent
human beings achieve the latter morality they transcend the laws
and prohibitions of society sanctioned in the name of the former .
The absolute morality provides the touchestone to judge and
To deny validity
improve the historically conditioned morality.
to absolute ethic is to rob the ship at sea of its compass.
Freedom , in fact, is both the necessary condition and a result
of morality ; it is for that reason that a sound political and econ
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omic organisation tries to create conditions wherein responsible
beings are able to realise full freedom whose content- self- aware

Moral relativism clothes Might with Right, for if the stand
ards of right and rationality themselves vary, there is no ultimate
court of appeal.
Recently in the Pravda , Marshal Stalin answered some ques
tions on philology .
To two of the questions: ( 1 ) Is it true
that language is a super-structure imposed upon a basis? ( 2 ) Is
it true that language was always, and remains, of a class character,
and that there does not exist a common and unified classless
general people's language for society ? Stalin replied in the nega
tive.
The crassly relativist teachings of Marr were dismissed as
contrary to Marx .
If in language historical and social forces play only a limited
part, in ethics they play even less. Language is the collective un
folding of a region or a people, ethics is the collective unfolding
of the entire human race . An absolute ethic alone provides direc
tion to life.
The Communists adhere to moral relativism
deliberately,
because that is politically useful. By interpreting all cultural phe
nomena in terms of class struggle, by explaining man's beliefs by
his place in the struggle, by subordinating ends to means, Com
munists reduce man , from the architect to the raw material of
history. Individual is subordinated to a Collective , and tyranny
is enthroned .
the State .

The cave of his conscience is at last occupied by

The German poet Bertolt Brecht, one of the foremost expo
nents of Stalinist culture , makes one of his dramtis personae say:
“ Who fights for Communism must be able to fight and
not to fight, to say the truth and not to say the truth , to
render and to deny service, to keep a promise and to break
a promise , to go into danger and to avoid danger, to be known
and to be unknown . Who fights for Communism has of all
the virtues only one: that he fights for Communism ."
And who is to

decide which

of the two alternatives he is to

follow at any time? Not the absolute ethic , not his conscience
but the writ of the Party . Prometheus-wise fire is stolen from
the heavens and surrendered to the party ! The singleness of mind
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ness and the recognition of all men as ends and not as means
-is not socially determined . Because the values are absolute, they
provide a standard of evaluation by which to judge political rulers
and systems.

and purpose evoke admiration, but it is steam without direction .
The darkness at noon that characterises the Moscow skies is
the inevitable result of moral relativism served in the interest of
a one-party state . This denouement is a travesty of Socialism , a
mockery of man's epic quest for freedom .
I must apologise for the long excursion in ideology . It was
necessary because without clarity on fundamentals , faith falters
and the sense of direction is lost. I know I have merely posed
questions, stirred up controversies, not resolved the doubts.
The
vestibule of enquiry is the farthest we can go today, other hands
will have to build the full cathedral of thought - of our creed ,
democratic socialism .
It is not very difficult to define the creed ; its application ,
however, is full of pitfalls.

DRIFT TOWARDS WAR
The world is drifting towards a new global conflict. Demo
cratic Socialism demands a policy that will be wider than that
of passive neutrality . We cannot be inert spectators of nations
losing freedom and peoples forfeiting liberties. An active policy
demands every widening circle of influence . Our federative
approach must grow : the countries of South -East Asia must be
encouraged to have a common foreign and defence policy , and
co -ordinated economy and its development. Such a comity of
nations would prevent a vacuum from arising anywhere in South
East Asia that would be filled in either by Russian infiltration or
American intervention . Democratic Socialists must also encour
age and support the Movement for World Government. Villages,
tehsils , wards and towns should be prepared to declare themselves,
through democratic expression of people's will, as parts of the
domain of the World Government. World Government can
succeed not precede world consciousness.
While these progressive moves are necessary it has to be realised
that the Great Powers are not going to oblige us by leaving us
alone. In international politics as in national economy, laissez
faire is dead . Only a multitude of states, through intricate allian
ces and balance of power can ensure peace . Where only two
Big Powers exist there is no scope for honest brokers of peace
except through the federal approach that would embrace the
small States.

The two Big Powers are unlikely to oblige us by leaving us
alone. Their interference in the affairs of the small nations will
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tend to grow . The sole effective safeguard lies in collective secur
ity . Until the Third Force gathers strength to assert the people's
will for peace the United Nations Organisation is the sole insti
tutional expression of collective security. In the disturbed world
of today, where the post-war phase has yielded place to the pre
war period , we cannot equate Socialism with isolationism . That
would mean serving the tyrant indirectly. From collective secur
ity alone can we fan out towards social security .
Our effectiveness in foreign policy will depend upon our
influence over the internal policies . Only a rapid movement
towards socialism can make this country a bastion of peace .
With the war clouds gathering, the present economic policies
of the Government become doubly dangerous. The reliance on
big business in the context of war must lead India to chaos.
Profiteering and corruption , and people's apathy and irritation will
grow as polar opposites. We can face the world in arms, we can
meet the challenge of invasion and infiltration , of external enemies
and enemies within the gate only if the people are united and
they are filled with hope. So long as the economic policy of the
Government continues to be shaped by the presses and pulls of
just a score of men who hold 800 directorships and control, directly
and indirectly , the main industrial and financial concerns in India ,
there can neither be unity nor hope. Between 1939 and 1949
the concentration of economic power has grown and in the coming
years, with the world's drift towards war, whether India gets
sucked into its vortex or not, the concentration will be intensified .
The economic pyramid cannot stand, for long, on a petering apex ,
that must lead to chronic disequilibrium .
The war crisis , if faced in the cavaller hanner characteristic
of the present Government, must lead to sky-rocketing of prices,
pauperisation of the middle and lower classes, economic disinte
gration and political polarisation . It will mean surrendering re
doubts and turrets, one after the other, to merchants of disorder .
The fort of our freedom is threatened by the wild men of Capital
from within .

BACK TO

THE PEOPLE

Only a drastic revision in the economic policy, a determined
movement towards egality, austerity and socialism can save the
land from catastrophic centrifugal tendencies that have been the
bane of our people for centuries.
The slackened harp strings
of politics have to recover the lost notes of Socialism .
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The economic policies will not change, shift towards Socialism
will not be achieved , merely by denouncing the party in power .
Its unenviable record undoubtedly provides a broad target for
shafts of criticism . On the negative plane, however , criticism
will be met by counter criticism and people's interest will flag.
Democratic life cannot be built up on a trafficking in dirty linen .
It is best to acknowledge the adulthood of our people . Let
us not hide the difficulties of the situation from them , nor deny
full explanation of our policies. The vast majority of our people
have , in the ultimate analysis, a stake in Socialism . Such frank
ness, which is the basis of democratic socialism , might give us
an initial set-back , but in the end it will be to our advantage.
We must be prepared to lose a pawn to win the queen .
General Elections, on adult vote , can prove a catharsis of
discontent. In India, General Elections can prove to be a mighty
force of social churning. If the people are prepared to insist on
fair elections and early elections, an easy way out can be found
from the cul-de -sac that frustrates them today.
The elections would teach the political parties that there is
no short-circuiting the people.
The impatient “ revolutionary "
who pins his faith in minority action and dreams of barricades
will realise when he sees the release of mass energy through elec
tions that the march of history has outgrown his romantic beliefs.
Socialism in India can come only through the conscious co -ope
ration of the people.
socialism .

Democracy is the

FERTILISATION IN

inescapable ethos of

POLITICS

There are some in our ranks who yearn to live in the white
heat of struggle all the time. The only climate they favour is
the climate of revolution . They seek to intensify discontent and
no music is sweeter to them than the mutter of misery , and the
blood red mark of hatred is flaunted on their forehead . It is
undoubtedly true that we have to fight injustice , in an organised
way . The profound sociological insight that Marx has given us
is the core of the Socialist heritage . But one cannot live con
stantly in the rarified atmosphere of revolution , in a state of
obstetric excitement.
There is enough discontent in the country.
There is no
point in stirring that brew stronger. What is needed is to bring
courage and cohesion to the people to resist injustice.
The con
servation of strength does not come through struggles alone.
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The poverty of our agriculture is said to be due to the fact
that we draw fertility out of land, harvest after harvest, without
restoring any strength to the land.
In political work too this
truth holds good. We cannot draw response out of the people
without imparting strength to them . The one-way traffic spreads
erosion and aridity in the soil of politics. To democratic social
ists, class struggles, in all their manifestations, are welcome, but
they have to be accompanied by quiet, unostentatious, construc
tive work .
The rose unfolds in the sunlight but its roots seek
darkness in the soil.
Recently in Bihar the people themselves have evolved a new
pattern of constructive work — not individual but en masse. Whole
villages turn out to build and better their environs: roads, bunds,
repairs to tanks, etc. Ek ghanta desh ko and Naya gaon baan
yenge are the most potent slogans of our time.
They bring to
the people self -assurance and hope that the ek-tar of discontent
can never evoke.
Accent on discontent must lead to spread of disintegration ,
and by scattering the acids of disintegration one merely creates
a climate uncongenial to democratic socialism . In the Programme
for National Revival that you are to consider at this Conference
the combative and constructive elements are meaningfully blended
together as firm knees and fine hands give good mount and good
ride .
The facile belief fostered by some of our intellectuals that
the socialist consciousness emerges only in the furnace of struggle
is a half-truth . Social psycho- analysis shows that the great danger
in India is that social prejudices tend to attract supporting reasons
as magnet the iron -filings. Reason is engulfed by irrationality.
If these adverse forces are to be fought, socialism , in this country,
will have to be many faced , multi-pronged . The social hetero
geneity that refracts our efforts at social change can be overcome
when socialism
comes as a great cultural upsurge .
The strains
and tensions of the shrinking world on an individual can be over
come only through the acceptance of the ethical core in social
ism . The apathy of men that provides valuable hostages to our
enemy can be removed only through the recognition of the plural
ist strain in socialism .
These facts of socialism are as real and
The subtle veracity quivers
significant as the combative one .
broadly and mercurially between the politics of conflict and the
ethics of construction .
Weak though our Party is , it is the main hope of our people ,
the focal point of their destiny. Our weakness is part organ
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isational, part ideological. The former is generally a function of
the latter .
The footsteps on the stair- case lead in our direction . We
can respond to the knock of History only if we are united in
the understanding of our faith and philosophy. The gathering
gloom can be pierced by the incandescent clarity of our ideas .
Since the Cawnpore Conference , contents of democratic socialism
have been defined with increasing precision . It is for this Con
ference to remove the last cob -webs confusion and put a term to
doubt and double - talk .
Illness and death are depriving us of the wise guidance of
our seasoned leaders. Their places must be taken by younger
men ; in the organisation younger men must move to the helm .
Nowhere , outside the folds of the Socialist Party, is there such
opportunity for the young to forge to the fore . From the ashes
of today mu
leap forward the flame of tomorrow .
Years back Madras gave India the first promise of full inde
pendence ; today Madras will give the pledge of Socialism . This
time the sands of time are running out and there are no twenty
years to wait. It is in that realisation that we have to dedicate
ourselves to the achievement of peace, freedom and prosperity for
our people that Socialism alone can ensure .
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PREFACE
“ HE New Constitution of the Socialist Party published on the
TH
following pages constitutes a landmark in the history of the
Socialist movement in our country. Hitherto the Party had been
a party of the select, a party of professional revolutionaries. Its
membership was confined
But the new constitution
structure . It provides for
and collective affiliation

to conscious and active workers only.
has introduced a basic change in its
mass enrolment of individual members
of Trade Unions, Kisan Panchayats

and other people's organizations thereby transforming it into a
real mass party.
Its adoption thus completes a phase in the
evolution of the structure and ideology of the Party , going on
for the last two years .
PARTY IN

PRE -FREEDOM

DAYS

Not very long ago the Party was called the “ Congress Socialist
Party," the prefix “ Congress ” emphasising its organic relationship
with the National Movement. The membership of the Party was
open to Congressmen only and though the Party had its own
Constitution and Rules and though it functioned in many mass
organizations outside the Congress, politically it was but an
ideological group within the parent organization . The Party was
never conceived as an organization parallel to the Congress.
Socialism was not an immediate issue then and the formation of
a mass party on the basis of a socialist programme would have
been highly premature and instead of furthering , it would have
only retarded the development of the anti-imperialist struggle.
It was therefcre natural that the Socialist Party should have. con
sisted of only those conscious elements who had embraced Marxism ,
i.e., those who had grasped the dynamics of social change and
were capable of looking ahead into the future.
GROWTH

OF PARTY : DEMOCRATIC

SOCIALISM

The first conference of the Party since the outbreak of war
met in late February , 1947, i.e., nine years after the last con
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ference held at Lahore in 1938. During these years great events
had happened and the Socialist movement had made great strides
not only in India but everywhere.
The Cawnpore Conference
which had assembled on the eve of the achievement of national
independence had to take stock of these developments and in the
light of the experiences of the past decade and the new tasks
and problems facing the Party, to re-state and re -define its funda
mental objectives. With extraordinary clarity and precision the
Party's Policy Statement sketched the picture of future socialist
society and firmly rejected the conception of totalitarian com
munism as practised in Soviet Russia which it considered to be
a parody of the great ideal of socialism , the Party had stood for
all these years.
The statement also discussed the question of
transition from the present to the ideal, which involved capture
of power by the Socialists.
In theory, state power can be cap
tured by either of two methods, i.e., by insurrectionary overthrow
of the state in existence or by democratic means.” “ In India ,"
the statement continued , “ the course towards socialism shall be
determined by the success or failure of the efforts ... to create
a democratic state."
If this effort were successful then the transi
tion to socialism “ could be accomplished through normal pro
cesses of democracy.

NEW

ROLE : NEW

STRUCTURAL PATTERN

The emancipation of India from foreign domination created
a new situation in the country. It necessitated reconsideration of
the methods to be employed by the Party for the achievement
of its goal and also underlined the need for reconstructing the
Party on a new basis. At Cawnpore it was decided to drop the
prefix “ Congress ” from the name of the Party and throw open
its doors to non - Congressmen as well. This was the first step in
the direction of making it an independent political party . Next
year at Nasik the Party took a great step forward by terminating
its fourteen - year old connection with the Congress. The new role
of the Party made it necessary to widen its basis and the National
Executive therefore proposed an amendment to the Party Con
stitution . The old constitution laid down that a member must
undergo a period of probation and must be confirmed at the
end of it by the Executive Committee of the Provincial Branch
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concerned . The change mooted by the National Executive made
it unnecessary for applicants to wait for endorsement by the Pro
vincial Executives. The full significance of this change was not
appreciated by the delegates then and a reference back of the
amendment to the National Excutive , was moved and accepted
by the Conference . Thereafter this question was discussed more
fully and at the Mahabaleshwar Session of the National Executive,
a report on the “ Structure of the Party
was submitted by Jaya
prakash Narayan. The report said that the time had come for
us to fundamentally alter the structure of the Party and remove
all restrictions on its membership . But mass enrolment of mem
Its most
bers, however , was not its most important feature.
significant aspect was representation given to organised workers,
peasants, artisans, etc., affiliating with the Party.
This report
was thoroughly discussed by the Executive and its revised version
was subsequently published in the form of a pamphlet. A Sub
Committee too , was appointed to consider criticisms and opinions
sent by Party Branches and members and work out the details
of the Constitution , to be presented to the next Annual Conference.
The Committee received a number of suggestions and prepared
a draft which was submitted to the delegates at Patna.
PATNA LANDMARK
The Patna Conference took a great number of decisions.
A common thread runs through them all. The political resolution
gives us a general analysis of the political forces in the country,
from which flows the grant strategy of the Party, so to say. The
changes in the structural pattern are in their turn , based on the
course of action charted therein .
The new structure provides
the skeleton and the resolution entitled “ On the Move
puts
flesh and blood on it . Thus all the three are inter-related and
together they form the whole.
IS FASCISM

INEVITABLE ?

Jayaprakash Narayan first moved consideration of the funda
mental principles embodied in the new draft and explained the
need for broad-basing the Party . After a heated discussion for
about 12 hours, the Conference adopted the Constitution by more
than a three -fourth's majority.
A small minority, however ,
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opposed this motion . They seemed to believe that democratic
transition to socialism was not possible and sooner or later the
Party will have to wage an insurrectionary struggle for the capture
of power and as a spokesman put it, only a party of professional
revolutionaries, possessing great mobility and power of concentra
tion would enable us to achieve our objective. Their argument

$

stemmed directly from their evaluation of the political situation
in the country . They said that the present Government was not
democratic, that it was daily making inroads on the liberties of
the people, and therefore the proposed change in the constitution
of the Party would prove disastrous . But the opposition failed
to understand the very vital difference between a process and its
culmination .
It is indubitable that the present Government is
manifesting authoritarian tendencies but as Jayaprakash pointed
out it would be wrong to say that Fascism has already triumphed
in our country or that its victory is inevitable.
That would be
sheer fatalism . It is the duty of the Socialist Party therefore to
fight these tendencies and create conditions conducive to a rapid
development of the socialist movement. Democratic climate is
a pre-condition for the success of democratic socialism and
the Socialist Party will have to concentrate its energies on
task of winning the battle of democracy .

the

PUTSCHIST TACTICS NOT REVOLUTIONARY
Many people seemed to equate revolutionary method with
insurrectionary tactics and confused democratic means with formal
constitutionalism .
It was wrong to do so . Democratic method ,
as the Party understands it, can be and is revolutionary, whereas
the strategy of insurrection under certain conditions far from being
progressive is actually counter-revolutionary. According to the
Policy Statement, democratic method includes both extra -parlia
mentary and parliamentary means such as organization of the
masses, education and propaganda, strikes, civil resistance, election ,
etc., and as such is not equivalent with parliamentarism . Accept
ance of democratic method does not therefore mean adherence
to constitutional means only though the former includes the latter.
What it does reject, however, is adventures in insurrection and
putschist tactics for , as the political resolution very ably states,
any talk of insurrection and coup d'état today will only result in
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strengthening of the reactionary elements and accelerate the
advent of Fascist dictatorship . Besides, putschism engineered by
a revolutionary élite, even if successful, will not lead to socialism , it
will not establish dictatorship of the proletariat of the Marxian
conception but inevitably degenerate into a totalitarian rule of
an unscrupulous minority over the rest of the people.

MARX , MARTOV AND LENIN
Mass character of a party does not make it reformist.

The

sharpening and intensification of the national struggle was accom
panied by a widening of the basis of the Congress which was its
organizational expression.
The Congress would have stultified
itself had it not removed the cramping limitations which the
Moderates had imposed in order to prevent the influx of Radical
elements. Take another instance . German Social Democracy was
a mass party par excellence. But its mass 'membership was never
a source of weakness in its fight against Bismarck and his' repres
sive anti -socialist legislation . Marx often criticised the policy of
the German Party . But he never attacked it on the ground that
it was a mass party and not a party of the select. As a matter
of fact the very conception of the so -called organization of profes
sional revolutionaries is foreign to Marxism . Marx conceived the
socialist movement as a self- conscious movement of an immense
majority and he always believed that a proletarian mass party alone
was a fit instrument of social change. In the great controversy on
the organizational question that rent Russian Social Democracy
nearly 50 years ago, it was Martov and not Lenin who repre
sented the Marxist tradition . But conditions for the growth of
a Socialist Party on Marxian lines did not simply exist in auto
cratic Russia and as Lenin very convincingly argued in his writ
ings of that period , the exigencies of the Russian situation
demanded maintenance of strict secrecy," a condition with which
máss organization was evidently incompatible. It was utterly im
possible to organise the Party on “ broad democratic principles,"
Democratic principle
as insisted upon by Lenin's adversaries.
implies full publicity , open membership and free elections to party
committees. In politically free countries, as Lenin said , this condi
tion is taken for granted and there “ Membership of the Party
is open to those who accept the principles of the Party programme
7
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and render all support they can to the Party " ( Constitution of
the German Social Democratic Party ) and a “ strict selection of
members " is not necessary. The principle propounded by Lenin ,
in the context of Russian conditions of 1902, does not apply to
India in 1949. With the change in objective conditions organ
izational forms must also change . Such a change will help and
not hinder the growth of the Party . Nor will it dilute its revo
lutionary character. Particularly, a Party such as ours, deeply
rooted in the masses, pledged to develop people's strength and
initiative and determined to carry forward their day -to -day strug

gles for a better life, can never degenerate into reformism .

FREDRICH

ENGELS ON ELECTIONS

In the course of the debate some delegates said : “ The new
constitution will give us an effective election machine but blunt
Party's revolutionary will. If we pin our faith in elections, then
we can accept it .”
This interpretation of the constitution is wrong
and betrays confused thinking. Why should we fight shy of elec
India's constitution gives us a new weapon in the shape
tions?
of universal suffrage and parliamentary government. It would
be suicidal not to realise its importance and refuse to utilise it.
The mistake of German Social Democracy was not that it con
tested elections, strove to win a majority in Parliament and form
its own government. Even Fredrich Engels, in his famous pre
face to Marx's Class struggles in France , has dwelt upon its signi
ficance . That was more than half a century ago . Since then
democracy has won many laurels and has triumphed in many
lands. On the other hand, with the improvement in the military
technique and coercive power of the state , insurrection has defi
nitely become a hazardous and dangerous proposition .
The
experience of the past two decades shows that it does not yield
quick victory but invariably ends up in a prolonged internecine
conflict, utterly wasteful and equally destructive of both the con
tending parties. Moreover it often provokes foreign intervention
and becomes a prelude to war . This does not of course mean
that the method of the ballot-box has not its defects, particularly
in countries, where the processes of parliamentary government are
vitiated by the authoritarian propensities of the Party in power.
But then there is always the path of civil resistance, of Satyagraha .
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Constitutional methods are not an article of faith with us, to
which we will adhere even if it means slow paralysis and sure
death .
The new structure does not enthrone constitutionalism
and reformism .
It will promote an all-sided development of
the Party and therefore strengthen us on the election front also .
WHY SOCIAL DEMOCRACY FAILED ?

Much is made of the failure of German

Social Democracy.

It was not defeated because it had a mass membership .
For
if its failure to halt the march of Nazism , were ascribed to its
mass character, then why could the Communist Party , organized
on the supposedly ideal principles of Bolshevism , not face the
challenge and check the tide of Fascism ?
The truth is that
German Social Democracy had lost its original fire and revolution
ary zeal, which enabled it to overcome the infamous “ anti- Socialist
laws,” that it had given up extra -parliamentary methods of
struggle and come solely to believe in the ballot-box . Having
disarmed itself, it was prostrate in the face of the militant Nazi
Party and could not defend itself.
The communist line which
was adventurist, was dictated from without and resulted in the dis
ruption of the working class movement. But our Party has a
glorious revolutionary tradition , it has never repudiated extra
parliamentary forms of struggle and above all militant spirit per
vades all its activities and hence there is no danger of our going
astray .
LESSON FROM

ITALY

A party with a restricted membership does not grow , where
democratic climate exists, no matter in howsoever inadequate a
measure it may be. Even communist parties in countries like
France and Italy, who have not given up their totalitarian out
look, found it necessary to broadbase themselves. For instance ,
in Italy their membership is 25 lacs. Who will say that all these
The total poll
are active workers, professional revolutionaries?
of the People's Democratic Front in the last Italian General
Electionswas over 8 millions, of whom nearly 3 millions must have
been socialist votes. It therefore means that out of every 2 who
voted for the Communist Party 1 is a party member. Palmiro
Togliatti took a bold decision indeed in throwing open the doors of
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his Party to the masses. It alone made possible the phenomenal
growth of Italian communism after the fall of Mussolini. Had
he continued to cling to the élite theory of Party organization ,
it is doubtful whether he would have achieved these successes .
Similarly in order to become effective in national affairs it was
necessary for us to accept the new structure and broad -base our
selves .
COLLECTIVE AFFILIATION — NOT A NEW

IDEA

The principle of collective affiliation was criticised on the
ground that it is something foreign , that it is a copy of the
British Labour Party's constitution and as such unsuited to Indian
conditions. This was hardly a serious objection . For if it were
suggested that we should discard a particular organizational form
because it is foreign then we shall have also to reject ideals of
democracy and socialism on the same ground. The fact is that
collective affiliation is not a new concept to the Socialist Party.
As early as 1935 , the Party advocated collective representation in
the Congress. Jayaprakash Narayan was a member of the Con
stitution Sub -Committee of the Congress and he tried to impress
upon his colleagues the need for introducing this principle . The
Faizpur thesis of the Party made it one of the planks of the
Party programme and this proposal was supported by Jawaharlal
also . The Party sponsored it because it felt that only thus could
it change and transform the Congress into an effective instru
ment of anti-imperialist struggle. Nobody then said that it would
blunt the revolutionary edge of the Congress and make it a
parliamentary party. On the contrary it was considered as a
dynamic thing, materially affecting the character of the Congress
by bringing in organized workers and kisans and thus upsetting
the influence of conservative elements in it. No wonder that
the suggestion was rejected by the dominant wing in the Congress.
They scented a danger in the new proposal and resolutely fought
against its acceptance .

LOOSE , FEDERAL ORGANIZATION ?
There were some “ radicals,” of course, who attacked it on
the ground that it would weaken the Congress, that it would
subordinate class-organizations to the discipline of a multi-class
This objection was somewhat contradictory . Collective
party.
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affiliation does not transform
the party into a loose federal
organization . It does not give ' autonomy ' to its affiliated organ
izations in the political sphere , and whatever substance there was
in the second objection then , it has little relevance now , since
affiliation this time will be with a party which is socialist and not
multi-class like the Congress.
It is true that all the trade unions are not exclusively under
the influence of the Party and that there are some elements who
may oppose affiliation with it. Nevertheless if we want to achieve
our objective we shall have to bring a very large majority of the
working class under the Party's banner.
While implementing this principle our workers should care
fully avoid any hasty action , which is likely to disrupt these mass
organizations. It is, therefore, eminently desirable that a great
majority of workers should first agree to affiliation . If a strong
minority is hostile the issue should not be precipitated. Effort
should be made to educate and win over that majority .

BASIS OF INDUSTRIAL DEMOCRACY
Collective affiliation will establish a healthy relationship be
tween the functional and political organs of the Socialist move
ment.
By giving these mass organizations an effective voice in
the affairs of the Partys' it minimises if not remove , the danger of
their domination by the Party . The Party influences the trade
unions and kisan panchayats and they in their turn shape the
policy of the Party. Thus there develops a two-way relationship ,
which will serve as the foundation of industrial and economic
democracy.
Affiliation of functional organizations assures stable and con
tinuous support of organized workers and peasants to the Party.
In Britain after MacDonald's betrayal in 1931, it was the sustained
support of the trade unions which enabled the Labour Party to
overcome the crisis and revitalise itself. No one denies that
we won't be able to implement the Constitution fully immediately,
It calls upon us to spread and sharpen
but it is a challenge.
political consciousness among the workers and peasants and in
tensify their class struggles. Collective affiliation by compelling
greater and more sustained effort in this direction , would
strengthen the working-class character of the Party and not
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weaken

it.

It will enable us to achieve mobilisation

masses of workers
otherwise.

and

peasants, which

will

of large

not be possible

PARTY OF THE MASSES
It is indubitable that even today the Party is rooted in the
masses, that workers and peasants follow its lead, but no one can
deny that the sense of belonging to it, of being a part of it is
largely absent. The new constitution seeks to overcome this hiatus.
The Party will now truly become of the masses and will reflect
more faithfully, their desires and aspirations. Workers and kisans
will now feel that it is their party, they must help to build it
up and make it a fit instrument of their emancipation .
STRENGTHEN

CLASS ORGANIZATIONS

There are certain clauses in the constitution which require
a little clarification . For instance, Sub -Clause ( c ) , Clause 2 ,
Article III. It says that individuals desirous of joining the Party
should , if they are eligible, be members of their respective
functional and other organizations. The sub- clause is not devised
with a view to put restrictions on mass membership
It merely
recognises a principle which has been regarded as elementary by
all socialists . Class consciousness is a primary thing. Socialist
consciousness is an advanced step and embraces the former .
Therefore persons who want to become Party members should
have no difficulty in joining their own class organizations. This
provision will therefore foster trade unionism , kisan organization
and co -operative movement. It does not of course , apply to un
organized workers and peasants, in areas where no trade union
or kisan panchayat or co -operative exists. Similarly it does not
prevent those individuals such as students, small shop -keepers,
lawyers, etc., who are not eligible for membership of these bodies,
from

coming in the Party .
TRADE UNION

ACT AND

POLITICAL LEVY

Article IV of the Constitution lays down that affiliating
organizations shall pay an affiliation fee of Rs. 5 plus some annual
membership fee . How are the trade unions to pay this fee ?
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Obviously they cannot pay it from their general funds. But the
Indian Trade Unions Act provides for collection of a separate
political fund. Clause 16 of the said Act also specifies the pur
poses for which this fund can be utilised.
whether this clause will allow affiliation

Though it is not clear
fees to be paid to a

political party, there should be no difficulty in doing so, provided
the political contribution is not compulsory . As in Britain , those
who do not want to pay the political levy , can very well opt
out. Party membership through the affiliated organizations shall
be . calculated on the basis of fees paid to the Party and their
representation on various committees shall be fixed accordingly.

RATIO
TIO

TION
OF REPRESENTATION

The ratio of representation as between the different classes
of Party members is not the same. Kisan panchayats, trade unions
and individual members will elect 1 , 2 , 3 representatives respect
ively for an equal number of members. There seems to be some
confusion about this , which should be removed immediately .
Individual members have been given weightage to obviate the
danger of sectional outlooks of class organizations dominating the
Party , to the detriment of national interests.
Some people demanded parity of
trade unions and kisan panchayats, a
present conditions would have placed
the Party in grave jeopardy. Apart
constitute an overwhelming majority

representation as between
demand which under the
the socialist character of
from the fact that kisans
of our population , organ
isationally, programatically and even legally trade unions are in
a much better situation than the kisan panchayats. They collect
their dues every month , submit six -monthly returns and are govern

ed by a body of labour legislation . That
panchayats. Only after we have infused
in them and organized them on a regular
operative basis, can ' parity of representation

WHY

is not so with kisan
socialist consciousness
trade union and co
be given to them .

INDIRECT ELECTIONS ?

The provincial structure of the Party appears to be a little
complicated but as a matter of fact it is very simple. It is neces
sary to have direct elections to the National Conference , as it is
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the highest policy -making body of the Party. But direct elections
to all party committees would be unpractical; it would mean
frittering away of our resources on Party elections only. So the
edifice of District and Provincial organization has been built up
on the constituency, elections to which will be direct. District
councils and provincial conference shall consist of all members
of constituency executive committees, within their respective juris
diction . After the delimitation of electoral constituencies, con
stituency branches shall become co -terminus with them . Mean
while provincial Branches should treat a Tehsil or Taluk or Sub
division or groups of them , as a constituency .
WORK

CLAUSE

Clause 6 , Article. XIII, is very important. This is an amend
ment which was accepted by the Patna Conference unanimously .
It stipulates that only those who put in 14 hours work per week
shall be eligible for membership of executive committees in the
Party. Though Party membership will be uniform , Party Com
mittees shall be required to keep a separate register of those who are
willing to work 14 hours per week for the Party . Members who
are prepared to fulfil this condition should inform the Party Com
mittees to which they might be attached , accordingly. It will be
the duty of the Party Committees to give them work .
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Constitution

passed at the

Seventh Annual Convention of the Party held
Patna from
I.

6th to

10th March , 1949

NAME :
The name of the Party shall be :

II.

at

The Socialist Party.

OBJECTS:

I.
India .
2.

National :

To establish

International:

a democratic socialist society in

To work with

Socialist

forces in

other

countries with a view to eradicate imperialism , racialism , colonial
ism , all other forms of national oppression and economic inequal
ities among nations and create a democratic socialist world .
III.

MEMBERSHIP :

1.

There shall be two classes of members :

( a ) Individual members ;
( b ) affiliated members,
2.

Individual Members:

Any person who is of the age of

18 or above and who accepts the Objects, Policy, Programme and
discipline of the Party shall be eligible for membership provided
that :
( a ) he does not believe in nor observe caste and communal
distinctions;
(6 ) he is not a member of any other political party or organ
isation whose membership
the Party ;

is inconsistent with

that of

(Note. — The National Executive shall decide whether a parti
cular party or organisation comes within the purview of
this clause ) .
( c ) in case he is eligible to be a member of a trade union
or kisan panchayat or any other bona fide association
recognised by the Party , he is a member of such
organisation ,
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3.

Affiliated Members :

Affiliated members shall consist of:

(a)
(6 )
(c)
(d )
(e )

trade unions, including unions of agricultural labourers ;
kisan organisations ;
organisations of professionals , artisans and technicians, etc.
socialist youth organisations;
cultural organisations;

provided that :
(i) they accept the Objects, Policy and Programme of the
Party ;

( ü ) they decide to affiliate with the Party by a majority of
60 per cent of those voting, in such manner as may be
prescribed in the Rules ; and
( iii) they are, in the opinion of the National Executive , bona
fide bodies .
4.

Representation

of Affiliated Members :

(a ) Members enumerated in III 3 , shall be affiliated to
the Socialist Party and not to the branches or units
of the Party.
The National Executive alone shall have
the right to accept affiliation to the Party .
( 6 ) Affiliated members shall be entitled to be represented on
constituency and city branches and upwards and not on
the primary units.

( c) Affiliating bodies shall be the lowest unit of the organ
isations concerned , e.g .:
(i) primary trade unions;
( ii) village (or group of villages ) kisan panchayats.
IV .

AFFILIATION

AND MEMBERSHIP

FEES :

I. Each individual member shall pay a minimum member
ship fee of Re. I per annum .
2 . Each affiliated trade union shall pay a minimum affilia
tion fee of Rs. 5 plus an additional fee of As. 4 per member per
annum .
3. Each affiliated kisan panchayat shall pay a minimum
affiliation fee of Rs. 5 plus an additional fee of As. 2 per member
per annum .
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4. Each affiliated organisation of professionals, artisans and
technicians, etc., shall pay a minimum affiliation fee of Rs. 5 plus
an additional fee of As. 4 per member per annum ,

5. Each affiliated socialist youth and cultural organisation
shall pay an affiliation fee as fixed by the National Executive.
V.

ORGANISATION :

1. The
following : --

organisation

of

the

Party

shall

consist

of

the

( a ) National:
(i ) National Conference ;
( ii ) National General Council ;
( iii) National Executive .

(b ) Provincial:
(i) Provincial Conference ;
( ii ) Provincial General Council;
( iii) Provincial Executive Committee.
( c ) District and City Branches :

(i ) District or City Council; ·
( ii ) Executive Committee.
Provided that cities having a population of 3 lakhs or more
shall have city councils and executive committees with a status
equal to district branches.
( d ) Constituency Branch :
( i) Constituency Council;
( ii) Executive Committee.

( e ) Primary Units:
( i) Ward Units ;
( ii ) Local Units.
2.

The provincial organisation of the Party shall be known as
the Provincial Branch (e.g. Socialist Party, West Bengal Branch ) .
For the purpose of provincial organisation the constituent units
of the Indian Union shall be the basis .
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Provided that non - viable states or unions of states may be
included in the adjoining constituent units if the National Execu
tive so decides.
3.

( a ) The primary unit shall be the smallest territorial
organisation of the Party. The territorial area , for this
purpose, shall be a ward or a group of wards in urban

areas and a village or a group of villages in rural areas.
(6 ) The primary unit shall comprise of all the individual
members residing in its area,
VI.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE :

The National Conference of the Party shall be convened
I.
annually at such time and place as may be fixed by the National
A Special Conference may be convened by the
Executive ,
National Executive or by the decision of the General Council.
2. The National Conference shall consist of delegates elect
ed by :
( a ) individual members ; and
(b ) affiliated members.
3.

(a)

The number of delegates to

the Conference which

shall not exceed 1,500 shall be fixed by the National
Executive for each conference.
(6 )

The number of delegates to be elected by :

individual members ;
members of the affiliated trade unions;
members of the affiliated kisan panchayats ;
members of the affiliated organisations of profes
sionals, artisans, technicians, etc.
shall be in the proportion of 3 : 2 : 1 : 2 for an equal
number of members such number to be determined by
the National Executive from time to time.

( i)
( ii )
( iii)
( iv )

(c)

The number of delegates to be elected by the affiliated
socialist youth and cultural organisations shall be fixed
by the National Executive, irrespective of their member
ship . The total number of delegates to be elected by
these organisations shall not, however, exceed 30 .
( d ) At least 10 % of delegates elected by individual mem
bers from each Provincial Branch shall be women .
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(e)

The members of the National Executive shall be ex
officio delegates without right to vote , unless they are
duly elected as delegates.

4.

The National Conference shall have the power:

(a ) to lay down the policy and programme of the Party
for the ensuing year. The decisions of the Conference

shall be binding on the members of the Party, its branches
and its affiliated organisations;
(6 ) to consider the Report and Audited Accounts presented
by the General Secretary on behalf of the National
Executive ;
(c ) to elect at the annual conference , the General Council,
the Chairman , the General Secretary and 23 members
of the National Executive from amongst the delegates
The Chairman , the General
for the ensuing year.
Secretary and the members of the National Executive
shall continue in office till a fresh election is held at the
next annual National Conference ;
( d ) to amend the constitution .
VII.

GENERAL COUNCIL :
I.

The number of members of the General Council shall

be one-fifth of the number of delegates to the National Conference,
Members of the National Executive shall be ex -officio members
of the General Council.
2.
The General Council shall meet at least once between
two Annual Conferences and shall have the power to take deci
sions regarding policy , programme and organisation of the Party,
provided that they are not inconsistent with those of the Annual
Conference. Extraordinary meetings of the General Council shall
be convened on a requisition made by not less than one-fourth of
its members.
VIII.

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE :

1.

(a ) The National Executive shall consist of the Chair
man , the General Secretary and 23 members elected at
the Annual Conference.

(6 )

The Chairman shall preside over the meetings of the
National Executive, General Council and the next
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Annual Conference and Special Conferences and act as
the spokesman of the Party throughout his period of
office .
(c)

The National Executive shall, on the recommendation
of the General Secretary, appoint not more than three
Joint Secretaries from among its members, to assist the
General Secretary in his work .

(d)

The National Executive shall appoint one of its mem
bers as Treasurer.

( e ) Any vacancy during the course of the year in the
National Executive shall be filled up by the National
Executive .

2.

The duties of the National Executive shall be:

( a ) To carry out the policy and programme as laid down
by the Annual Conference and the General Council;
(b )

To organise
working ;

provincial branches and

supervise

their

--

( c ) to enforce the Constitution and Rules of the Party and
to take any action it deems necessary for such purpose
whether by way of disaffiliation of an affiliated organisa
tion , dissolution or suspension of a branch of the
Party , suspension or expulsion of an individual member
of the Party . Any such action shall be reported to the
next Annual Conference of the Party, to which appeals

shall also lie from
bers concerned ;

the organisations, branches and mem

( d ) to appoint an Election Committee which shall deal with
the complaints arising out of all Party elections;
(e ) to appoint a Parliamentary Committee with power to
select Party candidates for Parliamentary
elections,
settle all disputes arising out of them and co- ordinate
and guide the parliamentary work of the Party ;
(f) to maintain accounts and submit a Report and State
ment of accounts to the Annual Conference ;
( g ) to undertake all such activities as may further the aims
and objects of the Party ;
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IX .

QUORUM :

of the General Council and the Annual Con
ference shall be one- fifth of members and delegates respectively
and the quorum of the National Executive shall be nine.
The quorum

PROVINCIAL BRANCH :

1.

Provincial Conference :

( a ) The Provincial Conference shall be convened annually
by the Provincial Executive . ' A special Provincial Con
ference may be convened either by the Provincial Execu
tive or on the request of at least one-third of the District
Branches of the Party in the Province .
(6 )

The Provincial Conference shall consist of all the mem
bers of the district and city councils in the province,
acting as delegates for the purpose .

( Note. - The members of the National Executive from
province concerned shall be ex -officio delegates to
Provincial Conference with full rights. )

2.

the
the

The Provincial Conference shall have the power :

(a ) to lay down provincial policy and programme for the
ensuing year not inconsistent with the basic policy and
programme of the Party ;

( b)

to consider the political and organisational reports and
statement of accounts presented by the Provincial
Secretary on behalf of the Provincial Executive ;

( c ) to elect at the Annual Session the Provincial Council,
the Provincial Chairman and Secretary and not more
than 19 members of the Provincial Executive for the
ensuing year. The Chairman shall preside at the next
session of the Provincial Conference as well as special
conferences held during the year.
The Chairman ,
Secretary and members of the Executive shall continue
in office 'till a fresh election is held at the next annual
Provincial Conference.
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X.

i 3 . Provincial Council :

(a)

The number of members of the Provincial Council shall
be one-fifth of the number of delegates of the Conference ;
(6 ) The Provincial Council shall meet at least once between
Extraordinary
two Annual Provincial Conferences.
meetings of the Provincial Council shall be convened on
a requisition of not less than one -fourth of its members.

4.

Provincial Executive :

( a ) The Provincial Executive shall consist of the Chairman ,
the Secretary and not more than 19 members.
The
Executive shall on the recommendation of the Provincial
Secretary appoint from among its members not more
than three Joint Secretaries, to assist him
in his work.
It shall also appoint one of its members as Treasurer .
Any vacancy in the Provincial Executive during the
course of the year shall be filled up by the Provincial
Executive.
( b ) Members of the National Executive from the Province
concerned shall be ex -officio members of the Provincial
Executive .

( c ) Duties of the Provincial Executive shall be:
(i) to organise district, city and other branches and
units ; to supervise, co -ordinate and guide their acti
vities and work ;
( ii) to carry out the Policy and Programme of the Party
the
and instructions and directives received from
National Executive , enforce its constitution and to
take such action as it deems necessary for the purpose ,
by way of suspension of an affiliated organisation or

individualmember attached to the Provincial Branch .
Any such action shall be reported to the National
The Provincial Executive shall be en
Executive .
titled to make recommendations to the National
Executive in the matter of affiliating and disaffiliat
ing or dissolving or expelling affiliated organisations,
branches and members of the Party respectively ;
22

(iii) to manage, control and guide the work of the Party
in the Provincial Legislature and elections thereto
as well as the work in local bodies and municipalities
under the
Executive ;

general

supervision

of

the

National

( iv ) to undertake all such activities as may further the
work of the Party in the province.

XI .

DISTRICT OR CITY
I.

BRANCH :

The District Council shall consist of all the members of

the executive
District.

committees of the Constituency

Branches in

the

2. The city Council shall consist of one representative for
every go or such number as may from time to time be determined
by the National Executive of the individual members and repre
sentatives of the affiliated members in the proportion mentioned
in VI 3 (b ) .
3.
There shall be a District or City Executive Committee
consisting of not more than 15 members including one Secretary ,
elected by District and City Council as the case may be.
4. The District or City Council shall meet at least three
times in a year .
CONSTITUENCY BRANCH :

XII.

I.

The constituency council shall consist of representatives
of individual members and representatives of affiliated members
in the proportion mentioned in VI 3 ( b ).
Till otherwise deter
mined by the National Executive there shall be i representative
for every 18 individual members.
2 . The Provincial Executive shall determine the quota of

representatives of the affiliated socialist youth and cultural organ
isations.

in

3.
The Constituency Council shall meet at least three times
a year.

4. The Executive Committee shall consist of one- fifth of
the number of the Constituency Council.
The Executive shall
elect from its members one Secretary .
( Note . - For the purposes of this Constitution a Constituency
stands for a Provincial Legislative Assembly constituency under the
23

new

Indian Constitution .

Till such time as these constituencies

are delimited such areas as may be determined by the Provincial
Executive shall be treated as constituencies. )

XIII.

QUALIFICATIONS OF DELEGATES TO AND RE
PRESENTATIVES ON PARTY CONFERENCES AND
COMMITTEES :

1. Every delegate and representative must be an individual
member of the Party .
2. Delegates and representatives representing the affiliated
organisations must also be members or office -bearers of those
organisations.
3. No person shall act as a delegate
more than one organisation .

or representative for

4. No person shall act as a delegate or representative who
does not pay the political levy of his trade union , kisan pan
chayat, etc.
5. No person shall be eligible for any elective post in the
Party unless he has been a member of the Party for a period
of not less than one year. This does not however apply to mem
bers who were on rolls on March 6 , 1949.
6. No person shall be eligible for membership of any
executive committee in the Party unless he puts in 14 hours, of
work per week for the Party in accordance with the directives of
the National Executive .
XIV .

WARD

AND LOCAL

UNITS :

1. All the individually enrolled members of the Party in a
particular locality shall constitute the General Body of the Ward
( in urban areas) or Local ( in rural areas ) unit of the Party for
that locality.
2 . The General Body shallmeet at least four times in a year.
3. The General Body shall elect a Ward or Local Committee
consisting of not more than 7 members, including one Secretary .
XV.

OD OF ELECTION :
METHOD

Voting at all Party elections shall be by multiple distributive
vote and by ballot, provided that in case of ward or local com
mittees the voting may be by show of hands.
24

XVI.

FULL - TIME SECRETARIES :

The National, Provincial, District and City Secretaries of the
Party shall be full- time workers.
XVII.

RULES :

The National Executive shall have powers to frame rules not
inconsistent with the constitution of the Party , subject to the
approval of the National Conference. Provided that the Rules
framed by the National Executive after this Constitution comes
into force shall be valid till the session of the National Conference
under this Constitution meets .
XVIII.

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS :

Amendment to the Constitution of the Party can only be made
at the Party Conference by two-thirds majority of those present
and voting .

W.P, P , 52
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FOREWORD
The National Executive appointed

a sub-committee con

sisting of Dr. Rammanohar Lohia , Acharya Narendra Deva ,
Achyut Patwardhan , Asoka Mehta , B. P. Sinha, Dr. K. B.
Menon, E. Narayanan and Madhu Limaye to consider the
question of Foreign

Policy .

The sub-committee submitted its

report which was discussed by the Executive and subsequently
revised in the light of these discussions. The revised version is
presented herewith .

SURESH

DESAI,

Joint Secretary .

།

SOCIALIST

APPROACH

TO
FOREIGN

POLICY

'HE Statement of Policy adopted by the General Council
THEof the Socialist Party at Nagpur last year outlined the
basic policy of the Party in the international field . A further
elucidation and restatement of the position of the Party in this
respect has now become necessary. Accordingly, the Sub -Com
mittee of the National Executive at its Mahabaleshwar meeting
discussed this question thoroughly and arrived at certain
clusions which are embodied in this report.

con

BASIC AIMS
The Committee considered two questions :
1 . What are the objectives of a Socialist foreign
and

policy ?

2.

What are the means best calculated to promote it ?
Economic power and weapons of
of war are commonly
accepted as the most effective instruments of foreign
The Socialist Party rejects this view .

policy.

India is militarily weak

and its economic resources are not fully developed .

It does not

produce enough steel and has not sufficiently vast war poter
tial to make India a great power.
If we look at the compa
rative figures of steel production , on which in the ultimate
analysis depends the economic strength and war- potential of a
country, we shall realise how backward we are in this respect.
Whereas the United States can produce nearly 81 million tons
of steel ( 1944 ) and whereas the Russian target for the same
item in 1950 is 25.5 million tons and that of U.K. 15 million
in 1951, India's highest has been less than 1.5 million , with
no prospect of large-scale increase in the immediate future.
But, though

India is weak materially , it can find other means

of projecting its foreign policy. An equally effective weapon is
the psychological weapon and India can wield it with advan
tage.

This necessitates adoption
5

of a

positive foreign

policy ,

which can be no other than a policy of peace. The positive
policy of peace comprises of four elements, ( 1 ) freedom
of
people, particularly subject people, ( 2 ) democracy and social
justice, ( 3 ) comparatively equal returns to human labour
throughout the world and ( 4 ) active neutrality.
The first principle is clear enough .

The Party has always

stood for the freedom of the colonial people. All Asia is astir
today and many countries have regained their freedom . But
vast areas of Africa and some countries of Asia are still under
foreign domination .

Therefore, the struggle for freedom

& continue until the last vestige

of

has to

imperialist domination

has

been destroyed .
The Socialist Party will support all these
popular movements aimed at achieving this end.

EQUALITY OF NATIONS
The achievement of national independence is not enough .
The people of these countries should strive to reconstruct their
economies on a new basis. An attemptmust be made to intro
duce economic planning so as to raise the standard of living
There
of the people. Economic inequalities will have to go .
must be more freedom and fuller civil liberties. In short the
life of the people has to be reorganised on the basis of demo
cratic socialism .
People today

talk

about international

co -operation , and

world order. But it is impossible to realise this ideal without
at the same time ending the colonial system and what is more
important without removing the disparity between the product
ivity of human labour in advanced industrial countries and
retarded economies of Asia and Africa .
human labour is extremely unequal.

Today the return to
The ratio between

the

advanced countries and backward people will work out to be
20 to 1. This has to go . For this it is not necessary to depress
the advanced countries.

What is required is to introduce new

technique in backward countries and raise their productivity.
For jr.creased output per man -hour of labour demands better
In fact
and adequate tools and tolerable living conditions.
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this effort to bring the productivity of the colonial people on
a par with those of the advanced countries is the sheet-anchor
of a progressive foreign

policy.

>>
AND
“ DEMOCRATIC

SOCIALIST » BLOCS

The policy of neutrality, the Socialist Party stands for, is
not a passive or negative policy . What the Party is advocating
is a policy of active and positive neutrality. India must not
withdraw into its own shell . It should seek to extend the sphere
of this neutrality by bringing in other countries as well. Before
discussing what forms this neutrality will assume, we shall have
to understand the present international situation .
The basic
feature of the international situation today is the creation of
two powerful blocs — the Anglo -American Bloc and the Russian
Bloc and their struggle for world domination . The destruction
of the Japanese and German empires during the second world
war, created a vacuum over certain areas of the earth and this
gave a new

impetus to the rivalry of great powers.

The anta

gonism between the Anglo -American bloc and the Russian bloc
is an expression of their attempt to project their respective
influence wherever such a vacuum existed . India's character
isation of these power-blocs would largely determine its rela
tionship with them . The Socialist Party is unable to accept the
popular characterisation of either of the dominant power-blocs.
The Anglo -American bloc is commonly described as a political
democracy and the Russian bloc as an economic democracy or
a socialist dictatorship . These are at best partial truths. Demo- i
cracy and socialism are interrelated terms and therefore it would
be wrong to characterise the Anglo-American system as demo
cratic and the Russian system as socialist. In the United States
and Western Europe they have indeed introduced a democratic
method such as representative institutions and elections, but their
democratic effort is far from adequate.
has abolished

private ownership

in

Likewise Soviet Russia

the means of production

and established planned economy but she has centralised econ
omic power and the mass of the population is not only denied
7

democratic freedom

and civil liberties but also the full use of

economic power. Thus there being neither political liberty nor
economic democracy in Russia it would be wrong to call it a
socialist dictatorship .

EXPANSIONIST CHARACTER
The Russian economy is not adequately industrialised and
she is at present engaged in a primitive accumulation of
capital. In order to speed up the accumulation of the means
of production Russia is trying to expand and distribute the
burden of this accumulation over an ever-larger territory.
The
expansionist urge of the Anglo -American bloc stems from their
economic system which is predominantly capitalist and in which
the problem is to employ gainfully the accumulated surplus.
Politically, the expansionist urges of these power-blocs take the
form of an effort, as in the case of Russia , to incorporate as
many States as possible within the Soviet political system and
therein establish totalitarian rule of the Communist Parties
subservient to Moscow , and in the American sphere of influence ,
to bring pressure so as to retard social change and preserve
the capitalist system . Thus there are distinctions and differences
in the character of and the methods adopted by these power
blocs but basically their approach is the same; both are expan
sionist. It is sometimes said that whereas the Russian bloc is
rigid and homogeneous the Anglo -American bloc is heteroge
neous.
It is true that some countries in the Anglo -American
bloc such as the United Kingdom are trying to socialise their
internal economies

but similarly

fissures have lately appeared

in the supposedly rigid Russian system too , as exemplified by
the excommunication of Tito by the Cominform .
An assessment of the relative strength of these power-blocs
will be useful.
in

While the superiority of the Anglo -Americans

the matter of economic resources, population , technique is

indubitable, Russia with her shorter and more compact lines
of communication has an immediate strategic advantage. The
psychological factor which under certain conditionsmay become
8

the decisive factor in modern warfare is, it is suggested , more
likely to be in favour of Russia , considering that Russian
propaganda and fifth column work in the shape of organised
communist parties have been

persistent and global since the

end of the war. Though the declared membership of inter
national communism is only 20 millions, i.e., 1 % of the total
population of the world , they can influence a far larger number
of people through their network of auxiliary organisations and
Communism thrives on economic discontent
fellow -travellers.
.
and holds out the promise of a better world .

But it is quite
possible that people under-estimate the psychological appeal of
Anglo -Americans and belittle the degree of satisfaction which

many derive from
their systems, even in terms of economic
benefits, higher wages, social security, and other amenities.
THIRD CAMP OF PEACE

Communism in Asia has now openly adopted disruptive
tactics.
It has today become the party of civil war and as
such , its hold upon the people is likely to weaken. Altogether,
the Anglo -Americans are more powerful though the Russian
ability to lengthen the duration of a conflict is indubitable . The
victory of the Anglo -American bloc will make the American
system

“ almighty on this planet.”
Whether they would allow
the socialist parties to exist or not is of secondary importance .
For one thing is certain that they would not allow them to

grow so as to constitute a challenge to the supremacy of
capitalism . On the other hand, a Russian victory which is
improbable, will put the Kremlin -controlled Communist Parties
in power everywhere and destroy the democratic and socialist
forces though

it is doubtful that Moscow

would be able to

prevent other national Titos from revolting against its authority.
From this analysis it will be clear that though the consequences
of the victory of these power-blocs will be slightly different, it
does not indicate any preference .
India should not therefore
do anything that is likely to increase the influence of either of
these blocs but STRIVE TO CREATE A THIRD CAMP OF
9

ACTIVE NEUTRALITY AND TRY TO EXPAND THE
AREA OF THIS THIRD CAMP AS FAR AS POSSIBLE .
The policy of building up the Third

Camp has two aspects.

It has to be carried out on two levels, Governmental and
popular.
The Government of India should enter into non -aggres

sion

pacts and treaties of enduring friendship with

as many

countries as possible and also achieve a network of regional
alliances including East Asian countries, the Arab League, our
western neighbours and even further.

On the popular level the
Socialist Party would try to strengthen the third force in Asia ,
It shall associate with the
Africa and South America also .

activities of the European Socialist Parties and participate in
their conferences, without compromising in any way its point
The organisation of regional co -operation between
of view .
the socialist parties in Asia will provide the basis for a wider
and real international socialist movement.
COMMONWEALTH LINK - A FETTER
If India is to play its part in world affairs effectively, it
will have to avoid all such associations and commitments as
are likely to compromise this fundamental attitude.
that India's membership

of the British

It is clear

Commonwealth

is in

consistent with this basic policy of active neutrality. It will
mean that on every vital issue India shall have thrown in her
weight on the side of Anglo - America. It will mean that there
will be no independent foreign policy.
The policy of peace as
outlined above demands that India come out of the British
Commonwealth which still maintains colonial domination and
racial discrimination and which strategically , economically and
politically is a part of the Anglo -American bloc.
POSITIVE LEAD ON WORLD

Issues

In pursuance of this policy of peace India cannot but take
active interest in the UNO .

It is true that this organisation

has fallen short of its stated objectives and that its achievements
10

so far have not been such as to
Asia and Africa .
it has adopted

inspire hope in the people of

In spite of this and in spite of the fact that
a

curious attitude towards India

and

other

Asian countries, India's membership of the UNO should be
continued .
India has so far not played a positive role in the
UNO .
It has failed to give a lead on issues of world signi
ficance. It has particularly failed to raise questions of social
justice and world freedom on the platform of the UNO .
A
marvellous opportunity was there at the UNO for the Gov
ernment of India to declare in ringing terms that distinctions
between the victors and the vanquished should go and that
every country in the world no matter whether it had lost a
war, should have its own national government.

It should have

announced our 'decision not to accept any reparations from
Germany and Japan .
It should have demanded the with
drawal of foreign authority and armies of occupation whether
in Germany , Korea , Japan , Indonesia , Viet-Nam , Malaya and
territories of the African people and the reconstitution of
national authority.
Instead of acting on this high plane it
referred the South African and Kashmir questions to the UNO .
India was arraigned at the bar of world

opinion by Pakistan

for “ genocide ” and “ aggression ” against Hyderabad .
Thus
we have so far functioned either in furtherance of our national
interests or in defence of our country against foreign attacks
and calumnies. Even on the Indonesian question , India had
earlier allowed the initiative to pass to Australia .

It did , how

ever, advocate the admission of our two neighbours, after per
sistent socialist criticism , like Burma and Ceylon into the UNO .
But we could have demanded admission of other Asian coun
tries also .
India should
of Palestine too .

take a more positive stand on the question
The Socialist Party considers racial discrimi

nation a crime against humanity and as such is opposed to anti
semitism .

It has every sympathy for the Jews who have suffered

so much under Fascist rule .

But emigration to Palestine and

partition of that country could hardly be the solution of the

11

problem .

The Socialist Party is opposed to the policy of ele

vating a religious community to statehood and therefore to the
partition of Palestine or any country for that matter, for this
is bound to become a source of dissension and conflict and give
foreigners an opportunity to intervene and acquire a foothold
on the Asian soil.

India, therefore, should not only have advo

cated a united federal government for the whole of Palestine
and stoppage of further Jewish immigration , it should
resolutely fought for its acceptance .

have

SOCIAL CHANGE : INSTRUMENT OF POLICY
All this goes to prove that India has not wielded the psy
chological weapon effectively.
Our failure in this respect,
springs from our failure to initiate a policy of social justice in
the internal sphere. A year has passed since the achievement
of freedom , but very little has been done in the matter of bring
ing about radical social changes. We have not introduced
economic planning to

reduce inequalities of wealth and raise

the standard of living of the people. The absence of this new
emphasis in our internal efforts has robbed our foreign policy
of that ideological core and emotional drive which alone can
substitute military might and economic power as an instrument
of foreign policy .

ASIAN FORCE - STEP TO WORLD GOVERNMENT

Foreign policy is an extension and projection of internal
policy in the international field . A foreign policy of equality,
freedom and peace must in the opinion of the Socialist Party
be linked up with the effort to achieve a new social order in
In doing this it is better to rely on our
our own country.
own strength and resources.

It is useless to look to and depend

upon foreign aid . India should accept foreign aid only on the
condition that no political strings are attached to it . But the
emphasis should be on planned utilisation of our own resources
and regional co -operation . National barriers must be broken
12

ind we should henceforth think in terms of ever larger group
ngs of nation . An Asian force based on a common continental
oyalty has to be created , not for aggressive purposes but to
esist expansionism directed against Asia, not to depress Europe
or any other part of the world but to elevate the retarded
veoples of Asia , to enable them
vith others .
nent.

W.P.P. 504

to achieve equality of status

This will be a stepping stone to World Govern
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JAYAPRAKASH NARAYAN .
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STRUCTURE OF THE SOCIALIST PARTY
A

PARTY OF THE Masses

HE structure of our Party has not changed in any basic
THE
manner since its inception .
The Party grew up as a
group within the Congress, and even though it had an inde

pendent membership , its own.constitution and rules, it never
grew out of the role of being an ideological group within a
great mass movement.
The salient points of the Party structure , as it took shape
at the beginning and stands till today, are : (i) small selected
membership , (ii) admission to membership depending upon ful
filment of certain work quota ; ( ii ) a probationary period for
all members, scrutiny and confirmation
or rejection
of

membership
This structure served its purpose as long as the Party
functioned mainly as an ideological group within the Congress.
But can it fit the Party's new

role ?

The Party is not only

an independent political party now : it aspires to become a
party of the toiling millions, and it aspires too , by its own
political action , to destroy feudalism and capitalism in India
and establish a socialist society .
These are not objects that
a

handful of persons can

achieve.

Unless the Party succeeds

in rallying the workers, the peasants, the exploited middle
classes, under its banner , unless it is able to organise them and
inspire them
unrealised .

to political action , the Party's objects will remain

The Party must become the party not only for the toilers
but also of the toilers.
For many months past one of the slogans of the Party
has been : “ Mazdooron ki parti: Socialist Party : Kisanon ki
parti: Socialist Party,” etc.
The question is , how can the

5

Party become in fact, and not in theory alone, the party of the
peasants and workers? If the Party is made up of a handful
of socialist workers and the masses are barred from
how

can

we be justified

in

coming

in ,

claiming that we are the party

of the masses? We constantly invite the masses to come into
the Party ; what yalue has this when we at the same time bar
their way ?
It is obvious that the Party must expand and broaden out.
It must become a mass party. It cannot do so all of a sudden ,
but the structural goal of the Party is fairly definite.
Mass PARTY vs. WORKERS' PARTY
The thought of a mass party is disturbing to some friends.
The influx of the masses is supposed to dilute the ideological
purity of a party and blunt its revolutionary edge and make
it too cumbrous and heavy for revolutionary action .

According

to such friends a revolutionary party must be a party of chosen
workers .
To them
the structure of the Communist Party
appears to be ideally suited to a revolutionary purpose.
In Marxist theory and common logic, there is no reason
why a party that desires to serve the masses must restrict its
The more logical and natural
membership to a chosen few .
course for it should be to include as large sections of the masses
as possible.
Restricted membership is no essential attribute of revolu
tionarism . Rather, it is the resultant of special objective
conditions.
In Czarist days, there were no civil liberties in Russia , and
the Bolshevik Party, or its parent, the Social Democratic Party ,
had to function in

conditions of illegality , secrecy and under

ground life. Under these conditions, it was physically impos
sible to build up a mass party. Only tested members could
be admitted and strict vigilance and discipline were necessary
to prevent betrayal and to ensure devoted work in the face
of suffering and danger .
It was not only

in Russia that these organizational needs
6

were felt and patterns found to meet them . In every country
where Czarist conditions existed revolutionary organizations
followed a similar pattern .
The revolutionary parties in India
did the same during the British days. It was only the genius of
Mahatma Gandhi that devised in satyagraha a revolutionary
method that could be used openly
Czarism .

even

under conditions of

COMMUNIST METHODS
Communist methods having been perfected to suit certain
given conditions, it is unwise to apply them universally . Where
the civic liberties of the people are guaranteed and all the
avenues for open political propaganda, organization and action
are available, the methods of secret societies cannot but lead
to failure.
In the democratic countries, communist methods
have yielded meagre results.
In Great Britain , America and France communist parties
were and are legal and have functioned within the framework
of democracy. In Weimar, Germany, too , the Communist Party
functioned as a legal party . Of these countries only in Germany
till the rise of Hitler was the Communist Party of any great
political significance ; and the reasons for that were many . The
course of the German Revolution and the consequent split in
the German Social Democratic Party and the formation of
the Spartakus League under the leadership of such famous
international figures as Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht
and the contemporary victory of the Russian Revolution were
directly responsible for the initial success of the Communist
Party in Germany. The weaknesses of Social Democracy and
the worsening economic situation contributed to its steady
growth .
But in France, America and England communist
methods hardly produced any results.
The present strength
of the French Communist Party is due to the political conditions
in Europe and the disintegration of French democracy, rather
than to any marked success of the methods of the French
Communist Party . Furthermore , it should be remembered that
even the rigid communist methods undergo a sea -change under
7

democratic

conditions.

The French

and

Italian

Communist

Parties, for instance, are no longer parties of chosen revolu
tionaries, but mass parties, with hundreds of thousands of
members.
Communist methods thus do not flourish

in

democratic

climate nor in conditions of tolerable economic well-being.
It
is for this reason that a vital element in the communist method
is a deliberate and planned attempt to bring about political
instability and depressed economic conditions.

PARTY DICTATORSHIP
A

word more about communist methods.

Not only are

these methods inapplicable to a democratic society , their use
does not lead to the goal of democratic socialism .

Since 1917

the Communist Party in Russia has been the ruling party. After
the victory of the Revolution the main task before the Com
munist Party has been that of shaping and maintaining its
dictatorship . Every organizational change that has taken place
in the Russian Communist Party has been influenced by this
all

important

Inside

consideration .

the

party

itself ,

the

struggle for leadership and the ruthless faction -fight, led to
the perfection of a system of control and management from
The party
the top that left very little internal democracy.
was thus moulded

not only

to maintain

its grip

over Russia

but also

to enable the Vozd , the Russian equivalent of the
Fuehrer, to maintain his grip over the party itself.
Those
who denounce totalitarianism
when practised by others, but

are eager to practise it themselves on others, find the methods
of the Russian Communist Party peculiarly acceptable.
But
those who believe in freedom and democratic socialism and
have a living faith in it, must reject communist methods.
DEMOCRACY AND SOCIAL CHANGE
An

undemocratic

society

develops

internal

strains and

stresses that result eventually in a violent break -up .
Com
munist methods having been perfected to be used under un
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democratic

conditions,

they

are

ultimately

based

on

the

possibility and desirability of a well-organized minority utilising
conditions of chaos to impose its rule over the rest of the com
munity . During times of widespread social disorganization , the
social will is disintegrated and any minority that has a will
of its own and the proper organizational set-up can force its
will upon others.
These methods require for their success
periods of social unrest and disequilibrium . Wherever these
conditions do not exist communists feel like fish out of water and
they always attempt artificially to create the conditions in which
their methods can succeed .

Therefore they are everywhere the

enemies of democracy and ordered change. Under democratic
conditions a party that believes in democratic socialism follows
entirely different methods. A time might come when even a
democratic party might find itself in the midst of anarchic
conditions.

Obviously in these conditions it must represent the

largest possible crystallization of the social will and, as such ,
try to impose its will over society by means that cannot be
democratic - because in those conditions the framework of
democracy would have broken down — but are based on force.
No doubt in these conditions too the democratic socialist party
must try to rally round it as large a section of the toiling
people as possible, but for the rest it must have to depend on
force.
This may not appear very different from
methods but this is the same as saying that

communist
communist

methods were evolved primarily to suit conditions of chaos. I
am sure Lenin would have been forced by history to adopt
other methods had democracy developed further in Russia and
had not Russian society collapsed round him
like a house of
cards in 1917 .

The important thing for us to consider is when

conditions

are different from what they were in Russia under the Czar,
shall we follow the same methods?
REVOLUTIONARY METHODS
Some have the fear that while democratic conditions might
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exist today they may not be present tomorrow and if the Party
is organised so as to function under today's conditions, it may
not be able to function properly in the conditions of the morrow .
This fear is unfounded . If democratic methods are not divorced
from
a revolutionary outlook , the Socialist Party, if it has
functioned properly as a democratic party under conditions of
democracy, would have the organizational strength , the popu
larity, the necessary mass contact, the resilience and the
revolutionary will to function equally effectively in conditions
of social breakdown. The Congress functioned alternatively for
years as a legal organization , utilising democratic freedoms that
existed , and as a revolutionary party functioning illegally and
carrying on a mass struggle.
The resilience of the Congress
was largely due to the revolutionary will of its

great leader ,

bụt its success in struggle was due to its widespread organiza
tion and mass influence built up through democratic functioning.
What is a revolutionary will, I may be asked .
It is
( a ) the will that allows no compromise with fundamentals
or blurring of the final objectives; (b ) it is the will that does
not flinch before danger and suffering and deviate from the
right path on their account. I believe the Socialist Party is
possessed of such a will ; and as long as that is so , it cannot fail.
Let me turn to the conditions in

our own

country.

It

need hardly be pointed out that the India of today is not the
Russia of Czarist days. There is no Czar in India. . We have
considerable freedom and there is going to be adult franchise .
There is, no doubt, danger of severe curtailment of the liberties
of the people ; 'yet there is ample

opportunity

still for open

political work , and there is every hope that, with the develop
ment of the socialist movement, the liberties of the people will
be preserved . - To

state

further

situation : Indian feudalism

the elements of the present

and capitalism

have not been

the

ruling class in this country , but the understudies of the Imperial
power . The loyalty of the armed and civil services has not
been

given

to these classes.

These

classes, moreover, are on

the defensive today, and cannot hope to maintain their position
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except with the support of a popular mass organization , such
as the Congress.
The Congress is not yet ' a capitalist party,
but largely an

agrarian

party passing slowly under capitalist

control. Again , 1948 , is not 1917. The frontiers of capitalism
are receding, and those of socialism
and communism
are
advancing.
ism

Capitalism is old and discredited . The chances of social
are far brighter today than they were thirty years ago .
In view of this situation , communist methods of organiza

tion are patently unsuited to India . We must devise our own
pattern of organization , which will suit the given conditions
and further the objectives of democratic socialism . As I said
at the outset, if our Party is to succeed in establishing socialism
in India by the consent of the people it must bring the
under its influence
majority of them
must become a mass party.

and

organization .

It

SOCIALIST PARTY vs. PEOPLE'S PARTY
Should the Socialist Party, then, become a people's party ?
Is a mass socialist party the same as a people's party ?
friends have suggested

that

in

Some

order that the Party might

rapidly become an alternative to the Congress, it should convert
itself from a socialist party into a people's party . The view
of these friends is that the socialist party with a clear-cut socialist
policy and programme has a restricted appeal; whereas a
>
programme that offers
people's party with a
non -sectarian

the people good government and enough food , cloth and
shelter , may quickly grow to the proportions of the Congress;
the two parties being something like the Republican and
Democratic parties in the U.S.A.
I reject this suggestion because, firstly, such a people's party
cannot establish a socialist society and I am more interested
in that than in merely replacing the Congress government.
Secondly, it seems fantastic to me to suppose that a socialist
party should fail to win the allegiance of the masses. What it
may fail to do is to win the allegiance of that section of the upper
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class which is not satisfied with Congress rule and wants

an

alternative party. It happens in bourgeois society everywhere
that the bourgeois class itself is split into at least two rival
political camps. In India too the suggestion about a people's
party, as distinct from a socialist party, merely means that a
section of the Indian bourgeoisie which is not satisfied with
the Congress wants to create under its domination a rival
organization to the Congress. When friends suggest that a
people's party will grow rapidly, they are mainly thinking of
the financial resources that such a party might be able to
financial resources to organization and pro
command. From
paganda appears to them , and not wrongly, to be only one
long jump. But such a people's party would be another mass
party functioning under bourgeois control and playing at
parliamentary politics, as rival bourgeois parties do elsewhere,
without ever desiring to effect any vital social transformation .
This suggestion , therefore , of converting the Party into a
people's party must be rejected .
PEOPLE'S PARTY IN

THE REAL SENSE

This, however, does not mean that a socialist party is not,
or cannot be, a people's party.
To be effective and to fulfil
its purpose, a socialist party must in a real sense be a people's
party . But it can be so only when it has succeeded by organ
ization and propaganda in convincing the people that socialism
is nothing more than the realization of their needs, desires and
aspirations.
A socialist party becomes a people's party when the people
are converted to socialism .
We reach then the conclusion that the Party must function
as a socialist party with a definite socialist ideology and pro
gramme and that it should grow into a mass party, rather
than remain a party of the select. What shall be the mass
party pattern into which the Party should grow ?
I find in
the world two types of mass party patterns.
One, a pattern
similar to the Congress pattern of organization
12

(as it was till

recently ) , i.e., having a mass membership, of which every
member is individually enrolled . The other, the British Labour
Party

pattern , which

combines individual mass membership

with organizational membership . The Co-operative Common
wealth Federation of Canada is the only other socialist party
in the world which I have found to follow the British pattern .

LABOUR

PARTY

PATTERN

I recommend for our Party the Labour Party pattern .

It

has many advantages.
It links the political party with the
class organizations of the masses and with their day -to -day
struggle , In this manner, the political party in reality becomes
the party of the masses. Secondly, it makes possible a rapid
growth and development of the Party.
Individual enrolment
might take long to bring millions of workers and peasants into
the Party, whereas through trade-union and kisan -panchayat
membership , the period of time might be considerably reduced .
Thirdly, the attachment of individual members to the Party,
especially when enrolled in the mass, will not be so deep as
when their unions or panchayats are affiliated to the Party .
Fourthly, an individual toiler may be just a Hindu or Muslim ,
Harijan 'or Thakur, but as a member of a trade union or kisan
panchayat he will be more often than not a labourer or a
peasant.
That is , when he enters the Party through his class
organization , he brings with him a consciousness of class : and
that puts him in tune with socialism .
In

following the British

pattern

there are obvious diffi

culties.

That pattern was an organic growth and was made
possible by the fact that British labour had one single trade
union organization .
The growth of our Party too has hitherto
been organic , and this has been its strength . Its further growth
too must not be artificial. But in adapting the British party
structure to our purpose , I find no artificiality ; much less
artificiality at any rate than if we were to adopt the Russian
pattern .
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It is true that trade unionism is divided in India , but
whether trade unions are affiliated to the Socialist Party or not,
the

Party

cannot hope to

achieve

success unless

the pre

ponderant part of Indian labour comes within its political
leadership .
In Britain too while there is one Trade Union Congress,

there are many unions that are not affiliated to the Labour
and many union officials who are members of rival

Party

parties. Leaving the question of Party structure aside, let it
be remembered that the Socialist Party has no future unless
it becomes the dominant party among Indian labour. If that
be the definite goal of the Party, the adoption of the British
pattern should rather pave the way than put up obstacles.
Mass MEMBERSHIP
To the mass enrolment of individuals an

objection may

be raised on the plea that these individuals may have no
knowledge of socialism .
But if socialism
is the concretisation
of the aspirations of the masses it is wrong to think that every
toiler must first be converted to socialism before he can belong
to the Socialist Party. Rather , the Socialist Party should be
a party that expresses the feelings and aspirations of the toilers.
I would , therefore, rather let the millions come into the Party
and shape it than have the Party adopt a doctrinaire attitude.
Every toiler, there can be little doubt, will happily subscribe
to the ideal of a classless society .
There is no doubt that
socialist philosophy is much more than that, and that the Party
does start with a definite set of well-defined principles, but it
does so precisely because it feels that the principles ideate the
interests of the masses. If they do not do so , they must change
in the course of the movement. It is also true that the Party
starts out to imbue the toilers with certain ideas. But these
ideas too can be accepted by the masses only when

they find

them
in actual practice to be to their interest.
Thus, while
socialist theory is an ideation of the miseries and needs and
desires of the masses, the test of the theory lies in its acceptance
14

1
by the masses. Therefore, I do not apprehend any danger in
throwing open the doors of the Party to the actual toilers.
would qualify these remarks when applied to the middle
class.
This class, economically and socially, is peculiarly
situated .
Its outlook Oscillates between the outlooks of the
upper
certain

and

the toiling

classes.

Therefore, there may be a

danger in mass enrolment of middle-class individuals ;

and so , a certain caution may be exercised in this regard . But,
here too there is no need to insist on any work quota as a
necessary condition for membership . Any individual who agrees
with the principles, policy and programme of the Socialist Party
may be admitted . I am conscious of the danger pointed out
by some friends of undesirable elements coming into the Party
in this manner ; but to mymind, even this danger can be fought
only if the Party becomes a mass party.

Party ORGANIZATION
I therefore propose that the Party should consist of the
following elements : individual members; organizations that
become members such as trade unions; artisan's associations;
associations of professionals ; kisan panchayats, kisan mazdoor
panchayats; representatives of the Socialist Youth Organiza
tions; cultural associations and clubs.
I should also have in
cluded in this list
governments are so

co - operative societies, but the Congress
petty -minded that this may become an
obstacle to the growth of co -operation in this country.
The member organizations will have collective member
ship , but it will be necessary for all representatives of these
organizations, elected to Party Committees, to be also indi
vidually enrolled members of the Party .
The lowest organizational unit of the Party shall be, in
urban areas, ward units, and, in rural areas, local units.
The
units will be the only

Party

committees where all members

will function in their capacity of individual members.
Above the units will be higher bodies : Constituency
In these
Branches , District Branches, Provincial Branches .
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bodies representatives will come from the units, representing
the individual membership , and from the member organizations,
representing them .
An important point that must be cleared

up is that col

lective membership of a trade union or kisan panchayat does
not mean that the Hind Mazdoor Panchayat or Hind Kisan
Panchayat as a whole is to be affiliated to the Party.
These
are both independent organizations and will live their own life ,
in

accordance to

their

will.

Only

the primary unions and

panchayats will be affiliated to the Party ; and there may be
even such primary bodies as are affiliated to the HMP or
the HKP and yet are not allied to the Party . Nor would it
be necessary for every member or official of an affiliated union
or panchayat to be a member of the Party.
POLITICS AND TRADE UNIONISM
I should like here to digress a little and say a few

words

about politics and the trade union movement. There are still
people in this country who would keep the workers away from
politics.
class.
and

Nothing could be of greater disservice to the working
The working class has a

political.

A trade union

dual role

to play : economic

cannot merely be satisfied

with

collective bargaining, it must also attempt to influence legislation
and government. In the picture I have presented a trade union
performs the function of collective bargaining through the
HMP and the political function by sending its representatives
to

the Socialist Party .

The trade union

thus is the base on

which two structures are built up , each autonomous, but each
expressing the will of the organised working class ; namely, the
central trade union body (HMP) and the political party (SP ) .

WORKING CLASS OR MULTI-Class PARTY
The

picture of the Party

organization

described

above

assumes that the Party is to be a multi -class organization .

To

some this might appear to be contrary to socialism , according
16

to which , so it is supposed , a socialist party is only a working
class party. The supposition is wrong. In a highly industrial
ized.country , such as Great Britain or Belgium , where there is
no

considerable farming

population , a

socialist party would

largely be a working class party. But in such societies too
unless the party brings under its influence the middle classes
--not the middle classes of Marx which were to be crushed
out of existence between the nether and upper stones of the
bourgeoisie and the proletariat, but the new middle classes given
birth

to

succeed in

by

the further

evolution

of capitalism

its struggle against capital.

- it will not

In countries that have

a large farming population together with an industrial prole
tariat, such as U.S.A., France and Germany, a socialist party
in order to succeed must be a party not only of the industrial
working class, but also of the working farmers and the middle
classes .
This must be much more so in countries like Russia ,
China or India , where the agricultural population is much
larger than the industrial. It will be remembered that in
Russia , Lenin

often

defined the term

proletariat to

include

these classes.
Therefore, the Indian socialist party must be a
party of the peasants as much as of the industrial workers,

3

and also of the middle classes-- the artisans, the professionals,
must give
Indian socialism
employees.
the white- collared

expression
classes .

to

the needs, desires and

aspirations of

all these

SOCIALIST CONSOLIDATION
In recommending this Party structure I am

also influenced

by certain other considerations. First, that such an organiza
tional set-up might attract many trade unionists, kisan workers ,
social workers, individual socialists, even socialist groups who
keep away today on the ground that the Socialist Party is merely
a caucus and not a party .
Second, it will remove the growth of authoritarianism and
sectarianism in the Party . At present, admission of new mem
bers is practically entirely in the hands of the Provincial execu
17

tives , for the Scrutiny Board does little more than put its seal
of approval on the recommendations received from them . This
has resulted in some provinces in stagnation and shutting out
of new -comers. Group politics and the will to leadership also
get the chance for full play in these circumstances.
The recommended structure by allowing the democratic
principle full scope will help

the growth of the Party ,

GUARANTEE AGAINST OPPORTUNISM
Third , I have often been

asked what guarantee there was

that, when

in power, socialists too would not go the way of
Congressmen . Among other things, the Party structure I have
suggested should be a powerful guarantee against this . Con
gressmen theoretically represent the masses.

But the masses they

represent are like amorphous sand, they have no organised will
to exert over their representatives. It is merely individuals who
chose the Congress representatives. In the Socialist Party, under
the new

structure, on the other hand, the masses will come
largely through their class organizations, i.e., through workers '
and peasants' unions.
The representatives of these unions

would be under a conscious discipline and would be liable to
be brought to book if they went wrong. In the British Labour
Party , for instance, the trade union representatives cannot flout
their unions and hope to remain in the Labour Party.
Collective membership is thus a guarantee against op
portunism and self-seeking.
I invite you now to turn to the charts that illustrate the
proposed Party structure. There are three charts :
( i ) illustrating the elements of the structure ;
(ii) illustrating the structure of the Provincial organiza
tion ;
( iii ) illustrating the structure of the National organization .
I invite suggestions, opinions and criticisms from members
and sympathisers generally and from Provincial executives parti
All opinions received will be considered by a com
cularly.

mittee

consisting

of Rammanohar
18

Lohia,

Purshottam

Tri

cumdas, Asoka Mehta, S. M. Joshi, P. M. Nambiar, Madhu
Limaye and myself.

Limaye is the secretary of the committee

and all opinions should be sent to him

at the Central Office,

Bombay. The final draft of the constitution would be prepared
by this committee to be submitted to the Annual Conference .

W.P.P. 422
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FOREWORD

T

HE Statement of Policy, adopted by the General
Council of the Party at Nagpur in August 1947,

outlined the basic policy of the Socialist Party . Since then
two years have elapsed , and great events have happened ,
of
of some parts of the Policy
necessitating revision
Statement. The revised thesis as passed by the General
Council which met at Bangalore on 4th , 5th and 6th of
October 1949 is presented herewith . It will be seen that
two chapters of the old statement, viz ., Analysis of the
Economic Situation and India and Pakistan have been
deleted , the chapter entitled Policy Regarding Soviet
Russia has been integrated in the chapter Policy Regard
ing the Communist Party and a new chapter on Left Unity
has been added .
MADHU LIMAYE
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SOCIALISM

The Objective of Socialism
1.

Till

freedom

was

achieved ,

socialism

was

secondary issue: national independence came first.
the achievement of freedom , the issue of socialism

a

After
takes

the centre of the stage. The national front against impe
rialism dissolves and the Socialist Party steps forward as
the instrument of social revolution . From being the left
wing of the national movement, the Party becomes the
vanguard of the toiling masses in their struggle for a new
world . What is the picture of this new social order and
how is it to be achieved ?
These are the questions which
must be answered now and the basic policy of the Party
stated clearly

at this moment of historic departure .

2. The Party
the Party as being

constitution defines the objectives of
(a ) the establishment of a democratic

socialist society in India ; (b ) the eradication of imperial
ism , racialism , colonialism
and other forms of national
oppression and economic inequality among nations and
the creation of a democratic socialist world .
3. After more than a hundred years of socialist
thought and action , there was no need to elucidate these
concepts further . But in the years past conflicting pic
tures of socialism have been drawn which make it neces
sary to redefine these concepts and to make a choice .
Totalitarian

Communism

4.
The main
choice today is between democratic
socialism
and totalitarian communism . In totalitarian
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communism , to which

it is wrong to apply the name of

socialism , every other but the ruling party is suppressed ;
there is no opposition permitted to the Government; i.e.,
to the bureaucracy in power ; the trade unions are not
independent organizations of the workers but subordinate
limbs of the all-powerful State with no right to strike or
to take any other action independent of the State and the
ruling party . Under such " socialism ," as totalitarian com
munism is sometimes called , the individual is not free and
enjoys no protection against arbitrary loss of his already
restricted freedom , his job or even his life .
such

a system

acquires an unchallenged

The State in

control over the

life, liberty and happiness of its “ subject.”
On the other
hand , thanks to the single-party system , the State passes
entirely out of the democratic control of the community
of workers and becomes a tool in the hands of the ruling
clique of the only party in

existence .

Party leaders and

leaders of industry, agriculture and the armed forces be
come a class , apart from the mass of workers, perpetuat
ing themselves through a system
of special privileges ,
drawing incomes far in excess of ordinary wages and rul
ing in the name of the workers but wholly beyond their
control.
Democratic Socialism
5.
The Socialist Party rejects such “ socialism ." . The
socialist society which it aims at is a society in which
there is the fullest economic and political democracy .
It
is an axiom of Marxism that there can be no socialism with
out democracy . Therefore, in the socialist society of our
conception the individual, i.e.; ' the worker , is free and
the State has no power to deprive him

of his rights and

privileges except through due processes of law . Further ,
in such a society , the trade unions are free and may even
exercise, if need be, their right to strike; other voluntary
organizations of workingmen are also free ; political par
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ties other than the party in power may be formed and may
function freely .
The State has no monopoly over the
press , the radio or other means of propaganda . Associa
tions of workingmen , their parties , collectives , co -opera
tives, municipalities and other corporate bodies of work
ers have their own press and means of propaganda and the
State Press is open to every individual worker, whose
right to criticisę or oppose the Government, or any limb
or servant of it, is guaranteed by the Constitution . In such
a society, economic power, i.e., the power to plan produc
tion , the power to determine the conditions of work , prices,
the distribution of the national produce between saving and
spending and between the forms and grades of these
all
these powers - are held not exclusively by the State bureau
cracy, but shared by trade unions, co -operatives and other
suitable representative bodies of workingmen . In such a
society , the servants of the State, particularly on the higher
levels, including police officers and magistrates , are elected
by appropriate constituents and are subject to recall by the
same. No incomes in such a society are much removed
from the ordinary wage- level and the children of the higher
grade of wage-earners have no special privileges or oppor
tunities . Government and management of economic affairs
are made as simple as possible, enabling immediate partici
pation in these activities of the greatest possible part of the
community .
6.

These are the basic principles of democratic social

ism to which the Party adheres, and which shall guide its
future policy . But these principles do not in any way com
plete the picture of socialism

which the Party has in view ;

they merely state the conditions that will prevent socialism
from being submerged by totalitarianism .
Failure of Social Democracy
7. While the experiences of the inter -war years in
Europe brought out the defects of totalitarian communism ,

ry

they also demonstrated the weaknesses, particularly during
The Social
theGerman Revolution , of Social Democracy .
in
elsewhere
and
Germany
Democratic movement in
revolutionary
in
decision
of
lack
Europe exhibited an utter
and critical moments. When history demanded decision ,
revolutionary action , Social Democracy afraid of violence
and disorder and inhibited by doctrinaire ideas, forswore
to re-entrench
its historical role and allowed capitalism
itself under the garb of democracy and constitutionalism .
This weak -kneed

policy and the disastrous inistakes and

disruptive tactics of world communism
possible the enthronement of Nazism .

ultimately made

8. The Socialist Party , therefore, while firmly believ
ing in democratic socialism and fully aware of the dangers
of totalitarian communism , adheres steadfastly to the path
of revolution . The Party sees no conflict between demo
cracy and revolution .
The bourgeois revolution was the
mother of bourgeois democracy ; so , the social revolution
is the mother of socialist democracy .

Abolition of Capitalism

and Feudalism

and the Emergence

of One Class or Classless Society
9. Capitalist society is based on exploitation of la
bour for private profit. In free capitalism the degree and
manner of this exploitation are determined by the capi
talist class. Under controlled capitalism , this task is per
formed mainly by the State ; but then the State itself is
very largely controlled by the capitalist class . Therefore,
the result of State control of profits, wages and prices in a
capitalist society makes little difference to the economic
basis of that society .

In

a socialist society , that basis is

completely , basically altered . In this society , there is no
capitalism , i.e., there is no class of private owners of pro
ductive property to which labour power may be applied
for the production

of more property .
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The abolition

of

capitalism

might be achieved by an insurrection or through

a democratic process. Whatever the process, in a socialist
society there is no capitalist class in existence . Nor is
there any other exploiting class, such as the class of land
lords and capitalist farmers.
The disappearance of the
exploiting classes means that there is only one class left
in society - the class of workers whether they work in
fields, factories, offices or in the professions. The State in
such

a society is a workers' state and, if the democratic

forms of political and economic life already described are
in existence, it may not be turned into a bureaucratic or
totalitarian

state.

Socialization of Production
10.
The property that under capitalism belonged to
the capitalist and the landlord belongs under socialism to
the worker not individually , but corporately .
In other
words the State , its subordinate limbs, the municipalities,
village communities, co -operatives and similar corporate
bodies become the property owners, and , together, the
managers and directors of all economic activities. All large
scale industries, such as defence and basic industries , are
owned and managed by the State ; consumption industries
and industries of small and middle sizes are owned by other
corporate bodies . Land is owned by the village community
as a whole from which individual cultivators hold within
certain minimum

and maximum

limits of acreage; and the

actual farming is done through co - operatives or individual
cultivators working as members of a co -operative society .
Socialization of Trade and Banking

11. Trading establishments too become the property
of the State or the co -operatives who carry on all the trade,
except very small neighbourhood trade that may be left
in the hands of individuals. All banking is in the hands
of the State .

Industrialization
Science

and

Development

of

Technology

and

12. The economic organization of present society is
geared to the need of creating private profit. In socialist
society , the purpose of economic activities is to produce
goods and services for the satisfaction of human wants .
India is poor beyond description . Not enough of goods
and services are being produced to go round . Even if the
few who are in a privileged position at present did not
misappropriate the share of their fellowmen , there is not
enough to satisfy even the primary needs of the population .
It is obvious therefore that production must increase
manifold .
13.

But production cannot increase unless human la

bour is made more productive by the use of science and
technology . Furthermore, in socialism the aim is not mere
ly to increase the productivity of human labour but also to
make it less irksome and fatiguing and to leave to the
labourer more time for rest, recreation and the pursuit of
happiness .

Thus, both to make labour more productive,
and less toilsome, it is necessary to make the greatest pos
sible use of science and technology .
Large vs. Small Industry
In this context the controversy that ceaselessly
14 .
rages regarding large industry and handicrafts is beside

the point. The aim in socialist society is to attain the high
est possible standard of living, materially and culturally .
into
Therefore, science, technology, art, all are pressed
service to achieve that aim . All forms of production
large, small, concentrated , dispersed — are made subser
vient to the needs of production , employment, health and
aesthetics .
Planned Economic Development
15.

In

capitalist society , production

is not adjusted

to the needs of the community but to the dictates of the
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market, which in its turn, reflects not social needs but the
relationship between spending and saving , in other words,
the relationship between wages and

profits .

Therefore,

capitalist production is wasteful and planless.
16 .
In socialist society , as production has to satisfy
the needs of society , it is adjusted to those needs. That is
to say, a plan is drawn up in accordance to social needs and
production follows the plan .
Decentralized and Regional Planning
17.

There is, however , a danger in

planning.

It has

been found that, if completely centralized , planning leads
to bureaucratism and dictatorship .
But the very nature
of planned economy is such that in certain spheres, as key
industries, imports and exports, currency , finance, prices
of basic commodities , reinvestment, etc., central planning
is imperative.

Yet if the evils of regimentation are to be

avoided , it is necessary to leave as much local initiative as
possible in the matter of regional planning, particularly
with respect to commodities locally consumed . At the same
time, the Central Planning Authority too should be so con
stituted as to be a representative body; that is to say, it
should consist not only of the representatives of the Cen
tral Government but also of the Provincial Governments,
the trade unions and the co -operatives .
Village and Town
18. In capitalist economy, particularly in India , the
villagers are a prey to the cities. In socialist India , this
conflict is removed and the exploitation of the village by
the money economy of capitalism is stopped . There is no
discrepancy in the standards of living of the rural and
urban areas and the peasant and worker both receive equal
values for their labour .
Abolition of the Princes
19 . With the formation of the two Indian Dominions.

the Princely States have joined one Dominion or the other .
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In socialist India , the Prince and feudal lords .have no
place . Whether the Princes and their vassals go as a re
sult of revolution or by the votes of their peoples , they will
have to go before socialism is fully established .
Tribal Peoples
20. The tribal peoples of India are on different cul
tural levels, and all are backward economically and politi
cally .
Taking advantage of their backwardness , foreign
missions have tried systematically to denationalize them .
The tribal peoples are an integral part of the Indian na
tion ; but their distinctive culture entitles them
autonomy and the fullest cultural freedom .

to regional

Religion
21.

While socialism

is a rational way of life, it does

not interfere with religion .
free in socialist India .

Religion would be completely

Caste
22.

In

India, apart from

economic inequalities, there

are social inequalities, particularly among one of the com
munities, namely the Hindus. The system of caste is anti
social, undemocratic and tyrannous, inasmuch as it divides
men into high and low , touchable and untouchable, curtails
human liberties and interferes with economic activities. In
socialist India , this system cannot exist and no distinction
or discrimination based on caste is permitted .
Woman
23. Woman in present-day society is suppressed and
exploited . In socialism , woman is the equal of man , and
no distinction or discrimination based on sex exists.
Socialism

24 .

Here then

is our picture of socialist society.

It

is a democratic society where everyone is a worker and all
men are equal, including women ; where there are equal
12

opportunities for all and wages do not differ so much as
create distinctions of class ; where all wealth is owned

to

by the community ; where progress is planned ; where la
bour is joyful and fruitful; where life is richer, fuller,
beautiful.
World

Socialism

25. Our picture of socialism
is unrealisable in full
except on a global basis. Socialism defines a world order ,
a social epoch , and its frontiers are not geographic. Social
ism in one part of the world and anti-socialism in the other
have no meaning except that the times are transitional.
But ultimately there is only one world , and that is the
world of socialism . Hence world socialism is our objec
tive, and we work with other democratic socialist forces to
remove from world
society the impediments to
world
socialism , namely , imperialism , racialism , colonialism ,
other forms of national oppression and economic inequality .
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CHAPTER II
TRANSITION

TO

SOCIALISM

26.
The society described above cannot be created
all at once. Present society is far removed from socialism .
Therefore , there must be a period , short or long, of transi
tion from

the present to the ideal.

Class Struggle : The Motive Force of Social Change
27.
The forces that drive society toward socialism are
the forces generated by the struggle of classes.
It is not
merely socialist intellectuals who by the powers of logic
and persuasion bring about socialism .

Socialist intellec

tuals play an important part in the process, but they do not
provide the motive force . That force is provided by the
working class and the other exploited classes in capitalist
society who struggle against their exploiters in order to
improve their position and to free themselves from

exploi

tation . This struggle leads them ultimately to destroy the
social system that upholds and sanctions their exploitation
establish a society free from
exploitation , i.e., a
and to
socialist society. The intellectuals who identify themselves
with the exploited class give ideal or ideological expression
to this struggle and the objectives it drives at in a more
or less elemental manner . In brief, the class struggle is
themotive force in the transition to socialism .
Two Stages of Transition
28.

Looked at as a historical process, this transition

has two stages ; one, the stage, where the class struggle
leads to the capture of power by socialists; the other , when
the socialists in power build up socialism .
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Insurrectionary or Democratic Method
29. In theory, State power can be captured by either
of two methods, i.e. by an insurrectionary overthrow of
the State in existence or by democratic means. It is ne
cessary to define both these terms to avoid misunderstand
ing .
Insurrectionary Means
30.

Insurrectionary means must

be

distinguished

from terroristic action , putschism
or conspiratorial vio
lence.
Insurrectionary means become inevitable when a
small class of privileged and vested interests rules by force
over the entire people, who cannot be rid of the rulers ex
cept through a violent overthrow .

It is important to re

member that any violent action against the State is not
insurrection nor a preparation for it.
Insurrection is an
armed rising of the people, rather than the sporadic violence
of a band of conspirators. An insurrection succeeds only
when it has the backing of the people and the active parti
cipation of at least the more awakened among them . In
other words, an insurrection is not an insurrection unless
the people participate in it: otherwise, it is, at the best, the
terrorism of a revolutionary elite . It follows that in order
to prepare for an insurrection , it is futile to throw bombs
and commit murder and loot and arson .
is to awaken

What is needed

and organise and move the toiling masses .

The essence of the socialist methodology lies in this tech
nique of mass awakening and mobilisation .
historically , for an

To put it

insurrection to take place and to

suc

ceed , the philosophy and technique of the Narodnaya Volya
must be transformed into the philosophy and technique of
the Russian Social Democratic Labour Party .

Democratic Means
31.

Likewise, care should

be taken

not to

confuse

democratic means with mere constitutional or parliamen
15

tary means.
far wider in
( in

certain

Though the first include the second , they are
scope.
Civil resistance , satyagraha, strike
circumstances ) are not constitutional means.

Yet they are democratic means. Likewise, mere constitu
tionalism is not concerned with building up of class orga
nisations, such as trade unions, and in sharpening the class
struggle, or in constructive work such as the development
of the co -operative movement or the workers' educational
movement.

A constitutionalist or parliamentary party

is

little more than an election machine. A democratic party
too has its election machine, but it is much more than that.
It has its trade union work and other similar work among
the peasantry and the lower middle class and its co -opera
tive and other constructive and educational work . Nor
is all this work aimed at mere electoral victory, but at lay
ing the foundations of socialism , within the womb of pre
sent society . The socialist government alone cannot build
up socialism , but the people as a whole , working through
their trade unions , peasant panchayats,
co -operatives,
youth , cultural and other popular organisations must do it.

32.

Democratic means can be used

for the capture

of State power only where full political democracy is func
tioning and the working class , the peasantry and the lower
middle class have reached a high level ofmaturity and have
created a powerful political party . Where these conditions
do not exist, democratic methods must be ineffective and
inadequate and sometimes dangerous.
33.

When

the first stage is complete, i.e. when State

power has been captured , socialists may proceed to build
up socialism either in a democratic manner or through a
dictatorship of the proletariat , i.e. of the toiling masses
who in India include workers, peasants and the poor middle
class. The democratic method can succeed only where the
danger of counter -revolution does not exist, i.e. the danger
that the old ruling classes would overthrow the socialist
state by force and establish their dictatorial rule .
16

In Present Circumstances only Democratic Means Correct
and Effective

34 .

In

be fairly set.

India the course towards socialism

seems to
The framework of Indian democracy is.near

ly complete, and , though the picture is not that of full poli
tical democracy , there is large scope for democratic func
tioning . There is going to be adult franchise , and, though
there are limitations, civil liberties under the new consti
tution shall exist to a degree where the socialist movement
may

grow steadily .
The existing restrictions on the
people's liberties are no doubt an impediment but their
effect can be exaggerated . Further enlargement of demo
cracy is dependent largely on the growth of the socialist
movement itself. The stronger this movement grows the
fuller shall be our democracy. On the other hand, the more
irresponsible does left wing infantilism become, the greater
the danger of fascism and reaction .
The Socialist Party
is thus no mere tool in the hands of circumstances .

Rather

the Party is itself a considerable factor in the shaping of
circumstances .
Taking into account the entire situation
in the country and the future possibilities, democratic
means appear to be the only correct means to follow , the
only means that can be effective. It is possible that events ,
beyond our control, might conspire to transform radical
ly the existing situation , making democratic means im
possible to follow and rendering them ineffective.
Even
in that eventuality , though it appears to be highly unlike
ly , the present means in the present circumstances would
so strengthen the forces of socialism and give it such a
mass basis and such a broad -based organisational instru
ment, that it would be easy for the movement to adjust itself
to the new situation and adopt even insurrectionary means
effectively .
Democratic Transition or Dictatorship of the Proletariat.
35. The new State in the hands of Socialists becomes
an

instrument for building up of a socialist society .
17

The

State might function democratically , or it might be com
pelled to suppress the liberties of those who might threaten
its existence. If the socialist movement has succeeded in
mobilising an adequately large sector of the toiling masses
and if the influence over them

of the propertied

classes

has been destroyed , the new State would have so broad a
basis and such stability that the danger of counter - revolu
tion should be inconsiderable . The building up of socialism
can then proceed on democratic lines.
If, on the other
hand , thenew

State is threatened and insecure, the counter

revolutionary elements in society would be suppressed by
force . In other words, a dictatorship of the proletariat
would have to be established . Such a dictatorship , how
ever , shall not be the dictatorship of a single class, or worse ,
of a single party. Under this dictatorship of the proleta
riat, all the classes forming the proletariat shall share in
the state power , and all the parties of the proletariat ex
cept those that believe in

totalitarianism

shall function

in complete freedom ; only the anti- proletarian elements
being disenfranchised and their liberties suppressed .
Our Primary Task
36.

As stated above, themotive force in the transition

to socialism is the struggle of the classes . In India , the
working class , the peasantry, the toiling middle class , are
neither organised nor fully aware of their historical role,
i.e., of their role in the transition to socialism nor has their
struggle become a central fact in the political and econo
mic life of the country . Large sectors of the toiling masses
are today wholly under the sway of irrational, undemo
cratic , anti- socialist forces, such as the forces of caste and
communalism . Socialism would remain a distant dream
till the masses are weaned away from these influences and
made aware of their true interests and their historic
destiny.

Therefore , the primary task of the socialist move

ment today is the oreation of the class organizations of the
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toiling people and the development of their class conscious
ness and of their struggle for freedom from want and ex
ploitation and social injustice.
Constructive Activities
37.

In

a democratic climate , and working with

mocratic means, the struggle of the exploited
their efforts to

de

classes and

emancipate and equip themselves for the

task of governance and management of society assume
other forms than merely class organisation . There are all
manner of constructive and cultural activities which take
the class struggle to varied fields and fronts and push for
ward the transition to socialism .
The most important of
these activities is co -operation
other

in

all its forms.

activities may be mentioned

Among

workers ' education ;

youth movement; cultural programmes; adult literacy ;
campaign against caste, untouchability and communalism ;
voluntary association for self-help such as to build village
roads, wells, tanks, bunds, etc., and other similar work .
The importance of these co -operative and cultural activi
ties should not be underestimated and they should form
as important a part of our work

during the transitional

period as the development of the class organisations.
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CHAPTER III
POLICY

WITH

REGARD . TO

INDIAN

STATES

People's Aspirations
38 . With the end of British rule in India , the Princely
States lost the basis of their existence .
The Princes of
these States had allied themselves in law and in spirit with
the foreign rulers .
The struggle against these Princes
therefore formed an integral part of the wider struggle
against foreign tyranny . Through their long struggle of
thirty years the people of India learned to aspire for the
removal of the princely order , for the political and admi
nistrative unity of the country as a whole , for the growth
of democratic institutions throughout the land and for the
regrouping of States either to merge with the existing pro
vinces or to form new provinces where possible.
Integration only the Beginning of a New
39.

The integration

Order

of five hundred and odd

states,

achieved in less than two years, constitutes a landmark
in the advance of Indian polity and realisation of people's
aspiration . However the disappearance of these States as
separate entities is not the final step in the political inte
gration of this land.
It is only the beginning of a new
order in which the States and Provinces find a new basis
of further advance .
Re-drawing the Administrative Map
40. Together with the Provinces they have now to
be regrouped so as to achieve administrative and economic
efficiency and to serve the claims of language, geography
and the sub -groups of Indian culture.
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According to this

formula the Socialist Party welcomes the constitution

of

Madhya Bharat and Rajasthan . It further proposes the
formation of the new provinces of Karnatak, Kerala , and
Gujarat.

The other Unions and States must be abolished

to merge with these and other existing Provinces. Many
of the States have been left in their original shape and the
Unions that have been formed cannot be justified on
rational grounds.
The position of centrally administered
States such as Bhopal, Rampur, Himachal Pradesh , Mani
pur and Cooch -Behar is anomalous.

Similarly there is no

raison d'etre for the Unions of PEPSU , Vindhya Pradesh ,
USTC and Saurashtra as separate administrative units.
The Vindhya Pradesh Union should as a whole be merged
either in U.P. or C.P.

Disintegration
41.

In no case should it be split up .

of Hyderabad Essential

In accordance with

the common pattern for the

reconstitution of provinces , the Socialist Party does not
believe in the continuance of Hyderabad as a single ad
ministrative unit. Hyderabad is a province of three lan
guages and an autocratic dynasty had held it together re
gardless of the desires of the people . The power of that
dynasty is now gone and Hyderabad must be broken up
into its natural parts , the Telugu area should go to the
Province of Andhra , the Marathi area to the Province of
Maharashtra

and Kannada speaking area to Karnatak .
Such a break -up of Hyderabad and the association of its
different units in natural fraternity with the neighbouring

provinces will realise the aspirations of the people and re
lease their energies .
Paradox of Popular Ministries without Legislatures
42.
The complete integration of the States involves
their rapid democratisation . Yet in Saurashtra , PEPSU and
Rajasthan the paradox of popular Ministries without Le
gislatures continues under the dispensation of the States '
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Ministry .

In the States and Unions of States, where As

semblies have been formed , the principle of free election
was vitiated by the prevalence of the conditions of semi
serfdom and restricted franchise .
mediately

This wrong must be im

set right.

Nomination of People's Representatives denial of
Democracy
43.

The population

of the States which

have been

merged into the existing provinces have no say whatsoever
in the administration of these Provinces and are therefore
left in a state of inferior citizenship. The Socialist Party
emphatically protests against the arbitrary decision of the
Congress Government to shelve the issue of elections in
the merged States , which alone could have given the feel
of freedom to the people and to nominate their chosen men
as people's representatives to Legislative Assemblies . Any
attempt to whittle down the establishment of full demo
cratic institutions must be resisted by the people.
Abolish Distinction

between

Prince and Commoner

44. The Government of India's policy with regard to
the powers and status of the Princes, such as continue to
be rulers or Rajpramukhs in their States and such as have
been removed has halted the revolution in the States. As
long as the distinction between the Prince and the com
moner lasts either in power or in status, democarcy is pain
fully inadequate . The Prince must be shorn of his prince
hood and elevated to be a free citizen of India . The Gov
ernment of India have not only allowed this vital principle
to be compromised but have also fixed hereditary allowan
ces and pensions of Rajpramukhs and deposed Princes at
excessively high

figures, a fact which reduces to mockery

all calls to austerity and hard work .

Their allowances

must therefore be scaled down to bring them
ity with the general pattern of austerity .
22

In

in conform
some cases ,

Princes have appropriated to themselves State properties
and a large part of such usurpation has taken place in re
cent months.

The Government of India must set up com

mittees consisting of High

Court Judges to

enquire into

the Princely properties.
Common Organic Law

throughout the Land

45. The Socialist Party welcomes the measures taken
by the Government of India in order to bring about inte
gration of the States in the matter of finance, and armed
forces.

The barriers of custom

duties must disappear and

the federal authority must fully prevail in regard to army,
currency, permits, taxation and industrial development. A
number of Constituent Assemblies have been set up, which
must be scrapped and the same organic law enforced in
the States as in other Provinces.

Any compromise on this

question will inevitablye jeopardise Indian unity .
Enlargement of People's Rights and Liberties
46. The fundamental rights of the citizen in these
States are still curtailed and sometimes nullified by num
berless bad laws and practices .
The Constitution of India
must guarantee full civil liberties all over the land and
meanwhile all laws and measures which hamstring the
people of these States must go. For the growth of demo
cracy, it is likewise necessary that the Jagirdari system
which gives a large vested interest in land and also some
ruling powers to a small set of Jagirdars must be abolish
ed immediately . In these Jagirdari and Princely areas ,
men are still held in serfdom and then transferred as slaves .
The right of life , liberty

and pursuit of happiness must

immediately and inalienably belong to every man and
woman in these States and all institutions and practices
which deny to the people the right to govern themselves
must be removed .
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Urgent Administrative Reforms
47.

The administrative jungles which

the Princely

territories represent today must speedily be cleared up .
Administrative services must be standardised , their power
and responsibility fixed and a system of appointment by
examination and merit through Public Service Commissions
be instituted . In most of the States bad laws and lax ad
ministration prevail as of yore. Laws must immediately
be standardised and brought in line with the rest of the
country . Legislation on labour and agriculture must con
form to all-India standards. Recommendations of the Pay
Commission , Factory Laws, dearness allowance scales and
the like must be put into operation . The labour and kisan
movements must be brought in line with the mass move
ment in the other parts of the country . Working class
efforts to achieve minimum wage and social security must
be encouraged . Likewise , expenditure on agricultural uplift
and tenancy laws of the all- India pattern must prevail.
The co -operative movement also should be encouraged and
rules of registration regularised .
States are Retarded Areas in the Indian Union
48.

The States constitute today the backward areas

• in the Indian Union . There is terrible cultural backward
ness, paucity of trained personnel and absence of democra
tic consciousness. No facts and reliable statistics with re
gard to various aspects of the economic life in the States
are available today. In the matter of food statistics, they
The absence of
are described as non - reporting areas.
statistical material is bound to defeat the attempts to intro
duce a planned economy. Special attention must therefore
be given in order to bring these areas to the level of more
advanced regions. Otherwise these areas will become the
cause of future disruption and disintegration .
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Foreign

Settlements a

Threat to India's Integrity

49. The political and administrative integrity of India
is obstructed by the existence of foreign settlements even
more than by the princely States . The Portuguese settle
ment in Goa has already made itself infamous by suppress
ing the people's revolt for freedom and for unity with
India , by éxiling five brave Goans to a fartress prison in
Portugal and further by the recentmost sentence of fifteen
years' rigorous imprisonment each to four Goans for the
simple offence of making a speech . These foreign settle
ments must go . While the Government of India should
indeed convince the Portuguese and French Governments
of the undesirability , for the sake of decent international
relationships, of their persisting to suppress a part of the
Indian people, the Socialist Party must assert that this is
not a matter for diplomacy alone and that it is the inalien
able right of the people

in

these settlements to revolt

against foreign tyranny, and that it is equally the right and
duty of the Indian people as a whole to support such revolts.
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CHAPTER
LABOUR

IV

POLICY

Pivotal Role of the Working Class

50.

In the achievement of Socialist order of society ,

working class has an

important and increasingly respon

sible role to play. The labour policy of the Party therefore
forms the core of the Party's policy - statement.
Worker's Cultural Backwardness
The Labour Movement
51.

in

our

country

suffers

the social and cultural backwardness of the working
class as also from the legacy of disruption and disunity in
the past. The working class can realise its historic destiny
only to the extent it is able to overcome these initial dis
abilities.
from

Trade Union Unity possible only

on

Sound Principles

The Socialist Party , in the past , took a leading
part in bringing together within the folds of a common
organization trade union movements that had got splinter
52.

ed by other parties. Experience has however shown that
such unity is artificial and it is neither lasting nor effective
in enabling the workers to play a significant part in society .
Real unity can be realised only on the basis of new crystal
lisation of labour, on the basis of sound organisation built
on sound policy. It is a slow yet sure process.
Free and Democratic Trade Unionism
53.

Only

free

and

democratic

trade unionism

can

have the vitality to survive splits and splinter movements.
These Unionsmust be free from the control of employers,
Government and political parties. Both the Communists
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and Congressmen have entered the Labour Movement with
the intention of subordinating it to their political and party
ends.
The inadequacy of the AITUC and the INTUC is
thus fundamental. The first has sacrificed the interests of
the working class over and again to the needs and demands
of the political exigencies of the Communist Party .
The
INTUC has been brought into being to subserve the needs
of the Congress Party in power, of shackling the working
class to the needs and requirements of the Congress Party.

54.

Vital Labour Movement is based upon

democratic trade unionism .
unionism

free and

The principles of such

have been ably defined

in

trade

the Manifesto of the

Themanifesto lays down as its cen
tral principle that the working class should play an increas
Hind Mazdoor Sabha.

ingly significant role in the affairs economic and political
To achieve this the trade unions must en
of the country.
joy freedom from the domination of government , employer
The trade unions in their turn must
or political party.
assure the fullest democracy to its members.

The trade

union movement must strive for the realisation of the prin
ciples of Industrial Democracy and must further all efforts
at the political organization of the working people . Because
the Sabha is built upon these sound principles, it deserves
the support of the Socialist Party .
Hind Mazdoor Sabha
55.

Anxious as the Socialist Party is to develop free

and democratic trade unionism in the country , it directs its
members working in different trade unions to exert their
democratic influence towards uniting the trade unions in
the country in the Hind Mazdoor Sabha .

International Solidarity
The Socialist Party likewise favours an inter
56 .
national solidarity of free and democratic trade unions.
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The coming together of such trade unions on a world scale
deserves our support .
National Industrial Unions
57.
If the workers are to play an important part , it
is necessary to have a sound trade union movement that
would be free from the weaknesses that have clung to trade
union movements so far.

58 .
The major weakness of Trade Unionism has been
the fragmentation , or small size, of the unions. It is neces
sary to discourage factory unions and foster nation -wide
The Party must work for the creation of national
industrial unions with locals for different factories and
trade councils for different localities. Such national indus
trial unions would be able to realize uniformity of wage

unions.

rates and of conditions of work over the vast country and
provide guidance to constituent units in strike as in nor
mal times. . Only national industrial unions can meet the
employers , who are well organised , on an equal footing .
Technicians and the members of the supervisory
59.
staff in many industries are forming their own unions. This
development should be welcomed and efforts must be made
to bring about a greater co -ordination between the unions
of the workers and those of the technicians and the super
· visory
60.

staff.
The national industrial unions should have full

time paid officials and organisers.

Honorary work

cannot

give trade unionism the services it requires. The officials
and organisers should be adequately paid if responsible
work is to be expected from them . It is equally necessary
among the
to develop the trade union leadership from
workers themselves .
61.

The trade union movement can fulfil its manifold

responsibilities only if the unions have adequate finance .
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The membership fees should be large enough to meet the
various demands on the trade union movement.
New

Tasks and New
62.

Responsibilities

Trade Unions are being called upon

to shoulder

responsibilities ; the original and fundamental task of
collective bargaining for members has to be continued and
developed . The machinery of consultation provides new
opportunities to trade unions, and with the development
new

of planned economy the trade unions will have to pool the
experiences of the workers and impartits benefit to
industry .
63.

The demand for workers' share in the control of

industry is made for two reasons: the worker's wages and
conditions of work are ultimately determined by the orga
nisation and output of productive processes. Unless he has
an effective say in organising the productive process his
economic and social improvement will not go far. Second
ly , the worker has functional interest in his job. As poli
tical democracy enriches his citizenship so industrial de
It
mocracy enriches his satisfaction in and from work .

is the business of new

trade unionism

to restore to the

worker the joy in work that transition from

craft economy

to factory economy has taken away .
64.

Industrial democracy must be fostered not mere

ly because it will improve and augment production but
also because it will enrich work for the worker .
Political Base of Working Class Movement
65. The position , the industrial workers occupy in
the economic life gives them
a pivotal position in the
struggle for socialism . Without their participation , social
Political democracy
transformation cannot be realized .
can broaden

into social democracy only to the extent the

workers assume responsibility . The Socialist Party must
therefore be rooted in the working class. The Party units
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in industrial areasmust be composed of the best elements
in the working class. A two-way relationship must there
fore grow up between the Party and the trade unions. Each
must support the other and become the warp and woof
of the common fabric of socialism .
66. In the European countries different relationships
have grown between the trade unions and working class
parties.

In Great Britain the trade union movement nur

tured the Labour Party to maturity : In Imperial Germany
the relationship was just the reverse . The political or
ganizations of workers under Lassalle and Liebknecht.
from the beginning, dominated the trade union movement.
In the Latin countries the political and the functional or
ganizations of the working class often came in conflict and
it is no accident that France gave birth

to

Syndicalism .

In Russia , under the totalitarian philosophy of the Bolshe
viks, the trade unions are shorn of all independent powers
and are mere appendages of the Party in power .
Collective Affiliation
67.

The new

constitution of the Socialist Party , with

its provision for collective affiliation of class organization
to the Party , provides organic links between the political
party of the workers and their trade unions. Collective
affiliation assures the control of the Party by the organised
forces of the working people.

Schools of Democracy
68. In India , where we are striving to realize demo
cratic socialism , the trade unions, together with co -opera
tives, must become the principal schools of democracy

for

the working class . They are the means for training the
working class for assuming responsibilities in political and
economic spheres. The trade unions and works commit
tees must train the workers in the art of industrial man
agement and organization .

The test of a successful union
80

is the ability to control an industry that it has imparted
to its members. In socialist economy, it must be remember
ed that the trade unions and co -operatives will share the
responsibility
industry .

of the governance and administration

of

Workers' Education Movement
69. ' The Party in conjunction with trade unions,must
develop a Workers' Education Movement that will remove
the cultural backwardness of the working class.
A demand must be made on the government and
70.
the employers to provide facilities to the workers for tech
nical training. A scheme on the model of the Training
Workers- in -Industry scheme in Britain should be prepar
ed to train the worker in the workshop . This will go a
considerable way in meeting the needs of our industries
for trained personnel.
71.

The Party must endeavour through trade unions,

labour colleges and cognate organizations to build up a
cadre that will be able to shoulder the responsibilities of
nationalized industries .
72.

The Party's labour policy

is

directed

towards

winning through trade unions, co -operatives, labour col
leges and works committees, the total allegiance of the
working class for the establishment of a new social order
based on free and equal life.
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CHAPTER
FOREIGN

V

POLICY

Objectives of Foreign Policy
73.

The Socialist Party

stands for the ideals of ( 1 )

World Government and (2 ) Peace. The pursuit of this twin
objective necessitates adoption of a positive foreign policy .
This policy comprises of four elements: ( i) freedom
of
peoples, ( ii ) democracy and social justice, ( iii) compara
tively equal returns to human labour throughout the world ,
and ( iv ) active neutrality.
Freedom

of Peoples

74. The first principle is clear enough .
The Party
has always stood for the freedom of the colonial people . All
Asia is astir today and many countries have regained their
freedom . But vast areas of Africa and some countries of
Asia are still under foreign domination .
Therefore, the
struggle for freedom has to continue until the last vestige
of imperialist domination has been destroyed . The Social
ist Party will support all popular movements aimed
achieving this end.

75 .

While the world

is moving in

the direction

at

of

greater and wider integration of peoples, the nascent
nations in Asia and Africa in the last lap of their freedom
struggle are manifesting an alarming tendency to disinte
grate.
Self -determination has unfortunately spelt parti
tion , destruction of secular democracy and elevation of re
ligious and racial communities to statehood. Interested
groups and foreign influences have deliberately fostered
and are continuing this process of disintegration . Such a
development will be the undoing of socialism and must
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therefore be countered by the fostering of wider loyalties
and preference for ever widening federations.
Social and Economic Aspects of the Freedom

Movements

76. The achievement of national independence is not
enough . The people of these countries should strive, to
reconstruct their economies and raise their standard of liv
ing through economic planning and elimination of econo
mic inequalities.
There is a great danger of people ex
changing one form of slavery for another . Wage slavery
may go .

But if it is replaced by forced labour on a mass

scale or the discipline of the labour camp as in

Russia ,

freedom will necessarily remain incomplete. Labour must
therefore be free and the frontiers of freedom and civil
liberty be enlarged . In short the life of the people has to
be reorganised on the basis of democratic socialism . The
movements of freedom
particularly in

from

foreign rule everywhere and

East Asia have been more than the effort

to overthrow foreign rule . They have also been economic
and social movements directed against the old order, spe
cially the feudal order which allied itself with foreign rule
everywhere.' The progress of the peoples towards social
ism
in Asia is not restricted to the working class as in
European

countries ; the

exploited

hitherto struggled for freedom
socialism

are as much

labourers.

classes which

and are now

have

struggling for

farmers and city dwellers as factory

Such a general advance of the Asian and other

peoples towards socialism opens out a wholly
glorious perspective for world socialism .

new

and

Economic Advancement of the Retarded Peoples
77.

The overriding fact in the world today is the in

equality of nations.

This inequality does not merely con

sist in the political dependence of some nations, but also
in the disparity in the productivity of human labour be
tween advanced industrial countries and retarded econo
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mies of Asia and Africa .

Unless this disparity is remov
Today the return

ed there will not be a real world order .

to human labour is extremely unequal. The ratio between
the advanced countries and backward peoples would ap
proximately be 20 to 1. For this it is not necessary to de
press the advanced countries . What is required is to intro
duce new technique in backward countries and raise their
Increased output per man -hour of labour
productivity .
demands better and adequate tools and tolerable living con
ditions. In fact this effort to bring the productivity of the
colonial people on a par with those of the advanced coun
tries is the sheet- anchor of a progressive foreign policy .
Policy of Active Neutrality
78.

The policy of neutrality , the Socialist Party stands

for , is not a passive or negative policy.

What the Party is

advocating is a policy of active and positive neutrality .
India must not isolate herself. She should seek to extend
the sphere of this neutrality by bringing in countries which
desire peace and want to keep aloof from the conflict of
Power -blocs and thus from
a Third Camp — the Camp of
Peace . This policy has to be understood in the context of
the present international situation .
Power-politics and International Tension

79.

The world situation is characterised today by the

creation of two powerful blocs— the Anglo -American Bloc
and the Russian Bloc and their struggle for World domina
tion . The destruction of the Japanese and German empires
during the Second World War created a vacuum over cer
tain areas of the earth and this gave a new impetus to the
rivalry of great powers .
The antagonism
between the
Anglo -American bloc and the Russian bloc is an expres
sion of their attempt to project their respective influences
wherever such a vacuum existed .

84

' Democratic' and ' Socialist Blocs

80.

The Socialist Party is unable to accept the popu

lar characterisation of either of the dominant power-blocs .
The Anglo -American bloc is commonly described as a poli
tical democracy and the Russian bloc as an economic de
mocracy or a socialist dictatorship . These are at best par
tial truths.
Democracy and socialism
are interrelated
terms and therefore it would be wrong to characterise the
Anglo -American system as democratic and the Russian sys
tem as socialist. In the United States and Western Europe
they have indeed introduced a democratic method such as
representative institutions and elections, but their demo
cratic effort is far from

adequate . Likewise Soviet Russia
has abolished private ownership in the means of produc
tion and established planned economy but she has central
ised economic power and the mass of the population is not
only denied democratic freedom and civil liberties but also
the full use of economic power . Thus there being neither
political liberty nor economic democracy in Russia it would
be wrong to describe it as socialist.
81.
The Russian economy is not adequately industri
alised and she is at present engaged in a primitive accu
mulation of capital.
In order to speed up the accumula
tion of themeans of production Russia is trying to expand
and distribute the burden of this accumulation over an
ever-larger territory . The expansionist urge of the Anglo
American bloc stems from their economic system which
is predominantly capitalist and in which the problem is to
employ gainfully the accumulated surplus. Politically , the
expansionist urges of these power- blocs take the form of
an effort as in the case of Russia , to incorporate as many
States as possible within the Soviet political system
and
therein establish totalitarian rule of the Communist Par
ties subservient to Moscow , and in

the American sphere

of influence to bring pressure so as to retard social change
85

and preserve the capitalist system . Thus there are dis
tinctions and differences in the character of and the
methods adopted by these power -blocs but basically their
approach is the same; both are expansionist. It is some
times said that whereas the Russian bloc is rigid and homo
geneous the Anglo -American bloc is heterogeneous.

It is
true that some countries in the Anglo - American bloc such
as the United Kingdom are trying to socialise their internal
economies but similarly fissures have lately appeared in
the supposedly rigid Russian system too, as exemplified by
the excommunication of Tito by the Cominform .
Victory of Neither
Mankind

Bloc

Will

Spell

Emancipation

of

82. The extension of the Anglo - American influence
to all parts of the earth will make the American system
“ almighty on this planet” and will not allow the Socialist
Parties to develop and eventually challenge the supremacy
of capitalism . On the other hand incorporation of the
world in the Soviet sphere will put the Kremlin -controlled
Communist Parties in power everywhere and destroy the
democratic and socialist forces . From this analysis it will
be clear that victory of neither of the Power blocs will lead
to the emancipation of mankind. And therefore, no choice
or preference is indicated . India should not therefore do
anything that is likely to increase the influence of either
of these blocs but strive to create a Third Camp of active
neutrality and try to expand the area of this Third Camp
as far as possible.
The policy of building up the Third
Camp has two aspects.
It has to be carried out on two
levels , Governmental and popular .
Third Camp of Peace

83 .

The Government of India should enter into non
aggression pacts and treaties of enduring friendship with
as many countries as possible and also achieve a network
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of regional alliances including East Asian countries, the
Arab League, our western neighbours and others. On the
popular level the Socialist Party will try to strengthen the
forces of Peace throughout the world .

A

broad popular

movement for World Federal Government must be built
up . A nucleus already exists in the shape of the Peoples
World Congress.
Its programme includes
constructive
service on an international scale and direct political and
economic action to prevent aggression and war and even
tual convening

of a World

Constituent Assembly .

The

Socialists have to play a vital part in the development of •
this movement.
The Socialist Party will also associate
with the activities of European and other Socialist Parties
and participate in their Conferences such as the COMISCO
( International Socialist Conference ) . It will also develop
contacts with freedom movements in Asia and Africa. The
organization of regional socialist co -operation will pave the
way for the creation of a wider and real international Social
ist Movement.
Commonwealth Link Inconsistent with Neutrality
84.

If India is to play its part in world affairs effec

tively it will have to avoid all such associations and com
mitments as are likely to compromise this fundamental
policy . It is clear that India's membership of the British
Commonwealth even in its new form is inconsistent with
the basic policy of active neutrality . It has meant in prac
tice passive lining up of India with Anglo - America on
every vital issue. It has robbed our country of indepen
dent initiative in the matter of foreign policy .

The policy

of peace as outlined above demands that India come out
of the British Commonwealth which still maintains colo
nial domination and racial discrimination and which strate
gically, economically and politically is a part of the Anglo
American bloc.
37

Fight for Peace
85. Paradoxically enough the Governments who are
arming themselves to the teeth and are feverishly prepar
ing for war shout about peace. But it is clear that those
who refuse to accept the fundamentals herein outlined
cannot be called friends of Peace .

The World today is liv

ing under the shadow of War and the fight for peace has
to be carried on not only by the Socialists but all other
progressive elements.
86. In pursuance of this policy of peace India can
not but take active interest in the UNO. It is true that
that the United Nations Organization cannot basically re
duc
ational sovereignties . Its decisions are taken on the
basis of the world as it is, with the armed forces and other
sources of power in different countries so widely varying.
Such decisions are at best amending expedients. They can
check a malady but cannot remove it. They cannot bring
nations under an international sovereignty , for they are
powerless to alter materially the differences in economy
and armed strength of different nations.
The Socialist
Party nevertheless feels that India's membership of the
UNO should be continued .
India Government's Failure to Play Positive Role in UNO
87.
India has not however played a positive role in
the UNO uptil now .
It has failed to give a lead on issues
of world significance . It has particularly failed to raise
questions of social justice and world freedom on the plat
form of the UNO . The Government of India could have
for instance declared that distinctions between the victors
and the vanquished should go and that every country in
the world , no matter whether it had lost a war, should have
its own national government. It should have renounced
reparations from Germany and Japan .
It should have
demanded the withdrawal of foreign authority and armies
of occupation whether in Germany, Korea , Japan , Bul
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garia , Hungary , Rumania, Indonesia , Viet-Nam , Malaya ,
and territories of the African people and the reconstitution
of national authority .
It should be India's endeavour to
remove the serious limitations from which the UNO suffers
and to transform it into an
national co -operation .

instrument of effective inter

Relationship of Peace Policy and Social Change at Home

India's failure in this respect springs from
88.
the
refusal of the Government to initiate a policy of social jus
tice at home.

Foreign policy is an extension and projec
tion of internal policy in the international field . A foreign
policy of equality , freedom and peace must in the opinion
of the Socialist Party be linked up with the effort to achieve
a new social order in our country . Two years have pass
ed since the achievement of freedom , but very little has
been done in the matter of bringing about radical social
changes . We have not introduced economic planning to
reduce inequalities of wealth and raise the standard of
living of the people. The absence of this new emphasis in
our internal efforts has robbed our foreign policy of that
ideological core and emotional drive which alone can sub
stitute military might and economic power as an
ment of foreign policy .

instru

Foreign Capital and Planned Development
89.
India must embark upon a plan of increasing the
productivity of our people . Foreign capital should be wel
come provided no strings are attached and further that all
such aid is brought in by the Government. Private import
of capital will lead to the creation of international cartels
and forge new chains of slavery.
The emphasis should
therefore be on the planned and productive utilisation of
our own resources. At the same time this effort must be
linked up with regional co -operation . National barriers
must be broken and we should henceforth think in terms
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of ever larger groupings of nations. A force of the oppress
ed people of the world , based on a comomn loyalty , has to
be created , not for aggressive purposes but to resist ex
pansionism directed against Asia , Africa and other areas
of the world , not to depress Europe or any other part of
the world but to elevate the retarded peoples and to enable
them to achieve equality of status with others.
be a stepping stone to World Government.

This will

The Way to World Government
90 .
The only way to achieve World Government is
the one here outlined . Returns to man's labour must be
made fairly equal, wherever he may live. Not merely full
employment but equally productive employment is the key
to a World State.

The constituent parts of the world must

first reach equality in power and then in prosperity and so
shall be set on the road to World Government.
Picture of the New .World
91.

The Socialist Party will work for an international

organisation in which peace is not precariously sought at
the expense of principles, in which issues are decided on
the merits of the case and not on the strength of weapons ,
secret or other , in which no country can cancel the judg
ment of mankind, where fear and threats of war do not
prevail and where men and women of different countries
plan , through their chosen delegates of equal authority ,
lives of plenty and joy and dignity , none higher than the
other .
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POLICY

REGARDING

Communist Party
92.

THE

policy

The Party , almost from

of

COMMUNIST

PARTY

Betrays Socialist Unity

socialist unity , and conceived
between

VI

its

birth , believed

it mainly in

itself and the Communist Party of India .
socialist unity

continued

till

in

terms of unity

as

late as

This
the

Ramgarh Congress , i.e., till March 1940. But at Ramgarh
this policy was changed when the National Executive
decided to to expel the Communists from the Party . That
decision was taken after the experience ofmany years had
conclusively shown that the Communists wanted not unity
but just the opposite, that is to say, the disruption and
ultimate dissolution of the Socialist Party . The Commu
nists do not consider any party other than their own to
be either revolutionary or socialist ; accordingly , a policy
of unity is to them only a means of infiltration into other
parties in order either to capture or destroy them . So
there can never be unity with the Communists.
Anti-National Rôle of the Communist Party
93.

But the war years revealed a yet more funda

mental obstacle to unity or co - operation with the Commu
nist Party .
These years showed conclusively , what was
previously only vaguely felt, that the Communist parties
all over the world are completely under the control of the
Russian Government.
everywhere are
Their policies
attuned to the policies of that government and, under the
ideological cloak of communism , they function everywhere
as its permanent and loyal fifth column.
41

.
Communist Party is a Party of Civil War
94. The Communists in this country , as elsewhere,
are often described as leftists, but they are neither leftists ,
nor rightists ; they are merely Russian nationalists ; and
they swing from either extreme to the other with the
utmost ease , as dictated by the swings in Russian policy .
Whether they support Britain or oppose her ; whether they
are for Pakistan or against it; whether they are friendly
to the Indian National Congress or hostile ; whether they
shout Nehru Sarkar Zindabad or Murdabad , they are never
or the interests of the Indian people,

guided by Marxism

but by the demands of Russian policy . Thus, having no
loyalty to their country and to their people, they naturally
do not hesitate to create conditions of chaos and anarchy.
It would be apt, accordingly , to describe the Communist
There are times when the
Party as a party of civil war.
struggle of classes does break out in a civil war. But at
all times and under all conditions the tactics of the Com
munist Party are those of civil war .
Communist Party and Democratic Socialism
95.

There

is

a

third

basic

difference between the

Socialist Party and the Communist Party .

The Socialist

Party aims at the establishment of democratic socialism ,
whereas the objective of the Communist Party is totali
tarian communism .
The Socialist Party desires to esta
blish a proletarian democracy , a Kisan Mazdoor Raj, while
the Communists desire to establish the dictatorial rule of
their party

over the workers and

peasants.

There

can

be nothing in common between the two parties working
for such divergent aims.
Denunciation of the Communist Party is not Hostility to
Soviet Russia
96.

Denunciation

of

the

Communist

Party

as

a

Russian fifth column is represented by the communists as .
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hostility to Russia herself and they denounce the Socialist
Party
as anti-Russian .
hostility towards Russia .
India , in

her own

The Socialist Party
has no
Rather, the Party believes that
interest , must live on the friendliest .

possible terms with Russia as with America or any other
country. While the Party shall always endeavour to
promote this friendship , it wishes to make it clear that
this friendship must always be on the basis of complete
equality and that free India will never brook any inter
ference with her affairs by any country , however friendly .
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LEFT

VII

UNITY

Meaning of Left unity
97.

The question of unity among parties of the left

is often raised .
It is necessary therefore to state the policy
of the Party in this regard .
There can be no question but
that unity of the left is desirable and every effort should
nity must be
brought
be made to this end . But this unity
be
about on a sound and durable basis .
98.

First , let us point out that the term

" left" is used

rather promiscuously . For the purposes of this chapter ,
we have adhered to this popular usage.
99.

Left unity might mean

one of two things:

(a )

a political integration of leftist parties with a view to bring
into existence a single consolidated party of the left; ( b ) .
joint action of the leftist parties at a given moment to
achieve certain results.
100. It is wrong to describe mere joint action as left
unity. Such action might be found desirable for certain
purposes, but it is important to remember that in itself
it would not be left unity . Real unity of the left can mean
only the political integration of the left parties.
This is
a slow process and it requires for its success certain basic
conditions. Only those parties can come together and
form
a united party who agree among themselves on
fundamental policy and methodology .
Two Trends in the Left Movement
101.

The left parties in India can be divided mainly

into two groups.

One group is of those parties which do

not accept democratic means nor believe that democracy
| and socialism
are interrelated and that the one cannot
exist without the other .
These parties, believe further in
an inevitable violent revolution , and do not concede that
socialism
means.

could ever be brought about through democratic
They believe again that of the two power blocs

in the world the Russian bloc represents the forces of social
revolution and socialism , and therefore they are opposed
lef
Olic
ber

Lou
uer

to the idea of a Third Camp and neutrality as between
these blocs and want India to line up definitely with Soviet
Russia . Apart from the Communist Party , there are other
parties in this.group , which though they denounce the
former , nevertheless
form its tail .

102 .
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On the other hand are left parties which believe
the objective conditions of present -day India ,
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democratic means are the only means to follow
and ,
further , that a socialist society in which there is no demo
cracy is a fraud upon socialism .
These parties further
believe that both of the power blocs are expansionist and
the victory of neither would spell the emancipation of
egalitarian world
mankind and the creation of a free,
society .
Therefore, these parties put their faith
Third Camp of peace, freedom and democracy .
Unity

Impossible Between

in

the

Democratic and Totalitarian

Parties
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It is clear that between these two main

groups

unity is impossible .
parties which

There is no doubt however that the
accept either of these fundamentals must

come together sooner or later : the near - communists must
ultimately be absorbed by the Communist Party or disin
tegrate , and likewise the democratic socialists must ulti
mately come within the fold of the Socialist Party or
wither away .
away.
This development will take some time and
there will have to be a period of clarification , but of the
45

ultimate result there cannot be any doubt. Which of the
two forces — the totalitarian or the democratic — will be the
stronger in the left movement in this country , depends
very largely on what the Socialist Party does today and
on objective conditions, national and international. As
things are today , there seems to be no doubt that the future
of this country lies with democratic socialism ..
Towards a United Socialist Movement
104.

To

all

the

democratic

socialist

forces in this

country we extend a cordial welcome to join the Socialist
Party in building up a united socialist movement.
Two
socialist parties have already merged with

the Party and

a considerable part of another. Every effort shall be
made to continue this process and it is hoped that as the
mass basis of the Party broadens this process would be
further facilitated .
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